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ABSTRACT 

The problem ide ntified is the lack of a functional 

analysis facility f or the routine chara cterization of obsidian 

artefacts. In over t wenty years and no fewer than 12 differ-

ent projects, a dedi cated system for the analysis of New 

Zealand and Oce a nic archaeological obsidian by prehistorians 

themselves has yet to be established. An attempt is ma.de to 

remedy the situation, a nd a p rogram of research and deve lop

ment is initiated v-.1hich utili zes 24 lArn radioisotope ganuna

ray induced X-ray fluorescence analysis. An automated analy

sis and sampl e changing facility capable of up to 50 arte

facts pe~ run is ama l gamated with microcomputer controlled 

data reduction and inspection. 

Experime nts are performed to determine the exci t ation 

source emission characterist ics as well a s sample specific 

effects inhere nt in physically non-destructive fluoresc ence 
' -

analysis. Minimum system detection limits are explored with 

the use of glass standards~ Volcani c glass source samples fr om 

Melanesia, New Zealand and Centra l and Ea stern Oceani a are 

examined and distinct source-reg ion groups e s tablished. 

Sources best distinguished by this technique include Mayor 

Island and Northla nd within New Zealand, in addition to 

Central and Eastern Pacific volcanic glasses. Lesser dis

crimina tion ability is attained between the New Zealand source 

regions of Inland, Coromande l and Great Barrier with the 

Melanesian groups. Artefact allocation is based upon a rejec 

tion configuration which clearly shows the level of source 
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discrimination achieved. 
f 

Allowance is made for the addition of an X-ray tube 

excitation source, and recommendations to improve the iso

probe system's pe rformance are proposed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

OBSIDIAN SOURCING AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE PACIFIC 

INTRODUCTION 

Archaeologists have long recognized the potential informa

tion to be gained from the study of artefactual obsidian. In 

a recent paper describing the prehistoric exploitation of 

obsidian sources in Melanesia, An1brose et al. (1981:1-2) pre

sent an outline of the value of obsidian in archaeological con

texts in the Pacific region. Their main points may be summa

rized as follows: 

1. Obsidian was sought after for the razor sharp edge 
which could be produced from it. However, because 
of its fragility, the response of the edge to 
different cutt ing operations varies. Microscopic 
use-wear analysis has proven useful in utilization 
studies of obsidian implements. 

2. The formation of obsidian is a relatively rare 
geologic occurrence, being generally confined to 
localized flows. Subsequent distribution of the 
material over wide a rea s has provided a good base 
for the study of exchange and contact. 

3. Obsidian is very durable in archaeological deposits. 
The ~eathe~ing of obsidian is basically a hydratiori 
precess . Under f2vourab l e conditions the obsidian 
hydration rate can be calculated to produce an esti
mate of the ti~e si~ce t he p~oduct i on of the flaked 
surface. 

4. Obsiei a n has a short use-life as a cutting implement. 
A~ artefacts of the area in which they are found, 
small us e less but used flakes should be fairly 
reliable indicators of activity areas. 

5. A particular flow of obsidian is a gcolagically 
instantaneous event with a high degree of chemical 
hcmogeneity frozen into its composition. Obsidian 
us2d fo r artefacts should be chc~ic&lly repre3enta
tive of i_ts p2.rent flow at the ti.me of formation. 

6. 'l'he hor~:cgenc,d. ty of ufi ir1divic1ua1 flow meanE', that 
even very small a.rt:E.,facts or flakes should be chemi
cally consiste~t with the composition of the parent 
flo:-1. 
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Thus, when geographically discrete obsidian deoosits 

are reliably characterized by a given technique, and arte

factual material derived from the deposits is related back to 

its source, patterns of exchange or changing circles of 

comrnunic2.tio!1 through space and time can be studied. Archaeo

logists can thereby gain information about the activities of 

populations which exploited this resource. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM IDEN'l'IFIED IN THIS THESIS 

Over the past two decades there have been no fewer than 

12 attempts to establish a characterization method which would 

allow New Zealand obsidian artefacts to be allocated to their 

geographic source. Similarly, Oceanic obsidians have been 

subject to nearly the same degree of characterization analysis. 

Relev~nt details of this work will be reviewed in the next 

chapter. At this point it is suffic i ent to note that the full 

complexity of the problem has only recently emerged, with the 

results of the analyses showing varying degrees of success. 

The present research was begun out of a sense of dissatis

faction with previous c taracterization work , particularly with 

the general abs e n~e of a fo l. low - through stage whereby answers 

to archaeological questions are produced. This thesis is 

aimed at breaking the apparent l y never-ending cycle of charac

terization r esearch which ends before being useful to the 

archa.~ologist. 

In the Pa cific region , sett in g u p a viable identification 

technique for New Zealand obsidian alone is a difficult task. 

Obsidians from specific geographi c localities have been shown 
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to have a high degree of chemical similarity across broad 

regions (Leach and Warren 1981:64). Those sources from the 

Coromande l Peninsula through to the inl and region of Rotorua/ 

Taup6 have a closely related form of mantel petrogenisis, and 

this is reflected in their composit ion (Ewart and Stipp 1968) 

Additionally, however, there are distinct similarities 

between some New Zealand obsidians and others thousands of 

kilome ters distant. For example, it has been shown that some 

artefacts from the Middle East sites of Harman Tepe and Taskin 

have a strong geoc~emical resemblance to the New Zealand sources 

at Huruiki and Te Ahumata (Leach and Manly 1982:103). In a. 

comparison of neutron activation ana l ysis results, it was 

found that th~re were significant differen6es in concentration 

for a rn ax_i_mum of on ly three eie.ments of some 23 that were 

tested (ibid.) . i'7hiie more extensive analyses of the Middle 

East material may indicate that the differences are sufficient 

for source discrimination, the predominant similarity of these 

sources is notable. 

Nonetheless, an archaeologist would irr,medi,:itely discount 

such a resemb]anc2 as crea ting any probl em in allocating arte-

facts from eithe r area to their 'true source'. This is because 

an archaeolog ist has access to knowledge in addition to geo

chemistry when considering the prehistoric movement of mateiials. 

Culture -historica l information for instance, demonstrates that 

prehistoric contact between the Middle East and New Zealand is 

extreme ly unlikely, despite the impressions formed by some 

18th and l 9th cent~i':cy Europc,an w:r: i. ters ( noted by Sorrenson 

1979:1 4-17). 
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The existence of an obsidian source in the Middle East 

which bears a strong chemical resemblance to New Zealand obsi

dian types is therefore not a cause fa~ alarm to archaeologists, 

though it may be a point of interest to geochemists. While it 

is hoped that this degree of similarity would be an infrequent 

occurrence, studies employing restricted analyses (which con

sider only a few elements) might e xpect poorer discrimination 

capabilities. Regardir.g the aforerri.entioned example, it should 

be noted that values were not reported for either strontium or 

yttrium. Both of thes e elements have been shown to be important 

indicators in geologica l compositi on studies (see for example, 

Ewart 19G8; Smith et al . 1 97 7; J'ohnson et c.l. 1978). 

In cases of cheu"tical ly si::nilar yet gecgraphically distinct 

sources, the possibility must always be considered that alter -

nat i ve methods of analysis will revea l differences in compo-

sition not presently known about (Stross ct al . 1976:240 ff.; 

Leach 1977 a :13-16; Lea c h and Warren 1981:155-164). Smith 

et al. ( 19 77) in consideration of this point state , "there are 

substantial r easons for accepting tl1at potential sources of 

volcanic glasses throughout Oceania can be uniquely differen-

tiatetl by the p rocess of chemical characterizaticn'' (1977:174) 

It should be realised, however, that a formal identification 

s ys tem based solely on a selection of trace elements might in 

some instances be inadequate. Recours e to additional informa-

tion such as reajor or minor element c onstit uents may b e required 

for J·udnincr the orlain of art~fact mate r i a l (Smith et aZ . 
~ ~ J 

1 97 7:1 88-193 ; Leach .. 1977a :1 5-1 6) . 

A somewh2.t di£ f erent situation can arise in the case of 
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an 'unknown sourcer as identified by Leach and Manly (1982: 

10 4) . It was determined that the trace element concentrations 

for two of fourteen obsidian artefacts recovered in the 

Chatham Isl ands were similar to, but could be distinguished 

from Rapanui material. Moreover, these two artefacts showed 

a closer similarity with, but could not definitely be ascribed 

to, known Mayor Island sources. While twelve other artefacts 

from the Chatharns could be allocated to the Mayor Island source 

with conviction, thei r elemental compositions were still not 

especially close ta the centroids of variation for that source 

(ibid.). Leach and Manly noted the parti6ularly low coeffi-

cie11ts of variation for these artefacts, atypical of Mayor 

Island obsidian, and suggested that this could be explained 

if they were al l derived from a single large block which made 

its way to t~1e Chathar.is from New Zealand. The two unallocated 

artefacts may have been der i ved from an as yet unsampled 

source, and their origin as determined from the present data 

would h ave to remain as 'unknown' (ibid.). 

Deterrnin.::.ng the actual source of the artefactual cbsidic1.n, 

or perhaps the most likely region where the source might be 

located is of considerab le importance. Studies by Smith et aL. 

(1977:174 ff.) and Ambrose et ai . (1981:5-13) considering 

unknown obsidian sources in Melanesia which appear to have been 

utilized .prehistorical ly, underline the ·point. 'l'his type of 

situation taken together with a slighi possibility that an 

obsidian s ource mi ght eve n occur in the Chathams itself (Leach 

1 973 : 104 -- lO~i ), •?.r-tDha.si.z r::s th:c": co:'lpJ.exity of the problem. There 

is still a need to carry out geographic surveys in potential 
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source regions, as well as to expand our knowledge of the 

chemical compositions of various obsidians already recognized. 

Over the same period, \vh ile sourci,ig methods have 

developed the complexity of the s tatistical treatment of the 

data for making the sourc e allocations has also gro~r1. This 

is primarily a response to the increasi r1g ly detailed data 

which are being generated for a growing number of known sources. 

It is also a respon se to archaeologists demanding to know not 

only from wh ich source an artefact may have derived, but also 

with what c e rtainty the allocation has been made. This ques-

tion too will be considered in detail later. It can be noted 

here that there has be e n reasonable success in the statisti.cal 

diff e r ent i at ion a£ the 18 major source groups now known to 

exist in N~w Zealand. 

In spite of the great progress in this field, however, 

there has yet t o be seen the 1 routinization' of analysis 

coined by Green in 1975 (Lea.ch 1977a: 6). Inde ed, Mayor Island 

obsidian, lo~g noted for its ubiquito11s distribution and 

occurrence in all periods o f New Zealand prehistory (Green 

196 4 :138-1 41 ; Le ach an d de Souza 19 79 : 44; Davidson 1981:113-

114), is still occasionally being identified en the basis of 

visual ins:;ect ioD a lone (Fox 19 82: 2 0 8) . 

shown by-Wa~d (1 97 2:52) to be unreliable. 

This technique was 

Green obsidian has 

been identifi ed not only on Mayor I s l and , but also near Kaeo 

and Hurniki in Northland as well as Cooks Bay (Ward 1974a~59) 

It may b-3 r,,•?:titioned though , that the Huruiki allocations of 

0.::::-een colo::tr.;:.it:i_rx: ti:':'..vo recently come unde:r: sorr:e question . (Me>orc 

19 82: 245) 
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In addition, the characteristic of showing green coloura

tion in transmitted light is by no . means exclusive to New 

Zealand. Rapanui obsidian also displays this trait and thereby 

emphasizes the dubious value of the visual method of source 

identification . 

DISCRIMINATION OF NEW ZEALAND AND OCEANIC OBSIDIANS 

That there is a need to differentiate New Zealand obsidian 

types from other Ocean j_c sources must be seriously considered. 

The first and foremost reason lies with the seafar ing nature 

of the ancestral New Ze aland population. 

It is quite likely th at part of the tool-kit brought by 

Polynesians r each ing New Zealand was obsidian. It is now 

widely belie ved that multiple contacts to New Zealand from 

Polynesia occurred. There is thc~refore a good chance that 

non-New Zealand obsidian may exist in an archaeological con

text. As note d , this highly valued material has b2en found in 

Pacific archaeological sites vast distances from its source 

(Ambrose and Green 1972 ; 3l; .il.mbrose 1978: 330-331). 

With the earliest movements of the Lapita pottery making 

peoples from the Bi smark Archipe lago over 3,000 years ago , 

obsidian w2s b e ing spread by seaward transportation (Green 

1979:33), Obsidian from the New Britain source of Tal asea 

for examp~~' was explo ited for at least 6,000 (Ambrose 1976 a: 

367), and perhaps as long as 11,000 years (Wh i te et al. 197 8: 

877; Sprecht et aZ . 1981 ). Also, obsidian from the Admiralties 

sr)u rce of Lou Is l an.d , h as been founet as f a.r ar,vay a:::~ the San ta 

Cruz Islands in the Solomons and Malo Island in the New Hebrides. 



In the latter case, the obs i dian has been moved a straight

line distance of some 2, 700 km from its source (Arnbrose 

1978:331). 
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This is not to suggest that people regularly took part 

in such long distance transfer. Most movements would have 

taken place by 'archipelago hopping 1
• That is, by moving up 

or do.wn strings of islands until the desired destination had 

been reached. 

New Zealand, however, was settled without the benefit of 

potential interim stop-over points and thereby raises the 

question of just how the journey was accomplished. As would 

have been the case in locating new islands for settlement 

across the major water-gaps of Central and Eastern Polynesiar 

the first people to reach New Zealand would have had little 

prior evidence (bes ides a possible world view of an ocean 

filled with islands or by observance of the migratory birds) 

to suggest that these southernmost islands in the Polynesian 

triangle existed at all (Levinson et al . 19 7 3: 6 4; Lewis 19 7 8: 

19) . 

Levinson, Ward and Webb (1 973) utilized computer simula

tion in an attempt to generate datcl on th:Ls problem. Speci

fically, they state that "The process simulated is that of 

drift and navigated voyaging in the Pacific Ocean, and the 

distribution to be ex?lained by the processes adopted is that 

of Polynesian peoples and c1...1.lture 11 (ibid.: 11). Drift voyaging 

is defined as movement before wind and current, while naviga-

tio:1 "implies Settino a ,.:_;our se or S ':':C:U'.:? !1. Ce Of courses . and is J ~ . 

a conscious activity directed to some goal, whether that goal 
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is a known landfall or the search for possible homelands 

across a stretch of unknown ocean 11 (ibid.: 11) . 

Indefinite results were obtained throughout Central and 

Western Polynesia where a high percentage of the simulated 

voyages, both drift and nagivate d, reached land. For other 

regions, 

voyages, 

consistent landfalls were achieved only in navigated 

with none of the simulate~ drifts reachino the areas .., 

under investigation. Levinson et al. consider an outer arc 

region from Hawaii through Easter Island to New Zealand where 

"a drift hypothe s is cannot be sustained; intentionally navi 

gated, though perhaps only one-way, voyages must have been 

necessary'' (1973:59 -60). Further, voyaging to New Zealand 

would have required "jc.st the right combination of well found 

canoe, skilled crew and favourable conditions" (Finney 19 79: 

349) . 

Nonetheless, the computer simulations indicated that even 

if the prehistoric craft were able to sail no closer than 90° 

to the wind (an d they were probably able to sail a good dea l 

0 closer, perhaps as near as 75 ) , a siz e able number of na.vi-

gated voyages would have been able to reach New Zealand from 

Rarotonga in the Southern Cook Isl~nds given the prevailing 

winds and currents. Levinson et al . stater "no less than 453 

of 732 [simul a ted ] voyages [originat ing at Rarotonga] reached 

New Z22land 11 (ibid.: 60) . 

Return drift voyages from New Zealand to Central Polynesia 

are. considered more likely to have occurred. Sub sequently this 

could h ave been the.me ans whereby the knowledge 0f New Zealand 

and its associated zenith stars reached tropical Polynes ia 
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(ibid.: 56) . What seems quite certain is that New Zealand was 

not colonized as a result of a canoe drifting before wind 

and tide. Such a craft "had no chance of reaching ... New 

Zealand from other parts of Polynes ia" (ibid.: 42) • 

The likelihood of long distance navigated voyages 

involving New Zealand is supported by recent archaeological 

findings in East Polynesia. As well as the close similarity 

in the material culture of early populations in the whole 

region, dates of initial settlement are within the same gene

ral time-fr ame for the Marquesas, the Society Islands and New 

Zealand. The recent discovery of whalebone and wooden patu 

at Vaito'otia on nuahine in the Societies adds further force 

to the sugge s tion of close contact between New Zealand and 

East Polynesia during the early stages of settleme nt i!1 the 

eastern Pacific (Sinoto 1974; Sinoto and McCoy 1975; Sinoto 

1979) . Furthe r, obsidian recove red from both the Chatham 

Islands an cl the Kennadecs was shown to definitely have been 

derived frcm Maior Isl and (Leach et aZ. n.d.), distances of 

, 9 39 km and 10 3 7 krn re speed_ V>:o ly from the source . 

Taken together, these b·10 points s1.19y-2st that I Archaic 

East Polynesia' was inhabited by a remarkable group of sea

farers. However, this view has not generally been adva n~ed 

in the literature by archaeolog ists. Gree n (1979:45-47) for 

instance,. irgued for a much more restricted range to effective 

two-way voyaging, placing the maximum distance at about 600 km. 

'l'he identification 0£ Mayo.1: Jsl and obsidian at f ar greater dis-

ta1,ccs woulc-l se2m Yo i ndicate what the true c2pabili t i es. of 

these early seafarers were. Such data supply hard evidence 
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for extensive cultura l contact in the eastern Pacific. 

Schemes to identify obsidia~ must give due recognition to 

this by making sure that when 'foreign' obsidian occurs in 

archaeological sites it can be accurately identified as such. 

To date, no methqd of obsidian identification has been 

developed that is reliable in the sense described by Leach 

and Manly (19 82:1 0 7), which could be counted on to recognize 

non-New Zealand obsidi ans in New Zealand archaeological sites. 

Similarly, no method has be e n set up which would identify 

New Zealand obsidians should they occur in Pacific Island 

archaeological contexts, although Smith et al. (1977) compare 

available data. A central aim of this thesis, therefore, is 

to develop such a system. 

A PROBLEM OF APPLICATION 

Of equal impor tance in the quest to ide ntify obsidian 

artefacts is the f uct that no tr!ethod has yet been developed 

which can be rcutinely applied by archaeologists to archaeo

logical problems. Although little has been published on this 

point, there is widespread disillusionmer1t and frustration 

~~ngst archaeologists in the Pacific region, in that few 

'final and r eliable ' artefact identifi.cations have been made, 

despite t he 20 years of intensive resGarch noted above (for 

discussion of the reliability of artefact source identifica-
r, 

tion, see Leach and Manly 19i32). 

The view is offered here that until a technique is put 

directly in the h a nds of archaeologJ.sts, li ttlE.:! long term pro

gress can be expected which will serve to assist culture-
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historical research. The point must be made that archaeo

logists are motivated by culture-historical questions, physi

cists by quite different issues. The history of obsieian 

sourcing in the Pacific and New Zealand has been cyclical in 

nature - successive rounds of dev elopment followed by abandon

ment. The two main reasons for this are the changing research 

interests of physicists and geochemists, and the lack of a 

suitable applied research facility for sourcing which archaeo

logists themselves can use. 

The primary cause of this inability on the part of 

archaeologists is the general . complexity in application of 

techniques which h ave been shown capable of discrimination. 

Operation by and large r equires skills far too specialized 

for the average archaeologist to quickly obtain. Worse, tech

niques such as neutron activation analysis, or fluorescence 

analysis utili zing the inelastic scatter of protons (PIXE

PIGME), require rare and extremely expensive equipment which 

is almost exclusive ly coITu.~itted to other problems~ This situa

tion can no longer be t o l era t ed . 

The following t wo problems can therefore be identified 

as the prime concerns of this thesis: 

1. To deve l op an obsidian characterization method, 

largely centred on the Central and Eastern Pacific 

regions -0f Oceania as well as New ZeQland, which 

is as reliable as possible, and to revea l where . the 

stre ng ths and weaknesses o f the method are . 

2. rro ci.e\re lOp a.n ic1er1tification f ac ility E:rnp l o1rir1g 

this t echnique which is both sop!l.is tica.ted enough 
• 
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to cope with the characterization probl2rn, yet 

simple enough for archaeologists themselves to 

operate, so th a t attention at long last can be 

directed to meaningful questions about prehistory 

in the Pacific, and matters of geochemistry and 

mathematics abandoned. 

The next chapter will identify a research strategy which 

will attempt to solve these two problems. At a later point in 

this thesis, a culture-historical problem will be addressed, 

utilizing the method and facility developed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH STRATEGY 

INTRODUCTION 

Fundareental in the development of a research strategy is 

to review previous work in th e field. A study involved with 

the characterization of Oceanic and New Zealand obsidians is 

no exception. As noted in Chapter One, there have been some 

20 years in which sourcing related studies have been applied. 

The volume of these works constitute a major body of litera

ture, and represent a fair contribution to the geochemical 

knowledge of the Pacific Basin as well as to its archaeology. 

A review of relevant aspects of this material should supply 

a good basis for the development of the present research. 

Nonetheless, this thesis has goals beyond the simple (or 

complex) characterization of obsidian, though this is obviously 

a main issue. There are some specific requirements regarding 

both the type of analysis to be employed as well as the use 

of the developed facility. These should be clea rly stated 

before a survey is u~dertaken. With such criteria established, 

the suitability of previous work to the present research needs 

can be evaluated. It is hoped that an optimal solution to 

the problem of routine obsidian analysis can be found. 

Before the analysis r equirements of · this thesis are 

defined, the petrologic characteristicis of obsidian should 

be discussed. The chemical na t ure of obsidian is a result of 

the moda of its forfuRtion. The first s ect ion of this ch~pter 

will therefore consid2r obsidi2n as a geological material. 
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Subsequently, the present research requirements will be speci

fied, followed by a review of the relevant literature. An 

analysis technique which best suits these requirements will 

be d~termined and its application developed in Chapter Three. 

THE PETROLOGY OF OBSIDIAN 

'' ... exact reports which I have received about the 
occurrence of obsidian (Iceland agate, lavaglass) in 
Iceland and pieces of similar, in fact nearly the 
same, rock which I received from the region oi: Tokai 
in upper Hungary and Madagascar have made it very 
doubtful that this rock is of volcanic origin; in 
fact, I arn almost completely convinced of the con
trary" 

(Werner 1971: 87-88). 

Despite this description published in 178G by Abraham 

Gottlob Wern e r (a 'Neptunist' who believed that all important 

rocks which made up the earth's crust were either chemical 

precipitates or mechanical sediments), obsidian is indeed a 

naturally occurring glass of volcanic origin. Obsidian was 

utilized by prehistoric peoples for its glassy nature and 

characteristic conchoidal fracture, which allo,1ed extremely 

sharp edges to be produced from it. This glass-like condition 

is the result of many factors which must successful l y interact , 

and hence, obsidian is a rare geological occurrence. 

An qxtrusi ve igneous rock, obsidian is generally ad.d 

in compo~ition, containing greater than 66 percent silica as 

Nost often produced fr om rhyolite magmas ( >66 % silica 

and >2/3 feldspar) , obsidian ca:i also be produced from dacite 

( >66% silica and 1/8 - 1/3 feldspa.r) and trachyte (52 -·-66% 

silica and 2/3 feldspar) compositions (Williams et al . 195 4: 
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93-12 8 ) . 

It should be noted here that the descriptions given apply 

in only the broadest sense. More detailed classification 

schemes abound which employ various other compositional 

ratios (Williams et al. 195 4 :25-35; Barker 1981). It is 

common in geological clcJ.ssification that several terms may 

be applied to the same 'rock'. Hard and fast designations 

are generally eschewed in favour of less r es trictive terms 

which incorporate compositional ranges. Rhyolites as much 

as any other i gneo us rock show a wide range of vari.at ion and 

"classification of thes e rocks remains a major problem" 

(Barker 1 98 1:10131). 

Lavas of lower silica conte nt such as basalts, when appro

priately chilled , may also produce thin selvages with glassy 

texture. Most frequently, these occur as the skin of deep 

sea lava flows (C armichael 197 9 :237). Tachylyte, a glassy 

form of basalt, is f o und on Mauna Kea in Hawaii and was uti

lized in the manuf ac ture of tools (Kirch 1971:229; Barrera 

and Kirch 1973:176). 

Haw the magma is deposited is as important to glass forma 

tion as is c omposition. Both holocrysta lline (all crystal) 

granites and holohyaline. ( a ll gl a ss) o b sidians can be derived 

f r om th2 same parent magma under different conditions. For 

example, rhyolitic magma intruded at a depth of 5 kilometers 

can remain at 80% of its initial temperature for a million 

years, allowing extensive crystallization to o ccur and ulti

mate l y, granite to ~e produced. Glass can resu l t from the 

extreme undercooling of the s ame magma i n surface or n ear 
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surface extrusions which thereby impedes the formation of 

crystals (Ericson et al. 1976:36). 

While some glasses may be totally holohyaline, "glass 

complete ly devoid of crystals is rare'' (Carmichael 1979:233) 

The cooling rate r equi r ed to prevent crys tal formation has 

been shown to depend upon the composition of the magma. Obsi

dian flows derived from rhyo litic magmas can occur in thick-

nesses of ten meter s or more and cool over months or . years 

in surface environments (for example the 'Obsidian Cliffs' 

of Wyoming) . Basaltic magmas a.re quenched to glass only if 

cooled in seconds or hours. Hence tachylite is formed in thin 

sel vages and generally only where direct contact with water 

or ice has occur red (S tewart 19 79: 3 39) . 

Crystalline inclusions take the form of spherulites or 

phenocrysts and can develop either during or after the extru

sio~ of the lava. Most frequently occurring in siliceous 

lavas, radi a l aggregates of acicular and fibrous minerals can 

form spherical or polygona l inclusions within the glassy 

matrix. The compo s ition of spherulites varies from feldspar 

to quartz. They are produced from the devitrification of the 

glass around scattered nuclei. Phenocrysts represent the 

fr actional crystallization of lavas as a result of prolonged 

coo1:;_ng . The presence of either in obsidian impair its abi--

li.ty to f1~cture conchoidal l y and, in e xtreme cases, rule out 

its use in the manufacture of tools. 

Pumice is form ed where r apidly effervesced magmas are 

inflated to fo am by ~ases released across the pressur e gradient 

between the magma cha:11ber and the extrusion. surface. I~: is 
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estimated that water contained within the magma increases its 

volume 1067 times. This expansion contributes to the tre

mendous energy required for surfacial extrusion (Bayley 1958: 

371). Resultant ejecta, showing the characteristic spongey 

or pumiceous texture is, in effect, extremely vesicular glass. 

Obsidian too, when ejected as 'bomb' deposits generally appears 

externally as vesicular lumps while retaining a vitreous 

internal matrix. The physical structure of flows can be 

affected by rapid degassing, and rhyolitic deposits with an 

upper pumiceous surface grading through vesicular and finally 

rion-vesicular glass occur (Friedman et al. 1963:6534). 

Colour in obsidian varies as much as texture. Parker 

Cleaveland (1822) noted, "its color is black, either deep 

and pure, or tinged with green, brown, blue, or grey, and 

sometimes passes to green, blue, brown, er grey, or is even 

yellow, or red. The darkest colors often discover a tinge of 

green by transmitted light" (Cleaveland 1822:307 In:Johannsen 

1932:277). This colouration is attributed to the inclusion 

of microlites and crystallites arranged in a more or less 

fluid manner, and some obsidian in thin section is wholely 

transparent ( Johannsen 19 3 2: 2 7 8) . 

New Zealand obsidians for example, show a wide range 6£ 

colouration between various localities. Perhaps none arc as 
, 

striking ~s those found on Mayor Island.~ Gradations from 

dark green through to tan or 'honey', to yellow or tan with 

1. The autho r wa s able to visit Mayor Island during May/June 
1982 as part of a site survey project directed by 
A. Seelenfreund of the University of Otago Anthropology 
Department (see Seelcnfreund 1982). 
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grey speckles occur in several places where obsidian outcrops 

on the island. Particularly impressive to the author, are 

patches and nodules of obsidian in a flow at the southern 

tip ~f Crater or Taratimi Bay. Hera, where the still hot 

obsidian extrusion apparently reached the sea, it displays 

a skin of pale green metallic lustre covering the more coITmon 

dark green translucent interior. 

Mainland North Island sources of New Zealand obsidian 

are predominantly black or grey, though red 2nd brown obsidian 

is found in the inland region (Maraitai, Rotorua); on the 

Coromandel Peninsula (Purangi); and in Northland (Weta) 

(Ward 1972:Appe ndix 4). As noted in Chapter One, green obsi

dian has be~n described from Northland sources as well. 

Perlites and pitchstones differ from obsidian only in 

their water content. By definition, "th£se are called obsi

dians if they contain less than l percent water; if they 

carry water up to a few percent and have abundant perlitic 

cracks they are known as perlites; glasses with still more 

water (up to about ten percent) and with a dull, resinous 

lustre in hand spec imens are termed pitchstone" (l'lilliarns e-t 

aZ.. 1954:122). 

rl'he reason for the variation in water con-::ained by these 

gJ.asses is not fully unders tood. Siliceous magma when extru-

ded has a - temperature of between 60o 0 c. ~nd Bso 0 c.~ and because 

of this contains only a little wate r in solution. Subse-

quently, ma ny such magmas chill to produce obsidian. Perlit.es 

vnd pitchstones on ihe other hand, t2ke up additional water 

by absorpt.ion as they cool, a.nd 11 rnany pi t.chstones which must 

;:._. - _. • ' .... • • 0 • • L • A - • ;,r.,. '•.;-' ·- .. ~ .. ~ t, .. ·' 
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have erupted with only a small amount of water (0.09 - 0.29 %) 

now contain large amounts of water, perhaps 2 - 7 percent by 

weight" (Carmichael 1979:2 4 .J,.1\ t, Generally perlites and 
r-~i~l~~Fl . ~ ' 

pitchstones are intermingled with holocrystalline deposits, 

presumably because they absorbed water from the more slowly 

cooled crystalline component (Williams et al. ibid.). 

As supercooled liquids, volcanic glasses therefore are 

not static, but subject to chemical and morphologic change. 

Williams et al. note an example in Iceland where a rhyo

litic dike contains anorthoclase phenocrysts whicl1 could not 

have crystallized from ameltwith the composition of the 

surrounding glass. The selvage it seems not only absorbed 

water, but ~nriched in potash at the expense cf soda during 

cooling (ibid.: 122) . 

All glasses tend to devitrify with time and, ultimately, 

may be converted to micro- and cryptocrystalline aggregates. 

Devitrification may also yield micrograpl1ic intergrowths or 

secondary sphe rulites (ibid.:122-123). As noted by Cann and 

Renfrew, nearly all obsidians of pre-Tertiary age (greater 

than 65 million years old), have lost their glassy prope rties 

(1965:111). Most notably, they no longer retain the charac-

teristic ability to fracture conchoidally, for which they were 

primarily yalued. While this alteration li~its the obsidians 

which could be used prehistorically, the · archaeologist can 

rest assured that those that were utilized will retain their 

petrologic characteristics within an archaeological contex t 

fo.c:- many hun.c.rec1 tr-:ous,u,d ye2.rs to corr,2 (Mason, pe::.s. co:nm. : 

19 8 3) . 
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Obsidians as we l l as perl i tes a nd pi tchstones absorb 

meteoric water. As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 

One, the rate of hydration has b een emp loyed as a basis for 

the dat ing of obsidian artefacts. Pioneered by Friedman 

and Smith (19 60) , hydrat ion studies have since been applied 

to a large number of archaeolog ical problems where artefac

tu3.l obsidian occurs (see summiJ.ry in Tay lor 1976, and more 

recently, Leach and Nay lor 1981). 

The study of obsidian hydration as a dating technique 

per se, however, is not s trictly germain to this thes is and 

will no~ be t reated in detail. Nonetheless, it has been shown 

tha t hydra tion rates are affected by the p art icular chemical 

composition of th e obsidian being studied. For instance, 

sodium and potassium have a positive effect on hydration, 

while iron and cal ci um slow t he hydration rate (Ambrose 197 6b : 

83). Further work by Er i cson and Berger (1976:61) indica t es 

that the most i mportant variab l e affecting obsidian hydr a tion 

is the silicon/oxygen ratio . 

Many obs i dian sets derived from archaeo log ica l contexts 

contain specimens from different sources (and hence of diff-

e r ent co~pos itions) , which may thereby h ydrate at different 

r ates. The hydration rate con s~ants derived from such mater-

ial must i.:herefore be suspect (Kimb e rlin 1 97 6: 77). Source 

i de:nt i f i cat i t.)!1 of bbsidi an artefacts destil1ed for hydration 

analysis i s indicated as a preliminary step (Ericson et al . 

1976: 43 ; Leach 1 977c: 1 36). 'T'' .. ne i ~portance of establishing 

source spe cific h ydrat ion rates ha s most recently been demon-

st.rated by ?,I.i.c:hels et a l. (1983), in a study of East l-ifrican . 
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obsidian artefacts. 

Not only does the chemical composition of obsidian con

tribute to the rate at which hydration takes place, but more 

imp6rtant to this thesis, the chemical composition of the 

obsidian is in turn effected b y the weather ing process of 

hydration. Ion-exchange constants exper imentally determined 

from the int~raction of obsidians with meteoric waters indi

cate that for a wide range of glass compositions, a gain in 

potassium and water, and a loss of sodium, calcium and mag

nesium occurs (Ambrose 1975 b:83, Truesdale 1966 In: Stewart 

et al. 1 979:343). Hydrated obsidian depletions in potassium 

(21 %), l ithium (56 %), sodium (31 %) and a few percent of ca.1-

cium and magnesium, with a 300 % enrichment of hydrogen were 

reported by Tsong et al. (197 8:340 ). 

While the depletion of alkaline earths (Ca and Mg) is 

perhaps more consistent with the deficiencies in alkaline ions 

that have been measured in hydrated layers, the conflicting 

r esul ts in potassium exchange with those of Ambrose and 

Truesdale are somewhat disconcerting. Undoubtedly, the diffu

sion kinetics involved are highly complex, and ''chemical com

position plays an important role in the hydration process" 

(Ts o ng et al. 1978:3 41 ). 

Hydration rinds in archaeologically derived samples have 

been observed over ten microns in depth .(Meighan 1976:114), 

ancl up to 30 microns de e p on some East African pl.eces (Micl1e1s 

et al. 19 83:365). This degree of chemical alteration is poten-

tia l ly significant~here surface and n ea r-surface t echniques 
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of analysis are employed (Cox and Pollard 1977:50). 

Of the various petrographic characteristics of obsidian 

that have been discussed so far, none have been as important 

to sourcing studies as chemical composition. In this 

respect, basic to all elemental characterization work are 

the requirements: 

1. that intrasource chemical variation is sufficiently 

low to allow artefactual material to be related 

back to its source, and, 

2. that elemental variation between flows is suffi

cient to allow the reliable characterization of 

each. 

It has already been noted that some obsidian flows sep~

rated by large distances show a high degree of similarity in 

certain chemical concentrations (Leach and Warren 1981; Le ach 

and Manly 1932) . S:i.milarly, Stross et aL. (1976:241) deter

mined a high degree of overlap in certain elements between 

widely dispersed sources in Central America. Bowmc1.n et a 7, • 

(1973a,b) studied the compositions of some Californian obsi

dian flows and also found different degrees of intrasource 

vari ability. 

While the Napa County flow was determined to be highly 

uniform in composition, the Borax Lake obsidian was shown to 

be h e terog e neous. The Mt. Konocti flow, on the other hand, 

was found to contain only small degrees of variation. The 

compositional variations observed, however, occurred in higt1ly 

systematic fashions. Cor rellations of samples to flow regions 



were as reliable as if the flows had been uniform (ibid.: 

316-326). All three sources were found to be chemically 
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distinct from each other (ibid.: 317--318) . Similar variation 

has been noted for the Lou-Pam obsidian by Smith et al. (1977: 

193). Moreover, New Zealand obsidians display a wide range 

of elemental variation as shown by Leach and Manly (1982:88, 

Table 1) . 

Thus, some degree of intrasource variation is acceptable 

providing it is well sampled and documented. The corollary 

suggested by Stross et al. (1976:240) is that for any ur..known 

source, multiple analyses should be made to test the possi

bility that it may be h eterogeneous as was found in the 

Californian and New Zealand obsidians. 

From this discussion of obsid ian petrology, there are 

several points to make which are relevant to this thes is. 

Firstly, the volcanic glass obsidi a n is formed only under some 

very specific conditions which relate both to the environment 

into which the lava is extruded and the composition of the 

parent magma source. This limits its g e ological occurrences. 

Secondly, the suitability cf obsidian as a tool making 

material can be effected by spherulites, phenocrysts, devi

trification and the process of hydrationr during and after its 

formation. Most pre-Tertiary obsidians are no longer useful 

for tool manufacture. 

Thirdly, hydration proceeds at different rates for obsi

dians of different compositions, and alters the chemic a l corn-

position of hyJrat 2d l ayers during the precess. Soc"1 i '.J.'rn , hyclro-

gen, potassium, li thiwn , calcium and magnesium appear to be 



the- most affected elements. Caution is therefore neeucd 

where surface-analysis characterization techniques are 

employed. 

Finally, obsidian flows vary in chemical homogeneity 
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and compositional uniqueness from one region to another. 

Nonetheless, detailed sampling of sources and extended ranges 

of elemental analysis have enabled effective characterization. 

By and large, characterization research continues to ''confirm 

the expectation of the unique and identifiable composition of 

potential sources of arte fac t glass'' (Smith et al. 1977:193). 

RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS 

It is the goal of this thesis to develop an obsidian 

characteriz a tion t e chnique wh ich is not on.ly cap0.ble of dis-

tinguishing between New Zealand and Oceanic sources, but fur

ther, which can be used by non-technically trained personnel, 

r1otably field archaeologists. The requirement regarding the 

ability to discriminate between sources is distinct from the 

actua l technique which is us2d, as several methods of analy-

sis may have the same ability to differentiate sources. More

over, while several t echn iques may be able to characterize 

obsidian sources t o the same degree, a quite separate consi-

deration is the matte r of which of the techniques require the 

l east speci~lized skills for routine operation. , - . 

Clearly, a highly discriminative techni que is of little 

practical value to archaeolog ists if its use requires either 

an elaborate and expensive facility o r high technical skill. 

Similarly, an extremely simple and rapid technique (such as 
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colouration in transmitted light ) is of little functional 

value if the results produced are ambiguous over broad regions. 

The history of obsidian sourcing studies to date has seen 

the application of analysis techniques ranging from relatively 

simple tests of colouration antl refractive index such as 

employed by Green (1962:1964), and density (Reeves and 

Armitage 1973), to highly sophisticated procedures such as 

neutron activation analysis (Leach and Warren 1981) and PI XE 

(proton induced X- ray emission) or PIGME (proton induced 

garmna-ray emission ) analysis ( for example, Coote et al. 19 72; 

Bird et a i. 197 8) . A single technique which is both highly 

discriminative yet readily applicable by archaeologists has 

yet to b e established as a permanent facility in New Zealand. 

It is quite likely that these two criteria will involve 

a trade-off, one aga inst t he other - that is, some l oss of 

precision in s ource discrimination might have i:o be accepted 

in the interests of establishing a readily usable method. 

Assurning that a less-than-perfect solution might have to be 

adopted, it is i mpor tant that a clear statement is made on 

the relative status given to these t wo criteria. These 

priorities will provide a yardstick whereby previous charac

teri zat ion research can be evaluated. 

One of the foremost considerations of the present study 

is that the technique to be developed sh6uld be applicable by 

non-technically trained personnel - that is, the field archaeo

logist. Ward (1972) felt that the suitability of any t echnique 

to a pplication by thos e with non-specialist knowJ.12dge was 

"perhaps most i mportant ... so that the archaeolog:i.st could 
• 
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have control over the production of the data'' (Ward 1972:94). 

This opinion has been echoed recently by Leach (1977a:10; 

1977b:2), and Leach and Warren (1981:152); it has already 

been· noted, however, that such a technique has not yet been 

developed. In fact, the total number of New Zealand obsidian 

artefacts actually analyzed has been estimated at something 

less than one thousand pieces (Leach and Warren 1981:164). 

This can only be attributed to the lack of an appropriate 

facility, and not the lack of artefacts requiring analysis. 

Not all who are involved with the characterization of 

lithic material, however, share this ordering of priorities. 

The geologists Shotten and Hendry in The Journal of A.rchaeo -

logicaZ Science state, 

'' ... it would be a disservice to the archaeologist not 
to point out that it js un likely that he can perform 
these an a l yses himself and that he needs the co
operation of u specialized analyst with complex 
equipment at his control" (1979:78) . 

The consequences of this sort of reasoning were described in 

Chapter One. It is the opinion of the present author (in 

strict agreement with Ward, Le ach and Wa~ren) that a technique 

directly applicable by archaeologists is of primary concern. 

The main problem th2refore will be in finding a level of 

source discrimination acceptable to archaeologists, since 

this will. be the real trade-off in the interests of sol·Jing 

problems relating to prehistory. 

An additional, though in no way subordinate requirement 

of this study i s that the technique should be capable of dis-

tinguishing betwecn'New Zealand and Oceanic ohsidi~ns.· Th2 

reasons for this requirement were discussed at some length 
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in the previous chapter. Again, the question arises as to 

what confidence level this discrimination is required. It 

is argued here, that for most archaeological purposes, it 

should be quite sufficient to be able to identify broad 

regions of origin. That is, the technique should be able 

to identify all of the major Polynesian sources (see Map 1) 

and if necessary sacrifice discrimination at the level of a 

particular flow. 

For exaT.ple, although Rapanui has been identified as 

having three main regions which ,;,-.,rere exploited prehistori

cally (Smith et al. 1977:179-180; Michels et al,. 1981:2), it 

is considered satisfactory here to be able to identify Rapanui 

obsidian as a single regional source. At this level, New 

Zealand obsidians would need only be identi f ied as such, 

though it is exp e cted and desired more detailed differentia

tion would be achieved in practice. 

The New Zealand situation does warrant special considera

tion. Unlike anywhere else in Oceania, the prehistoric inha

bitants of New Ze a land had access to a particularly abundant 

supply of obsidian within a reasonably restricted geographic 

area. Ward (1 972: 123-127), after identifying no less than 42 

separate localities fro~ which obsidian could be obtained, 

was finally able to group these into 18 major source regions 

(on the basis of chemical simil a riti) within the confines of 

the North Island of New Zealand. Not surprisingly, these 18 

major source groups are themselves situated wi.thin a few main 

:cegiol1s. Regc=t:rding, this , Le a ch and Warren note, "alt'.'lough 

desirable, it is not considered necessary to distlnguish 
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between all 18 of the Nsw Zealand sources" ( 19 81: 6 4 ) . Rather, 

they would consider it sufficient to be able to reliably 

allocate artefacts to one of the four major regions which 

they have defined (Map 2) • This is not to imp1y th2t defi

nition of the 18 sources is considered superfluous, but that 

it may not be strictly required by archaeologists . 

.One proviso to this 'source region' approach should be 

added. Mayor Island obsidian must be considered as a sepa

rate region by itself. The particular importance of this 

source in New Zealand prehistory has been discussed, . and it 

is felt that this justifies precise and unambiguous identi

fic ation of Mayor Island obsidian in whatever context it 

occurs (for instance: see: Leach ct c.l. n.d.). Of course, the 

primary reason that Mayor Island obsidian's importance has 

been recognized, is due to the fact that it has a cert2in 

physical and chemical distinctiveness when r..:or:ipared to other 

New Zealand sources, albeit with some ambiguity as discussed 

above (see also, Leach and de Souza 197 9 : 42--43 ). A progra:rrune 

of source discrimination must acknowledge this importance . 

A further requirement within the context of this study 

is that the adopted technique should be as minimally destruc

tive as practical. An i ssue infrequently dealt with in the 

literatu~e is the potential for residual effects upon the 

sample from nearly all types cf analyt ical techniq~es. While 

powdering a portion of an artefact is an obvious injury: the 

effects of ostensively 'non-destructive' techniques are not 

gGnerally discussed. Irr ad i ation of an arte f act by X- rays or 

gamma-rays as in eneJ~gy dic-;persive XRF anc1lysis will almost 
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certainly alt~r the ESR (electron spin resonancy) and TL 

characteristics of the sample. Neutron flux irradiation in 

whole sample NA1\ has additional effects on fission track 

characteristics, as well as the residually induced radio-

activity. Even the sun's untraviolet rays can have a dele

terious influence, as is evidenced by the purple colouraiion 

induced in old bottles. 

A worthwhile exercise at this point, is to define some 

terms of reference relating to levels of destructiveness as 

used in this thesis: 

Totally destructive 

Semi-destructive 

Macroscopically destructive 

- use of entire sample for 
powdering 

use of O • 5 to 5. 0 gm for 
powdering 

use of 50 to 500 mg for 
powdering 

Microscopically destructive - irradiation processes such 
as X-rays, gamma-rays, 
proton beams or neutrons 
etc. 

Absolutely non-destructive - detection of natural sample 
emissions ( ex or B ) , 
density analysis or colou~ 
analysis etc. 

In evaluating the analysis techniques for general suitability 

to routine application, the abo ve list of potential artefact 

'impacts' should be kept in • J minG.. A technique which is at 

worst only ~icrosc9pica lly destructive is desired. Analysis 

~~ich does not require the rnech~nical dest~uction of the 

c:.rtefact has two speci f ic adv2.ntage s, both of which are con--

sidered essential. · 

Firstly, a non-mechan ically destructive tGchnique permits 
• 
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valuable cultural property to b2 anc1 . .lysed. while some 

methods of analysis require only minute samples to be removed 

from the artefact (for instance, atomic absorption spectro

scopy as employed by Michels 1981 utilizing approximately 

200 mg of sample) , that particular sample can never be re--run. 

There is also the danger of additional sa..,rples being required 

if procedural mistakes are made during analysis. 

Semi-destructive techniques such as wavelength disper

sive X-ray fluorescence, which d o not actually consume the 

sample, still require that it be ground to a fine powder for 

quantitative results. Although the samples themselves are 

not destroyed by analysis, the origina l artefact area which 

they represent is, and negates the possibility of subsequent 

use-wear or f orrn/f·,rnc tion analys ii3 ( f o:.r example, Leach 19 7 3: 

105) . This is particularly true where smaller lithics are 

concerned . 

SecondJ.:y, exacting sam;:.Jle pr2para tions can create pro-· 

blems in reproducibility, especially v~ere multiple, untrained 

users of the facilit y are expected (the reader is refe~red to 

Michels 1982:116 £or a more detailed discussion of the atomic 

absorpticri sample preparat ion to illustrate the procedural 

complexity) . Laborious sample preparation also increa ses the 

handling - time for each specimen, and consequently, the total 

analysis ?time invested per sample. This · r e l a tes to the last 

major requirement to be specified, regarding the analytical 

rapidity of the technique. 

I n order for ~ny r2gu l.arly cperatea system to be·of 

valu e in da.ta proclu::tion such that 11 sti:1t.ist:i.ca.J.ly sign:i.fic,rnt 
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numbers of samples" (Stevenson et al. 1971:17) can be run, 

it must be able to handle a certain minimum number within 

a given amount of time (see also, Leach 1977a:8-10). While 

these are subjective quantities, it is hoped that something 

on the order of cne thousand samples per month as suggested 

by Leach (1977b:3) could be processed by the facility. This 

rate of analysis would make it of practical use to archaeo

logists who may be concerned with hundreds or even thousands 

of artefacts from a single excavation (for example, Prickett 

1975: Appendix 4). To optimis e throughput the analysis 

should be automated; permitting samples to be run continuously 

day and night. 

To review the requirements outlined, in order of 

importance: 

1. The technique should be appl icable by non

technical ly specialized personnel. 

2. It should be able to distinguish New Zealand and 

Oce anic sources on a broad leve l, including some 

greater detail within New Zealand. 

3. It should be largely non-destructive, to allow 

analysis of valuable cultural material and to 

minimize preparation anci handling time per sc1.mple. 

4. The technique should be reasonably fast, and able 

to perform on th e orde r cf one - thousand analyses 

per month in full-time operation, within an auto-

mated format. 



OBSIDIAN CHARACTERIZ.Z\'1'ION TECHNIQUES: AN EVALUATION 

Bearing in mind these criteria, the majority of the 

characterization techniques which have been applied to New 
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Zealand and Oceanic obsidians are quite unsuited to archaeo-

logists. Detailed reviews of these studies have been made 

by Ward (1972:47-95), R2ev2s and 1·Jard (1976:264-276) and 

Smith et a l. (1977:176-177, 188-197). Leach (1977a; 1977b) 

reviewed potential characterization tecl1niques that .had yet 

to be extensively evaluated with New Zealand or Oceanic 

materials. A tabulate d survey of New Zealand obsidian charac-

terization studies ha s recently been made by Leach and Warren 

( 19 81: 15 4) . A similar f o rma t is adopted here to list the New 

Zealand and Oceanic ch a racterization work appJ.ied to date 

(Table 1) . · 

The technique s listed, as well as others used in the 

analysis of geo logical materials, have been well desc~ibed 

for the non-speciali s t by Reeve s and Brooks (1978) and spe

~ cif ically for the archaeologist by G::; ffer ( 19 80) . · These texts 

supply clear a.n d concis e descriptions of the theory and use 

of the vari.0us te chni~ue s li s t e d, iri addition to extensive 

bibliographic references of experimental applications. For 

this reason, the theoretical background to methods discussed 

will not be elaborated upon here. 

In conside ring wl1ich technique might · closeJ_y approxima.te 

the objectives of thi s thesis, howevei, the findings of pre-

vious reviews are of inte rest. Ward {1972:95) concluded, 

urnh _). r-)r. l ~ t"'1n .,. ·F +- } .. _, ... :".:t. -r, c ,.!-i...,, r ,--1 --:.. f" 1-:·t: f-..-.J 1972] rh.! - , .. n f 1-l .. C - ···"·'1 o .,~ o .~ ,_ .1,_se:. 1 .. ~.L.1 , .J, .. •. , L ··'l· -··· . v..,.i.c .. u 
fill e d the ... criteri a a d equately, and appeared to 
be among the simple r and mo re reliable forms of analy
sis within the o:;::ie rating ability of the archaeologist 
was the X-ray fJ.ucresc 1::0 nce spectrographic rnGthod." 
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T..Z\ELE 1. Summary of analysis techniques applied to New Zealand and 

Oceanic obs idians for archaeological characterization. 

·---- - ··--·--· 

NEW 12.l\.LX\ND 

?hysic~l ?roperti~s 

Refractive In.dcx 

Density 

E J.emc-!nt l-1 ... ';1nJy·sls 

E;nission Spectrography 

Atowic AbsoTption/Flru~e Photometry 

W~vela~gth Dispersive XRF 

I'IGJ\S 

•r:.1ermol1.::rninesccnce 

Radioactive Properti~s 

Energy DispP.rsi ve XRF ('l'EFA) 

Er,ergy Di.spers.:'c. ve XRF ( SEFA) 

Neutron Activation Analysis 

PIXE - PIGNE 

- Grcon, 1962 . 

- Reeves and Armitage, 1973. 

- Green ~t aZ., 1967. 

- An~i:i.t2c:;e , 19'71; l ,-::-r,,itage et al., 1972. 

- WarJ, 1972; 1974 a; 1974b; 1974f; Leach, !973; 1976; 

Le a ch and Ander~on, 1978; Chidgey, 1981. 

- Coote et al ., 1972; Bird et al., 1978. 

Leach and Fanl-;:hauser, 19 78. 

- Leach et al ., 1978. 

- Lee.ch , 1977a; l977b; McCalluin et al., 1979. 

- Leach, 1977a; 1977b. 

- Leach and Warren, n.d.; 1981; Chidgey, 1981. 

- Duerden et al., 1979 ; 1980; Bird et al., 1981a. 
w 
0\ 



TABLE 1. ( cont.) 

------------------
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Physical Properties 

- Anhrose , 1976a. 

Element nnalysis 

Emission Spectrography - Key, J.968; 1969 ; Ambrose and Green, 19 12. 

h7avc1sngth Di spersive XRF - Smith, 1974; A.rn.bros2, 1976a; Smith et a'l. , 1977. 

Neutron Activation An2lysis - fu,~rose, 1976a; Wall, 1976; Leach and W2rren, n.d.; 
E18l. 

PIGM..1':: - Bird and Russell, 1976 ; Bird et al. , 1978; 1981b. 

Natural Radioactivity - Leach et al., 1978. 

PIXE - PIGME - Duerden et al ., 1979; 1980; Bird et al ., 1981a. 

CEN'2:Ri\.L/EASTE2.N PACIFIC 

;~leme nt Analysis 

haveleng1.J1 Dispersive Xi:I.F - Wdrd, 197~b; 1974 c; Smith et al., 1977 . 

PIXE - PIGME - Duerden et al. 1979 ; 1980 ; Bird et al. , 1981a. 

Natural Radi oactivity - Leach et al ., 1978. 
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Wavelength dispersive XRF such as was used by Ward (1972; 

1974a; 1974b; 1974c; 1974d) is, as discussed, a 'semi

destructive' technique that requires the sample to be ground 

to powder, though the material its e lf is neither consumed nor 

chemically altered. For the reasons previously stated, this 

is considered to be unsuitable in the present context. Simi

larly, other destructiv2 techniques such as refractive index, 

emission spectroscopy, atomic absorption, flame photometry 

and thermoluminescence are considered unsatisf actory. Even 

though much smaller samples are required, the process of sam

ple preparation is considered problematic. 

Reeves and Ward (1976) review only New Zealand characteri

zation studies, and make no clea r:- reconm1endations for 'bes t 

suited' techniques. They do , however, note that those which 

employ physical characteristics of the samples (such as den

sity measurements made by Reeves and Armitage, 197 3) are gene

rally poor discriminators and "the confidence with which 

assignments could be made is very much less than that given 

by chemiccd_ analysis for appropriate elements" (J.97 6 :286). 

PIGHE analysis is desc ribed to some extent by Reeves and 

Ward (1976), though at that time no artefact samples had been 

analysed (1976:271). The minimally destructive aspect of the 

method is noted as being particularly attractive to archaeo

logical applications. In New Zealand, following the initial 

study by Coote et aZ.. (1972) a.t the Institute of Nuc lear 

Sciences, further work regarding the characterization of obsi

dian waE; abandoned. Zt'.:; chansing interests fo cussec. the u.2e of 

the accelerator on other research topics (Coote pers. cornrn ., 
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19 83) . 

The proton source employed by Bird and Russell (1976), 

Bird et al. (1978; 1981a; 1981b) and Duerden ei; al. (197 9; 

1980), is generated by the Australian Atomic Energy Commis

sion's Lucas Heights Van de Graaf accelerator. A major draw

back of this technique still remains for archaeologists, in 

that these are very expensive and complicated facilities and 

are generally in demand for a wide range of research applica

tions ( see for i nstance, Nelson et al. 19 7 7) • As such they 

are clearly limited to 'specialist' operation. Any archaeo

logical application will have to queue for attention, with 

charges proportional to the value of analysis time. 

Smith et al. (1977) are more specific in their recorcunen

dations, noting that mechanically non-destructive techniques 

are preferable for archaeologic a l applications (1977:197). 

'I'he mechanically non-destruct.i ve NAA as applied by Wall ( 19 76) 

and Ambrose ( 19 76) , was considered to be a type of an2,lysis 

which "met the archaeological requirem2~1ts mast completely", 

though the relative inaccessibility of the user to neutron 

activa tion f aci li ties was noted (ibid.) . It should be recalled, 

however, that from the aspect of sample alteration at the 

atomic level, Nfu"\ probably has the most serious effects. 

PIXE - PIGME analysis, while described as 11 potenti2lly most 

useful'', ris not discussed in terms of it~ accessability, though 

this hv.s also been mentioned above. An advantage of PIXE - PIGME 

is the very restricted beam siz e employed. Subsequently only 

a sma ll area of t h2· a r tefac t is affe c~ed. 

Minimilly destructive energy dispersive X-ray tube 



excitation XRF (TEFA), initially employed by Nelson et al. 

(1975) to the characterization of Pacific Northwest Coast 

obsidians in North America, was considered useful by Smith 
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et al. (1977). This was qualified, however, in that detection 

' limits of the system were not low enough for many trace ele-

ments in volcanic glasses to Le measured. While the elemental 

range is not as broad as the PIXE - PIGME analysis, TEFA does 

present the advantage of greater instrument availability, and 

a broader range of elements than reported in the NAA work of 

runbrose and Wall. 

Leach (1977a; 1977b) applied the TEFA energy dispersive 

technique to New Zealand obs idians 2nd obtained favourable 

results, s-t.ating, "it is ab le to produce absolute concentra

tions for about twenty elements to tho precision required in 

about ten minutes'' (1977a:12). Such a system would have negli-

gible running costs and "only about l hour instruction is 

needed for a person of average intelligence to use it effec-

tively" (1977b: J_ 3), Certainly a technique 1 s ability i.n 

character izing New Zealand obsidi ans can be considered a rigo-

rous test of its merit and, if successful, a fai r reco~n2nda-

tion. 

Additionally, Leach (1977a) invest igat2d a second form 

of energy dispersive XRF which utilized a small radioactive 

source to . produce the secondary fluorescen~ X-rays in the 

sample. SEFA (S0urc0 Excitation Fluoi2scence Analysis) or 

alternatively 1 isoprob2 1 (Ha~i_J_ e·!; a.7-. 1973): refers to the 

use of a r3dioactiv~ isctope 'probe' . It was app li.~d b y 

Leach to Nev, Zeal and obsi.d:Lai,S 1·1i th soute surprising res'-.11 ts 
• 



regarding the characterization of Mayor Island source mate

rial. 

Employing a small quantity of the radioactive isotope 
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Americiuf'.1. 241 
( Arn), elements of the rare earth suite far above 

the range of conventional TEFA XRF can be detected. It was 

found that the elements barium, lanthanum and cerium varied 

markedly between Mayor Island obsidian and all other sources 

(1977a:13-14). Most - similar to Mayor Island obsidian was the 

source mate rial near Kaeo in Northland, although this too 

was distinguished . 

As Leach no ted, a method of quickly identifying Mayor 

Island cb s idian would great ly reduce the subsequent charac-

ter ization l oad in New Zeal and archaeology, almost regardless 

of ~h2t its further capabilities were. The preponderance of 

Mayor Islan~ obsidian in archaeological contexts throughout 

New Zealand prehistory has aJready been mentioned. Leach also 

determined th a t ~he n a tural radioactivity of the obsidians 

north of the Bay of Islands was an order of magnitude greater 

than f or any other New Zealand source. A potential screening 

t ec:hniqu,:=.. u ti li z i;1g 2 Beta-particle counter to detect this 

radioactivity was suggested (ibid.:14-15). Additional tech-

niques such as thermoluminescence, remnant magnetism and mag-

netic susceptibility were given cu rsory evaluation. 

It ~as concluded by Leach that a routine cbsidian sourc-

1ng facility could b e oriented around a two-stage analysis 

system. This would include a rapid screening process for 

Mayor Island obsidian (such as SEFA) 1 followed by TEFA appli-

cation to characterize the remaining material (ibid.:16). 



Extended work en obsidian characterization by thermo

luminescence was carried out by Le2ch and Fankhauser (1978) 

Their results indicated that good separation of New Zealand 

obsidians could be obtained, and 22 petrographic source 
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groups were defined. Obsidian s amp les are required to be 

powdered fer TL an2,lysis, hmvever, and final sample prepara

tion is an exacting procedure. Additionally, the thermolum

inescence technique is not easily applied and requires exper

ienced operation for reliable res~lts to be obtained (Fankhauser, 

pers. comm., 1983). 

Natural radioactivity of New Zealand and Oceanic obsi

dians w2..s further explored hy Leach ct a Z, . ( lS 7 3) , but only 

the sources near Kaeo in Northland demonstrated any clearly 

distinctive values. 

Energy dispersive X-ray tube excitation XRF hns more 

recently been applied to New Zealand obsidians by McCalJ.um 

et aL (1979). Succsss in distinguishing Northland, Mayor 

Isl and and Tau~o region sources \Jas reported. Characteri

za.t:i.0;1 work is proc(::echng (sec~ Moore 19 82) , but artefact 

allocation data have yet to be published. Being a microsco-

pica.J.ly dest:ruct:i.v2 t::echni.que with ana.lysis times on the order 

of fi ve minutes (ihid.:4), and reasonably straight-forvard 

applicatton (Wallace 1 571) , it would s2em in the se respects 

to compl~ ~ith the earlier stated requirementii. The availa

bility of this f~cility for routine soJrcing of New Zealand 

obsidians has not eventuated, although the technique was con

sidered. suitable fer mass so1..1rcui.cr of a rte .f:ar::'..:s (I.1cCaJ_ l nm et 

al. 1979:1). 



Leach and Warren (1981) revi ew the history of charac

terization studies applied to New Zealand obsidians. They 

note that of those techniques shown capable of fully dis-

tingui.shing New Zealand sources (w3vel e ngth dispersive XRF, 
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thermoluminescence, n e utron activation 2.nalysis and PIXE - PIGt·~E) , 

al l have serious drawbacks in being either physically destruc

tive, laborious, expensive or unavailable for routine applica-

tion to arch2.eologic2l problems (ib id.: 152). It is _recog-

nised that energy dispersive XRF equipment is generally more 

available for potential archueological use, but also that it 

is les s di scr imina tive than the physically destructive wave-

l e ngth dispersive techni q ue. 

In the hope th2t a simple technique or set of techniqu e s 

cou l d b e fou nd which had the capab~lity of reliabl y allocating 

obsidian ar te fQcts , Leach and Warren u11dertcok a prog ram of 

neutron ac tivation an .3.lysis in 1976 (ibid.: 155). Ti·1is wo:c};: 

corr0 sponds ·with Lead: 1 s 11 1st genera.Liem 11 method of determining 

elements su ita.bl e for scurce c:hara::te::izati_cn (Leach 1977b:-1). 

The study p;:-oduce:d data en 23 elemt?nts for 33 s o urces of vol -

canic gl a ss in New Zealand and greater Oceania (Tables 2 and 3) 

and de~onstrates the difficulties which can arise from a limi-

t ed r ange cf e l emental analysis when wide-ranging geographic 

sources are con s i dered ( see Chap t 2r 0112) . 

l' k r.; J c, , r . -, '- h o ,.--, ,- i- -,· ~ '- " ,, :, . . 1 ' l . .: 1 ' t- f ~] 71 71 t- r• ·i 1 ~ -.c 11-9,, _,_Qjl.n~,, -c_,_ r-_..:, -~ ..1.Cc.C2Ll c.Vu.l 0..0.J.~ J- .. y o .. _ l\l:"V"~ a-~ ..L 

t ies t o i_,;e,,-,- Zo a J and arc}1ae o l or:3 i c;ts, yl:::·:: the need for ana lysis 

of ext2nfed range s o f elements, Leach a nd Warren propose the 

2.dci::t:: .. or, of ,J:.1.cl.lyt:i.c ~t l t e chn i que I sets I with ·which t.o chiJrac-

t e riz e obsidi2n on 2 broad scale . With the provi.s i .on that e ach 
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TABLE 2 : NM SOURCE AND EI..Il1ENT KEY (AFTER LEArn AND WARREN 19 81) . 

SOURCES ISOTOPES UNITS 

1 Weta 1 24Na % 
2 Waire 2 46sc ppb 
3 Pungaere 3 59Fe % 
4 Huruiki 4 60eo ppb 
5 · Burgess Island 5 76As ppm 
6 Awana 6 82Br ppb 
7 Te Ahumata 7 86Rb ppm 
8 Cooks Bay 8 95zr ppm 
9 Purangi 9 124sb ppb 

10 Hahei 10 131 Ba ppm 
11 Tairua 11 134cs ppm 
12 Maratoto 12 140La ppm 
13 Waihi red 13 141ce ppm 
14 Waihi black 14 147Nd ppm 
15 Mayor Island green 15 152Eu ppb 
16 Mayor Island honey 16 153sm ppm 
17 Mayor Island yellow 17 160Tb ppb 
18 Rotorua red 18 175yb ppm 
19 Rotorua black 19 177 Lu ppb 
20 Maraetai red 20 181Hf ppm 
21 Maraetai black 21 182Ta ppm 
22 Ongaroto 22 233pa ( 232Th) ppm 
23 Taupo 23 239Np ( 238l.J) ppm 
24 Admiralty Islands 
25 Puu Waawaa (Hawaii) 
26 Maunga Orito (Easter Island) 
27 Motu Iti (Easter Island) 
28 Te Mamavai (Easter Island) 
29 Rana Kau (Easter Island) 
30 Pitcairn Island 
31 Otago glass 
32 Canterbury pitchstone 
33 Fanal Island 
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TABLE 3: NAA DETERMINED MEAN ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS (AFTER LEACH AND 
WARREN 1981). 

ISOTOPE 

5ources 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 LG 17 18 19 20 21 22 2:: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

3.3 2 17 8 0. 8 
4.5 267 3 . 2 

4.4 243 3. 2 
3.4 4225 1. 0 
1.3 7721 1.7 
2.7 4218 0.9 
2 . 9 4285 0 . 9 
3. 1 5435 1. 0 
3 . 7 5594 1. 0 

314 
317 
469 
795 
840 
833 
750 
588 
687 

3.1 4514 1.2 624 
3.0 5560 1 . 2 1354 
3 . 2 3777 0.6 420 
3.0 4604 1.4 2536 
3.3 4564 1.4 2308 
4.2 142 3 . 6 489 

4 . 6 121 3. 6 631 
4 .1 106 3.2 523 
2 . 7 5576 0.9 804 
3.0 5660 0 . 9 1037 

23 0 490 151 1286 239 27 lG 34 29 o 9 187 :1 1D 1159 G 4 -HI l2 
56 0 66 l 1557 1906 498 4G 15 1 225 132 423 24 
13 703 656 1650 2075 491 39 145 213 12:1 :H 8 2G 

5327 -19 2734 48 24 LUO 2S 
5057 5 1 2SU1 48 25 9G 21 

13 563 148 122 257 566 10 33 57 31 54 7 6 
11 0 267 336 383 1900 12 ,17 80 :18 1108 12 
90 2815 190 158 204 675 9 37 62 34 5:l8 G 

6 845 212 122 0 524 11 39 69 :14 401 7 
5 878 123 106 0 731 4 29 49 25 785 !i 
7 1674 134 
4 1794 142 

11 2790 122 
25 1084 185 

122 

161 
16 8 

83 
4 1016 125 12 8 

813 
936 

1032 

4 

G 

G 

947 10 

:l2 

3:l 
:i4 

27 
20 

51 
58 
40 
44 
30 

26 
2S 
15 
20 
13 

85 0 
857 
818 
:l03 

576 

!i 
(i 

4 
4 

:l 

102!• 8 
l2 8D 12 
1066 6 
L0711 8 

77 8 (i 

782 7 
87:l 8 
725 
G:1:1 
462 

5 

5 

8 924 133 36 
761 
773 

:'.>4 
39 
53 

7 

7 

5 
5 
4 

20 29 20 59 L :i :12u :i 
17 6322 143 960 

0 7915 139 1019 
0 0 139 97 5 

27 2997 135 104 
19 2933 131 146 

95 lG:l 10:1 1871 22 357G 21 
90 162 lUG 16 88 20 :lG:l:l 20 
91 lGG 107 1465 20 :J382 19 

693 
763 

5 
5 

5 

5 

530 5 
812 12 
514 
!i :18 

42:: 
41:J!i 
!iO l 

:mu 

5 

4 

l 
-I 
4 

5 

:l70 :l 

25 l :l 
2-IO :1 

LG 08 2,1 

1588 2-1 
15 !JG 2:l 

:J :l4!i 

l 

1 
1 

l 

G 

G 
(i 

l 

1 

12 
14 
l8 

l ., ., 
[;l 

1'I 
l l 
Iii 

l2 
12 
17 
lG 
LG 
l 2 
12 

:1 
3 

4 

:1 
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technique adhere to requirements similar to those specified 

in this thesis (techniques that would al low 'hands-on' opera

tion by archaeologists) , a 'stratified' sourcing scheme is 

suggested (ibid.: 16 2) . Primary analyses are assigned to 

SEFA/TEFA techniques, supplemented by natural radioactivity 

detection in one stage (ibid. : 16 3) . 

. While development of TEFA. XRF has proceeded since the 

investigation by Leach (1977a; 1977b) in the work of Mc:Callum 

et al. (197 9), SEFl\. has received no further attention within 

the context of this problem. If a routine obsidian sourci.ng 

facility as suggested by Leach and Warren (and specified as 

essential within the field of source characterization by this 

thesis) is to be realized, a fundamental requirement would 

seem tote the refined develoQment of the SEFA technique. 

Within this chapter, four main r equirements arc speci -

fied with which to evaluate a prospective analytical tech-

nique. SE:E'A should now be jud9ed by these cri t.er i a. While 

the abil ity of the t echnique to discriminate between New 

Zealand a11d Oce ,-.. nic obs5 .. dians c.:1ni1ot be fully estimated until 

after it h as b een applied , a good idea of the effective range 

of 
241

Arr. induced XRF co.n be gained from the published li tera.-

t·u.re. 

Fig0re l indicates same appropriate fluorescence applica

tions of ' 241
Am SEF'2.. (a.fter lmon. 1975:1)°. As can be seen, 

2 ,1 1 
-, jAm not cnly h2.s the ability to excite barium, but. addition-

ally , can induce fluorescencG in elements as low as iron when 

tl1e ame:c:·i ci.ur:1 by - p _· c,duct Np X-r a ys a.re cr,lployed. ~C~rns z irco-

nium, strontium, and rubidium appear to be within the analytical 
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range of t h is technique. 

Ward's (1 972) def initive wavelength dispers i ve study 

utiliz ed zirconium, rubidium, 2nd strontium as tll!::-ee of five 

e l ements employed to discriminate bet1·1een the 18 p etrogj_::-aphic 

r eg i ons of New Zealand obsidian whi ch were established (1972: 

138, 143) . Reference to Leach and Warren's NAJI.. data in r.r able 

3 shows that rubidium, z irconium, and b ar ium have good varia-

tion throughout New Zealand and Oceanic sources . Of parti-

cular note i s the difference in barium concentrations reported 

for Easter Isl and (Rapanui) obsidians and that fr om Mayor 

I s l 2nd . I ndeed , the v2lue of barium in discriminating Mayor 

Island obsidian fr om all other examined sources would seem 

to be very high. 

I n theory, t h,:;refoJ::-e, 
~, 1 1 
.t. '± Am SEFA appears to have a 

r eason ab le potential for obsidian differentiatic.:1. On1.y con-

trolled applicat io~ within a standard f a c i l ity wi ll produce 

the final answer. 

Conce rning the requirement that the propose~ technique 

b e readily applicable by no n- technical l y speciali.zed personnel , 

SEFA. ha.s th e !.)Ot-2nti.c1.l to excsed even energy di.spers i ve TEFA 

ana l ys i s in simplicity. In the case of SEFA, the radioactive 

source needs o nly to be fixed i n positia11 r e l ativ~ to sample 

and detector. Monitor i ng of beam current or X- ray tube 

vacuum a~ no ted by Wallace (1974:9-13) ~snot necessary. Fur-

ther, while exc itat ion of the sample i s great l y simplified, 

detection of tte fluor esced X-rays is no more difficult than 
, 

Indc2J , the same det2ction equipmen t is employed. 

As wi th TEFA , i soprobe fluorescence is only microscopically 
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destructive . Ne lson et al. (1975) limited sample preparation 

for their 'l.1 EFA analysis to "a thorough scrubbing in distilled 

water with a stiff brush" ( 19 7 5: 89) . Similarly, Mccallum et 

al . ( 1 9 7 9) performed no special clc=:an ing before analysis, 

though care was taken not to irradiate any l abe ls or acces-

S]_on numbers written on ti1e specimen (1979: 4). 

Speed of analysis is one other parameter which is hard 

to estimate prior to the actual application of the technique. 

Leach and Warre~ mention that source excitation can take some 

time (due to l~w count rates), but tha t the differences in 

concentrations of some elements (for instance barium) are 

l arge enough that "qualitative assessment c2n be made within 

a. few minu-;:e s" (19 81: lGcl). Higashirnura. et aZ . (19 8 1), employ

ing t ~o radioa ctive sources (l09cd and 55Fe) for SEFA charac-

terization of sanukite i mp lements in western Japan, reported 

that they arc able to analyse 24 samples within a full d ay 

(1981 : 123). While this rate would only produce about 720 

artefact character izations per month, thi s figur~ alone equals 

the published to~aJ of artefac ts wh ich h ave b een allocated in 

New Zealand to d:::.t e. Thus, s ·c f'A '.vm:ld 2ppea.r to be suff i-

ciently r ap:Lcl. 

It has been shown here t hat the technique of radioactive 

source excitation fluorescence analysis fulfills most of the 

main crite r i a established wi.thin this thesis . Judging from 

published li te£ature, SEFA shoul d pro~uce sufficient informa -

tion on New Zejland and Oceanic obsidians to allow reRsonable 

Ones d eve l oped , a functional. system employing GEFA ana l ysis 
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could be easily amalgamated with TEF'l, instrumentation as 

required. Such a 'dual-source' arrangement has been employed 

by Hall et al . (1973), and demonstrates the complerr,entary 

nature of these techniqnes . Additionally, alteynat.ive radio

active source iso topes may also be employed. 

In summary, it is argued that de\relopment of a SEFA 

facility is a necessary objective for the characterization 

of New Zealand and Oceani c obsidian artefacts; both on a 

routine basis and as a t echnique capable of being applied by 

archaeologists. 

Chapte r Th rGe will explore the more technic~l details 

of establishing a SEFA facility. The rema inder of the the sis 

will be concerned with the development, application, and 

evaluation of this technique for obsidian analysis in light 

of the f ou r criteria discus3ed abov~ (pp.25 - 3 4) . 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DEVELOPMEN'r OF ANALYSIS FACILITY 

PRINCIPLES OF X-Rl~Y FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS 

Texts which discus s the principles and appli.cations of 

XRF are numerous and v ary a good deal in their level of pre

sentation. Those essentially for the l ayperson , such as 

Reeves e..nd Brooks ( 19 7 8 ) or Goffer ( 19 80 ) , provide only the 

most cursory introduction to the technique. Advanced texts, 

such as by Dys o n (1973) a nd Bertin (1975), provide comprehen-

sive t heory, bu t may b e inaccessible to the soci a l scien tist. 

The desc::...- i p ti or-i of x::~F fundarne:ntals presented here fol.lows 

that of Woldseth (1 973) which i s a well rounded expos i t ion 

of the energy dispersive method of ana lys is . 

Th e basis of X- ray fluorescence as a technique for ele-

mental analysi s i s an interac t ion with the inner elec trons of 

atoQs. In c 0 n s i de ring the atoffiic configuration, i t will be 

sufficient for the purposes of this chapt2r to present the atom 

as a spherical she ll structure (the Bohr model) . 

Negatjvely c harged electro~s may be thought of as bound 

to th e positively charged nucleus by an elect rostatic force 

in a series of discrete orbits o r she lls. In an e lectr omag

netic a lly stable atom, t he nu~be r of electrons and protons 

are egua~. Th e energy as s oc i ated with a given shell is related 

to the charge of the nucleus. Th e shells are numbered from 

the i nne r sh e ll s out·~1an5f, accordin<J to the principle qu a ntum 

number n. 'l'hesc ;::::r'-2 des:;_gna.ted by letter wi U1 the i,rnArmost 

K shell (n=l) folJ.owed by the L (n=2), M (n= 3), N (n=4) shells 
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and so on. Each shell may hold a maximum number of eJ_ect.r-ons 

2 
equal to 2 n . 

Shells are characterized by a specific binding energy 

for the electrons which they contain. The binding energy is 

the minimum energy required for an irradiat ing photon or 

particle to free an electron from its orbit. 'l'he strength 

with which an electron i s held within its normal orbit is 

related to the number of protons in the nucleus (the atomic 

number Z of the element); there fore, specific elements will 

have particular binding energies associated with each shell. 

This energy increases with the Z of the element. 

Shortly after an elect ron is removed from its orbi.t by 

an in teraction with a photon or particle of sufficient energy , 

fluorescenc e is produced. The fluorescence r epresent s the 

movement of an eJ.2ctror1 from an outer to inner orbit. fl_to-

mic electrons are replaced on the order of 
-1'; __ ,[! 

l O ~ -10 J . " seconds 

after cxc i to.tion occurs (Bertin 19 75: 21) . V:ith th.is tra.n::;i-

tion there i s an effective loss of energy to the atoraic sys-

tern, ~nd it is ch~racterized by the emissioP of a photcn from 

the atom. This photon has the ei:ergy equivalent to the di.ff er -

ence 1n bindi~g energy between the two sl1ells involved. While 

c ertain I rad2. aticnlef,S tr-:,,1si tions 1 (Dyson 1973: 78) rr.,3.y also 

take place, they are not sign ifica nt eveE'cs within the con-

fines of ,· thi ~:; disc-uss.ion. 

The emitted photon is labclled a6 cording to the shell 

from which the initi2l vQcancy was created, as well as the 

shell fr om which th~ vacancy was fi lled. Thus, detection of 

a K-alpha (K ) photon indicates the removal of a K shell 
• Cl 
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electron, and repla~ement by an L shell counterpart. Some 

further inner shell transit i ons ar.e indicated in Figure 2. 

The proportionate line thicknesses indicate the relative 

f reque11cies of the transitions. 

Generallv, where the K transition intensity is assmned - a 

to be equal to 100, K-beta (KB ) transitions will achieve only 

a small proportion (1-30%) of the K series (Woldseth 1973: 
a 

Appendix D; D:/SOTI 1 973:83) Major transition/f luorescence 

energies for the elements considered in this study are shown 

in Table 4. 

By d~finition, photons emitted from inner shell transi-

tions are X-rays ( g.::rrlma rays are only emitted from nuclear 

re a ctions, wl1ile outer electron transitions produce photons 

in the ultravio let and visible range of the electromagnetic 

spectrum) . XRF is cor!cerned with the detection of inner 

electron events . As XRF analysis i nteracts only with the 

atoreic electrons, the nucleus remains unaltered by the precess. 

X-ray fluoresc e nce analysis, therefore, involves the 

irradiation of a s2rnpl e ,·lith photons of sufficient energy 

(ei thcr X-- r &y s or g 2:11.:rr.:;- r a j's) to c::.usc the rerr:ova1 of inner 

electrons from elements in the range of interest. By deter-

mining the energies of th e detected fluorescence .peaKs, ele

menta.J. ide:.:tif ications a.re made. 

An additional effe ct which must be tonsidered in XRF 

analysis r e sp2ciaLLy whe n radioisotope exci tat ic,n i s employed, 

i s the sc2tte::d_ng of tl1'.:: prur:a :cy ra.c1iaticn within the sarnple 

..• ' ·1 ·, • . ... , ... ( " 1 ,., ..... ~ ·' - ,:.,,. r.~· ,._ ,·· •.·· '.-~ .i .. _: -~. ..- '. ·,-: ~, · .. . ~: ,::, :·_;. -.l ~ .. ,: .1.1 L. .... - • - - - ' ~ of the a.na.lytical spectn.lTit. 

'I'he phenomencr: hc:L:; t,1 C> rn2in ccrnponr':! nt s kr,.rnvn as Ray lei.gh 
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Atomic model, showing some transitions that may 
follow electron vacancies. Transitions are 
labelled with conventional notation for associated 
emission lines (af t er Woldse th 19 73). 
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TABLE 4: ASSOCIATED K SERIES TRANSITION ENERGIES (in KeV) 

FOR SPECIFIC ELEMENTS CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY 

(AFTER WOLDSETH 1973:APPENDIX D). 

Element Symbol K a l K 
a.2 KBl KS2 

-------

Iron Fe 6.403 6.390 7.057 

Rubidium Rb 13.393 13.333 14.959 15.183 

Strontium Sr 14.163 14.095 15.833 16.082 

Yttrium y 14.95G 14.880 16.735 17.013 

Zirconiurn Zr 15 . 772 15.688 17.665 17.967 

Barium Ba 32.188 31.812 36.372 37.251 

Lanthanum La 33.436 33.028 37.795 38.723 

Ceriurn Ce 34.714 34.273 39.251 40.226 

·-----
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(elastic or coherent) and Comptom (inelastic or incoherent) 

scatter. 

Rayleigh scatter can be conceived as the perfectly elas 

tic scatter of the excitation radiation within the sample. 

Thus, it is detected in the fluorescence sample spectrum at 

exactly the same energy as it was emitted from the source. 

Compton scatter, on th~ other hand, represents the less-than

perfectly elastic rebounding of the primary photon within the 

sample, and is emitted at lowe r energy. 

The probability of inelas tic as opposed to elastic 

scatter is proportional to the average atomic number of the 

sample (';·!olds2th 19 7 3: 1.1 4) . The Compton/Ray leigh ratio can 

therefore provi de valuable diagnostic information on materi al 

compos ition (see £or example, Kun zendorf 1972; Cesareo 19 81 ; 

Cesareo c-t a'l. 1982). 'l'he probability for Corr,pton sc2tter is 

also depe ndent upon the ~ng le of the primary radiation rela-

tive to the sample ar.d detector, with a ch2.racteristic mHumuri1. 

between 90 - 100° (~·i'oldseth 1973: 1.16). Mean scatter angle 

determines t he ~nount of energy loss detected. The absolute 

energy los s increases with the scatter angle as well as with 

the energy of the primary photon. The maximum energy shift 

occurs at 1 80° (bad:scattsr ) (ibid.: 1.15) . 

The implication for XRF analysis is that the analyst must 

be fully .aware of the emission chnracteristics of the excita

tion source b e ing employ ed . Particula·r attentior1 must be giver. 

to Co,npton 07.'.' R ay J.eigh p 8cJ_ks 1.,1hich may interfere with elements 

of 2.n a l yticc.t l intr-:,r8st ( ~:;ee ibid.: 2. Ll5). The paramete:cs of 

thes e effects must therefore be ide ntified j_n the d eve lopme n~ 
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of the SEFA prograMne. 

At this point it should be noted that some workers refer 

to the form of analysis employed in this study as 'non

dispersive' XRF (for example, Rhodes 1966; Cesareo et al . 

1972; Hall et al. 1973; McKerrell 1974 ; Higashimura 

and Warashina 1975). Some confusion may arise for the layper

son due to the use of t wo terms to describe this technique. 

Both 'energy dispersive' and 'non-dispersive' are applied to 

the s~1e form of analysis, and refer to the ability of the 

semi-conductor Si(Li) detector to discriminate between differ

ent energies in the fluorescent radiation. 

Bertin (1 975:162) makes a clear distinction between these 

two methods, however, a nd maintains that the term non-dispersive 

should only be applied where the spectral lines are not sepa

rated 011 the b a sis of either wave l ength o~ energy. Potential 

discri~ination, monochromatic excitation, differentiQl exci

tation, selective filtration and gas discrimination detectior1 

techniques are cited as truly non-dispersive method s . 

The t echnique applied i n this study i s energy dispersive. 

While the Si(Li) fetector receives the undispersed fl uore

scent radiation comprising all exc ited lines of specimen ele

ments, the detector output is subjected to pulse-he i ght selec-

tion. Re~ulting pulse distributions arising from seve ral 

detected ~ave lengths are separated on the basis of ·their aver

age pulse heights, i.e., on the basis on the p11oton e n e rgi es 

of the correspo 11ding i ncident X-ray lines (Bertin 1975:356-357). 

~ .. ..: ·. .. -- . • . . ,- . .., .· ' 
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RADIOISOTOPE SOURCE INDUCED XRF 

Excitation of characteristic X-rays utilizing radioactive 

isotope sources has been employed for nearly fifty years 

(Rhodes 19GG:683). Experiments involving the analysis of 

metals and rare-earth oxides using 241Am in conjunction with 

a li thi urn dr if t-=d silicon or Si ( I.,i) det.ector, were performed 

by Bowman et al. (1966). Even at that time, the potential for 

"the routine analysis of samples" was recognized (1966:568). 

Archaeological/historical applications of SEFA were pro

posed by Frierman e t al. (1968), McKerrelJ. and Stevenson (1972) 

and Cesareo et al.. (1972) These developments were primarily 

due ta the ~efinernen ts in instrumen tation, particularly Si(Li) 

de tec tors (referred tc as 'Sillies' ), and fast pulse process-

i:ng el2ctronics, notably ADC (analogue to digi_tal converters) 

a~d super linear amplifier systems. This capacity for physi

cally non- destructive multi-element an a lysis had some of it s 

first social scie11ce applications in the examination of ancient 

coinage and p2inti.ngs (McKerrell and Steve nson 1972; Cesareo 

et al. 1972). 

Hall ct al. (1973) employed a dual-source system for the 

analysis of anc ient Chinese cerarnics. A mini2.ture X-ray tube 

d . . · . . h ' 2 Ll lA -~ th v1as~ in conJ uncc::ion wit tne • m source to expanc.. e 

total r ange of elemental analysis. The distinct advantage of 

using 2 41Am to excite the K se:-ies lines frorr. elements above 

copper in the periodic table was noted· (Hall et al. 1973:74). 

McKerrell (1 974) , emp l oying radioisotope excitation, 

emphas iz ed the ph ys ically nan- destructive nat11re of the t ech-

nique stot .i.ng that it "would he no exa.ggeration to sc;_y that 
• 



this technique seems potentially one of the most generally 

useful analytical methods yet applied to museum objects" 
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( 1974: 3) . Specimens studied included Anatolian bronzes, 

British and Cypriot faience and North British bronze age 

metallurgy. Thus, both technological develcpment (in metal

lurgy) and prehistoric trade and commerce (in faience) were 

explored with the technique (ibid. :10-11) . Debas e ment of 

currency in Anglo Saxon and Early Mediaeval silver was also 

traced, and authenticity evaluations of ancient coinnge and 

Egyptian relics were made (ibid.:12-15). The extreme versa

tility of the energy dispersive analysis is well demonstrated 

by this work. 

Th e app lication of SEFA to source c haracterization of 

stone i mplements was developed by Higashirnura and Warash ina 

(1975), ;"larashina et aZ. (197 8 ) and Hig,=.: shimura c-t al. (1981) 

Japane se sanukite (a hypersthene andesite) was characterized 

u sing 55re and 109cd radioisotope excitaticn sources. Peak 

ratios for K/Ca, Ti/Ca, Rb/Sr, Y/Sr and Zr/Sr were measured 

and eight Western Japan sources identified. Automatic sample 

changing and d ata collection allowed up to t wenty-four samples 

to be analysea within a full day (Higashimura et al. 1981). 

Tl1e use of peak r atios partly overcomes difficulties with 

v2riation. of f luorescen cE: due to surf ace texture variation. 

Similar procedures for the analysis of obsidian artefacts by 

tube excitation XRF ha ve been applied by N~ lson et al. (1975) 

c:i.nd McCall um et o. l . ( 1 9 79) . Ir1 addition to problems with sur-

face t.ext.;_ir0 , it ,,,us ~hm·m b y Hal J et aZ . th0.t the sarnp l e -to

detectcr dist~nce is equally important for quantitative 
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analysis (1973:~6). Again, peak ratio measurements partly 

obviate these problems (ibid.: Figure 12). While absolute 

quantitative results are problematical to obtain with energy 

dispersive XRF in its crude form, it is argued that source 

characterization studies de not strictly require this level 

of data treatment (see Nelson et al. 1975; Higashimura and 

Warashina 1975; Mccallum et ai. 1979). 

In sununary, applications of radioisotope excitation have 

been widely utilized in the study of archaeological and his

torical objects. The potential fer routine analyses has been 

successfully incorporated within automated facilities. The 

problems in obtaining absolute quantitative measures in both 

SEF'A and TEFA were shown to offer no hinderance in source 

characterization research. 

An additional asset of the technique frequently noted in 

the literature is the potential portability of analysis sys

tems ·which employ radioisotope excitation ( for exw-n.ple, Bowey 

et ai. 1964; Friermc1n et al. 1968; Cesareo et a.i. 1972; 1975; 

McKerrell 1974). Leach (1977a) presented the point of view 

that a laboratory system developed with this technique might 

be easily molified to an 'on site' facility for use in the 

field (1977a:14). 

The.long-lived radioisotope 241Am (half-life 458 years) 

has been,a particularly popular excitation source. One of 

the advantages of this source is its ability to fluoresce 

inter~ediate to high Z elements. While Rb, Sr, Y Bnd !rare 

within the cap~bili~ies of most X-ray tube energy dispersive 

systenu:,, americium allows the Ka fluorescence of additional 
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elements up to lanthanum and cerium, with a theoretical 

capability up to thulium, Z=69 (as demonstrated by Fig. 1). 

A system employing this radioisotope was developed for the 

programme of obsidian characterization in this thesis. 

241Am EXCITATION SOURCE PARANETERS 

The radioisotope used in this research is a 50 mCi 

americium-oxid.e sou!:'ce ceramic with an active diameter of 

6.4nun. This gives a standard activity of 155.4 mCi/cm2 

(Anon. 19 7 5: 2) . 

2411-\nl decays by alpha emission. When a nucleus has a 

neutron/proton ratio too low for stability, one of the ways 

in which it. decreases the excess number of protons is by 

alpha decay. This consists of the expulsion of a He 2+ nucleus 

from the parent at high energy (Adams and Gasparini 1970:4). 

The total decay sequence for 241Am is very complex, involving 

many daughter transitions (see Lederer ct al. 1967:430). For 

the purposes of XRl7 , however, only a · few of the dominant decay 

emissions are of interest. 

Table 5 lists the major decay emissions of 241Am. Of 

priraary interest is the 59 .57 KeV gamma which represents 36% 

of the emission yield per disi.ntegration. It is this radia

tion which makes americium suitable for mid to high Z-alpha 

fluorescence. 

Figure 3 shm·rn a srxict.rnm from 241Am source radiation 

when presented directly to the Otago laboratory detector. 

Appropriate peaks are labelled. In some 241Am sources, the 

Np L series X-rays are filtered out within the radioisotope 

• 

&&£1 & ' JLLE n a &&Lil 22 



TADLE 5: PRINCIPLE UNSHIELDED 241Arn RADIATIONS (AFTER 

LEDERER ET AL. 1967:146). 
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Energy (KeV) Source % Yield 

59.57 241Am gamma 

33.21 
"4, ,(. ... Am gamma 

26.4 241Aro gam..rna 

20.8 Np Ly X-ray 

17.8 Np Ls X-ray 

13.9 Np La. X-ray 

N.B.: 241Ai7. alpha-decay particles at 5.63 KeV are 
filtered. Their contribution to the radiation 
output has been ignored. 
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241m Y-ray 

~ 

241 
Amo-rays 

Np La X-ray Np7X-ray / 

\ 
CHANNEL NUMBER 100 200 300 400 500 

FIGURE 3: Proportionate 241Am emissions from isoprobe 
source when presented directly to Si(Li) 
detector. Compare with associated energies in 
Table 5. Full horizontal scale= 512 channels. 
Detection range is approximately 4-60KeV. 
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source capsule (Woldseth 1973:2.41; Anon. 1977:39). By uti

lizing these radiations, the fluorescence responses of the 

lower Z elements of interest in this study (Fe, Rb, Sr, Y 

and Zr) are enhanced to some degree. 

CONTAHJI-.lENT AND COLLIMATION OF THE RADIOISOTOPE 

The americiun\ s·ource is housed within a lead collimation/ 

container arrangement (Plate 1) • P.. cross-section diagram of 

the container body and source is shown in Figure 4. The 

interchangeab le collimation inserts are made from aluminium 

al loy and capped wi th 4 rrm of lead shieldi!1g. The lead is 

necessary to prevent the transmission of uncollimated 59.57 

Kev gawna radiation which would otherwise pass through the 

straight .c1h1.! ,li ni.u1-:1 in sert . l, 1 mm perspex alpha particle 

filter is mount ed outermos t, and also s erves to p rotect the 

so~ter l ead shielding. The collima:-..ors produce be 2:.1s of 4 rru:1 

a::id 2 r.'u.'1\ diamets::.:-s respsct: i vely at point of exit. Initial 

exp er i c11E.nts shm,ed that these we re likely to give satisfact ory 

target area/fluorescence count rates within the system design . 

E2an1 target area is, oi course, a functi on of the s amp le dis-

tance £:cc::-J th-e source/collimation assembly . Figure 5 shows 

the sa~2Jc beam target areas achieved with the two collimators 

and the pclished stilndard s ~nple count rate associated with 

each. 

r e q11ir,=,nents. l':..n 3.1.1~.oF~at i c sampl e ch a nging fc:icilit _y wa::; 

d2sig11ed to incorporate this radioisotope excita tion source. 



PLATE 1: 
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..J 

24 1Am so~rce container and collimation assembly. The 

4 nun collimator is in place and the 2 mm collimator is 

visible at left. 
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Lead 
guide section 

Lead 
base section 

CM 

FIGURE 4: 

Lead end cover 
for source when 
not in use 

i..t--- """c--t--;--- Aluminium collimation insert 
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24
~m source in adjustable 
guide section. 

241Am ceramic 
plaque 

4 

Cross-sectio n diagram of 241Am source and source 

container. Compare with Plate 1. 

Al spacer 



COLLIMATION PARAMETERS 

2mm 

EXIT BEAM 

• 
TARGET AREA 

:~\·( .. t ... l-2 3 m rrf 
COUNT RATE 

3.5cts/sec 

4mm 

EXIT BEAM 

• 
TARGET AREA 

lJJ,~- .:: ,[;lJ72 mm2 
COUNT RATE 

13. 0 cts /sec 

FIGURE 5: Fluorescence target areas and count rates 

associated with 2 mm and 4 mm collimators. 
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SEFA ANALYSIS APPARATUS 

The analysis equipment constructed for the SEFA project 

was developed specifically for the purpose of handling larse 

nW11bers of source and artefact samples under controlled con

ditions. To minimize unnecessary fluorescence variations, 

its design centred around the desire to strictly control th~ 

position of each sample relative to the irradiating source 

and the detector, while being flexible enough to acconm1odate 

samples of irregular shape and size. Also, the apparatus 

was designed to be amenable to either compute~ized or manual 

operation to allow for both overnight and 'spot placement 1 

runs. 

P..nother consideration during the planning of this f ac i

lity was that it shoul d have the potential to incorporate the 

use of an X-ray tube excitation source (see Ha ll et al. 197 3). 

While the present research is concerned with tl1e development 

of the SEFA technique, allowance was made for the implementa

tion of a TEFA unit. 

As a starting point, the ideal configuration for sample 

irradiation and fluorescence detection was determined. Fro8 

this calculafion came the design for the dual-source/detector 

block. 

The . core of the system is a machined, high purity, cast 

aluminiu.m_block. This block houses both the americium radio

isotope and the X-ray tube excitatio~ sources (Plate 2). As 

mentioned, a proto-type form of the dual-source arrangement 

was d eveloped by Ha:11 et a Z. ( J. 9 7 3) , but was only used for 

single s amp l e alignment. It was not associated with a sample 
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PLATE 2: Aluminium dual-source detector block. 241Am source 

is positioned in socket and X-ray tube housing is 

visible at upper right. Si(Li) detector exits from 

block at lower right. Portion of sled which has 

passed analysis region is visible at left. 

u 
n 
// 
IJ 
I/ 

// 
l/ 
,; 
I/ 

I 

I 

PLATE 2a: Automatic sample changer assembly. X-ray tube is 

at top centre. Si(Li) detector liquid nitrogen 

dewar is at left. 
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changing system. 

As seen in Plate 2, the 241Am container fits into a 

corresponding socket milled into the top surface of the 

aluminium block. The X-ray tube is mounted across from the 

radioisotope assembly. 

The 241Am is easily removable from the block to facili

tate safe storage when not in use, or when TEFA is in progress. 

The system is therefore adaptable to other radioac~ive sour

ces in similar containers (for example 109cd) and so is ready 

to meet changing ana l ysis requirements as they occur in the 

future. The intersection of the source--to-detector angles 

is at the s ame sample position for both excitation sources, 

though the solid angle employed by each is slightly differ

ent (90 ° for 241Am and 100° for th9 X- ray tube). These angles 

are optimal in minimizing ine l ast ic or Compton scatter into 

the detectcr with the best fluorescence yield n1oldscth 1973: 

1. 16; Bertin 19 7 5: 7 0) . The automatic sample changing system 

was designed to incorporate the characteristics of this analy-

sis unit. 

TEE SAMPLE CH-ANGING AP~)ARJ-\TUS . 

Based l oosely on the Li.;.cas Heights PIGr·1E - PIXE sample 

chan;ing system, the Otago facility utilizes a rack or sled 

onto which individual s amp les are placed. Samples are sequ-

entia lly brought ir1to tli.e detector /irradi2t.ion pcsi ticn by 

advanceme nt of the sled. Movement of the sled is achieved 

via the cont r olled rotation (switched either manually or by 

compute r) of a thre a ded shaft. A closely fitted sleeve 
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travels along the length of the shaft, and the attached sled 

moves accordingly (see Plate 2a). 

The shaft has been turned at sixteen threads to the 

inch~ or approximately 1. 59 mm traverse per single rotation 

of the shaft. It is connected to a 'slow sync motor' which 

can be controlled to within 1/16 of a rotation. This gives 

a controlled horizontal movement of the sled to within O .02 mm. 

After an automatic full length run of the 1500 mm sled, com

prising some 50 separate movements or computer-commands, the 

cumulative error is within 1 mm. 

equal precision . 

Manual operation achieves 

The sle d is connected to the drive mechanism by four 

hex-key bolts and is easily removed for positioning of samp l es. 

Once detached from the drive mechanism, the sled's stainle ss 

steel cover pJ.ate is clearly visible (Pl ate 3a). The cover 

pl a te has the du3l function of securing the individ~al sample 

holders as well as prov iding a positive contact surface to 

roller bearings which are recessed into the face of the detec

tor block. The positive contac t serves to control the sample

to-detector distance without restricting the h or izontal move

ment of the s-l ed. A cross -sect iona l diag ram of the sample 

changer/block arrangemerit is shm·m in Figure 6. 

Once the cover plate is removed from the detached sled, 

the e xposed sample holders can be freely exchanged with others 

a wa iting analysis (Plate 3b). 

~';hen de c iding upon the basic s2.mp l e holder d e sign to be 

t.: .SE:,d JT'. th e cbsj_cJ.ian ar,2.. J.y s is progr2mme, it was n ecess·,:;_.ry to 

adopt a standi:trd size that would accom.i.'1lodate the 'aver2ge 



PLATES 3a and 3b: Multiple sample sled with 26 holders in 

po?ition . Coverplate in place (a) and 

removed (b) . 
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FIGURE 6: 

241Am 

active surface 

0 CM 
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5 

Cross-section diagram of sample changer/ 

analysis block arrangement. Mean source 

to sample distance= 106 mm. Mean sample 

to detector distance= 35 mm. 
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obsidian flake' as might be encountered in an archaeological 

context. Archaeologists will quickly realize that there is 

a broad range of potential flake sizes possible. It was 

hoped nonetheless that a general purpose holder could be 

developed to contain the various types. 

In an attempt to determine the optimal sample holder 

dimensions, s~veral assemblages urtder analysis by 

A. Seelenfreund of the Otago Anthropology Department were 

observed. It was decided that a general exposure area 

of approximately 15 - 20 mm diameter would be sufficient to 

handle most pieces. Considerable latitude was provided so 

that small flakes as well as large core fragments could be 

mounted on the same holder. The type d eve loped is shmm wi th 

a mounted flake i~ Plates 4a, 4b and 4c. 

Of some concern during the development of the sample 

holder was the material from which it was to be made. Due to 

the source activity being employed and the form of collima

tion being used, it was felt that theie was some chance of 

the holder occasionally be ing irradiated by the primary beam. 

For this reason, it was important to choose a material of low 

yield for th~e l ements potentially of interest . 

With X-ray tube c;;_nalys i s anticipated in the system, ele·

me nts b~tween potass i um and cerium might potentially be exam

ined. T)}e construction materials left for consideration in 

this cont~xt were therefore quite limited . For example, the 

remQining metals above or b e low this elemental range are either 

t oo soft to be practicable, or not readily available in the pu=

ities required . Synthetic I;1aterials were therefore consi.dered 
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4a 

4b 

4c 

PLATES 4a, 4b, and 4c: Perspex sample holder design. 

Magnetic strips are visible at each 

end of holder. Fuse wire wrapped 

between posts secures flake; Actual 

size. 
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as a possible solution. 

It was decided to examine a wide range of commercially 

available plastics including PVC, ABS (acrilonitrile/ 

buradiene/s t y rene), polycarbonate, polypropylene and a sel

ection of three brands of perspex (cast acrylic) . To esta

blish the presence/absence of low Z elements, TEFA was per

formed by Gavin Wallace of the DSIR Institute of Nuclear 

Sciences, Lowe r Hutt. 

Not surprisingly, all of the coloured plastics showed 

considerable quant ities of titanium a nd zinc (their oxide 

component s are used in white pigme nts ) . The cle ar PVC and 

polycarbonate samples c ontained chlorine and bromine respec

tively, in significant amounts. The t~ree perspex s amples, 

h owever , showed n o appreciable elements within the entire 

range of TEFA , nor did they r eveal any potential interferents 

under subsequ~nt i soprobe exillnination . 

Perspex has th e added advantage of being readily availa

ble c crnmcrc i ally . It is also easily worked wii:.h r egular 

pm .. 1e r t ools . The material used is brand nanied 'Clarex' and 

is manufactured by Nitto Jushi Kogyo Co. Ltd, Japan. Several 

hundred standard h olde rs were produced within a few days ' time 

and a jig~system devised for efficient production line rnanu-

fa.ct ure. · 

l\ttachrnent of samp l es to the ir holde r is a. simple opera

tion . It i nvolves the u se of common 20 amp fuse wire wrapped 

b e twe en two pos ts fixe d Oll eithe r side of the ana l ysis reg ion 

( ~:cc=: Plates 4 b a0.d '4 c ). 1-ie ither the &ttachme n t wire n or t he 

glue d posts enter the irrad i ation a r ea , thus the re i s no 
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peripheral contanlination of analysis spectra. The solvent 

glue used to fi x the acrylic posts was also examined and 

showed no significant interference peaks. 

Once the sample is attached, the holder unit can be 

freely positioned on the sled. Movement of the individual 

holders before mounting of the cover plate is prevented by 

short lengths of plastic magnetic strip fi x ed to each end of 

the holder. The unit is held to the sled by corresponding 

magnetic strips which run the sled's entire length. The 

magnet to magnet contact is quite secure, and allows the sled 

to be mo ved during the placement of the samples without any 

shifting of the holders occurring. Again, the magne tic 

stripping is situa ted we ll clear of the irradiation and analy-

sis region. 

The specj_fic location of each s 2mp l e on the sled is 

determined by r ead ing off the hori zontal distance of the par

ticular holder centre from a scale mounted alongside the 

sled 's magnetic strip (Plate 5). This position is recorded 

duri~g the placement of the h o lder unit and is later keyed 

into a computer reference file for the automatic sample chang

ing run. The sled can be advanced in non-iterative units to 

suit any irregular positicning of samples. As noted, the sled 

may be manually sv1itched and samples moved into _th2 analysis 

region by - reference to an e xterna l. scale. The sled is returned 

to its starting point solely from the manua l contro l s tation. 

Single samples c an be positioned for analysis simply by 

withdrawing the sled anc.1 inser ting a S!11all perspex mount 

(Plate 6). The s ample is v isually sighted down the ga~na ray 

b eam pathway before emp J a cement of the colli.mated isoprobe 



PLATE 5: 

PLATE 6: 

Sample location scale on sled. 

millimeters. 

Divisions are in 

Single sample mount on sled rails. 
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source. Thus, accurate orientation is quickly achieved. 

The sample changing system devised is flexible and able to 

accommodate a wide array of potential sample sizes, either 

singularly or as multiples on the motor-driven sled. A true 

test of its capabilities, however, is its application in the 

analys is of an actual archaeological assemblage. 'The results 

from such a test should indicate its suitability for routine 

use. 

FLUORESCENCE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION 

Fluorescent X-rays are detected with an ORTEC model 

7113-06175-S Si(Li) detector. It has an active diameter of 

6 rr1n, and a sensitive depth of 5 mm. A O. 0 5 rnrn beryl lium 

window s eparates the detector diode from the atmosphere 

(Anon . 19 8 0 : v) • It is operated at 1500 V negative bias polar-

ity witr, un ORTEC 459 5kV detector bias supply . This is n:n 

in series with an ORTEC 729A liquid nitrogen l eve l monito r. 

The detector h as a resolution of 174eV FWHM and 32CeV FWTM at 

5. 9 Kev (ibid.) . It is connected throug h ar. OR'I'EC 117H pre-

amp ta an ORTEC 572 amplif i er with a gain setting of 0.61 X 

100 and 1 µsec shap i ng time. The analysis range is O - 60 

KeV. 

The unipol a r ol!tput i.s conne cted t o a t:orland Ino--tech 

5300 MCA, ·and spectra are col lected en 1024 channels. Accumu-

12.tP.d spec l.:.r a 2.re d 1..:.rnped from t he MC\ into the 6 ,1K RA'.1 of a 

hybrid S100, Z80 based mic~ocomputc::::-. 'I'he 1024 channels rep 

resent a r e solution b eyond the u sef ul limits of the present 

rescarcl1 _ In th 2 intcr0sts of ma ximizing available storage 

space, adj ac2nt cl1 c:nne ls a1:e c:1vera0ed to yield a 517. chcrnnel 
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spectrum. This in turn is recorded on DSDD (double sided, 

double density) 1200 kilobyte floppy disks. 
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The MDL microcomputer is run under a CP/M operating 

system with ANSI standard FORTRAN 80 and Z80 assembler. Asso

ciated output facilities include a 12 inch 4-shade graphics 

monitor, JJ instruments XY plotter, and a Texas Instruments 

OMNI 800 line printer. A block diagram of the instrumentation 

system is shown in figure 7. 

SPECTRA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 

A significant portion of the SEFA progra.Inme is related 

to the computerized operation of the facility. Both multiple

sample analyses via the automated sample changer as well as 

subsequent examination of collected spectra are performed by 

the microcomputer link. All software was developed at the 

University cf Otago Archaeometry Laboratory and is retained 

in floppy disk and printout form. The following section will 

briefly outline· the major computer·programs used in this study. 

Transfer of collected spectra from the MCA to the MDL 

is facilitated in one of three ways. For single sample analy

ses, FORTRAN -program MCI>~ dumps the spectrum into the RAM 

(random access memory) of the MDL, converts the 1024 channels 

into 512 by a moving means averaging process, and, finally, 

w.rites tr~ spectrum onto floppy disk. The spectrum is dis

played on the graphic monitor during this process, permitting 

the analyst to make a cursory.visual inspection. Program 

MCA allows the onerator to record a literal description (up 
4 -

to 80 characters) and checks the run number assigned to the 
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Microcomputer 
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Bias Supply D amp I I Ortec 
Ortec 729A Cryostat Si (Li) Detector 

Liquid Nz Monitor i I · 

30 L. 

LN2 Dewar 

FIGURE 7: Block diagram of anal ysis instrumentation. 
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sa~ple (as entered by the operator) against possible dupli

cation of the file name with those already present on the 

destination disk. In this way, both the literal entry and 

disk file check help ensure the unique labelling of each 

s pectrum. 

For multiple analyses utilizing the automatic sample 

changer without any data treatment beyond recording the 

reduced 512 channel collected spectra onto disk, program 

NIGHT is employed. Th e program functions in a similar manne r 

to MCA, but incorporates the use of a prepared data file for 

the operation of the automa tic s ample changing system. 

As was noted in the description of the s ample changing 

apparatus, samples are located on the sled by reference to a 

mounted scale (see Plate 5). Th e data file created by 

FORTRAN program CHANGE R records this i n format ion. Any nurr:ber 

of samples from one to a sled maximum o f fifty c a n be auto

matica lly advanced into th e analysis reg~on and have the 

collected spectrum written onto disk. Extensive t est ing of 

NIGHT h2s prove n its r e li ab ility i:1 automat ic spectra collec-

tion. 

Where analyses o f the obsidian spectr a l data are required 

in a.ddi tion to sample cha n9er oper a tion, FORTR.i\N program SOLO 

is employed. SOLO performs the added function of selected 

window analysis of the c o llected obs i dian spectrum and com-

p a res the obtained vaJ.u es with recorded source-group para

meters. The program attempts to reject the unknown spectrum 

as having come from ea~h source in the r2f8rence group file 
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at a given level of certainty based on the group dispersion 

characteristics . A detailed discussion of the sourcing 

algorithm will be presented in Chapter Four. 

· Spectra are stored on disk by SOLO as with program 

NIGHT, but with the addition of an output data file. The 

output file records the selected element window values that 

have been calculated for each of the analyzed spectra. Each 

window group is identified by the run number from the parent 

spectrum. A list file of the sources unable to be rejected 

is also created, in addition to an 'as processed' printer 

output. The operator is thereby able to retain a disk file 

of th e sourcing allocations ascribed to each artefact. 

For spectra already recorded on disk, two programs are 

a va.ilabl~ for analyst interactive. inspection . FOR7R.AN p:r_-o-

gram AMSPEC searches f o r an operator specified spectrum file 

on the data disk drive. Th rough a series of interactive 

prompts, AMSPEC allows the operator to d.isplay all or a por

tion of the designated spectrum on the graphics monitor. 

Analys is options include: graphing the spectrum (or portion) 

on the XY plotter, det.ermj_ning the energy of a purtic~1lar 

region or pe~~, integrating window areas ( an accessory light 

pen i s employed for tl1cs2 last two functions) and producing a 

counts pe~ channel printout of the displayed spectrum region. 

Souccing of previously col.lected obsidian spectra is per-

formed by program SCREEN. This program utilizes the same 

sourc ing parameters as SOLO, but permits the operator to select 

the obsidian spectrun, file to b1:.' examinr:::d. An output £ile of 

the generated element va lues for each spectrum j .s also prcducGd . 
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This flexible software package permits obsidian spectra 

analyses to be performed in either interactive or . automatic 

modes. Additional software available to the computer s y stem 

allow basic statistical treatment of the data output to be 

performed. All programs are easily adaptable to changing 

analysis requirements. 

Chapter Four will develop the application of the SEFA 

facility to the characterization of New Zealand and Oceanic 

obsidians. The analysis parameters employed and the method 

of artefact source allocation will be discussed. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

APPLICATION OF ISOPROBE AN.ALYSIS 

TO OBSIDIAN CHARACTERIZATION 

DEFINITION OF ISOPROBE SYSTEM RESPONSE 
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Before the developed SEFA facility could be applied to 

obsidian characterization, it was necessary to establish some 

basic response characteristics of both the system and the 

material under study. General XRF response factors such as 

routine background and fluorescence peak/energy calibration 

as well as characteristic Compton/Rayleigh peaks specific to 

the excitation system had to be determined. Sa~ple-specific 

effects t6 fluoresc ence r es ponse such as thickness and sur

f~ce texture a l so needed to be explored. Experi~ents were 

designed to identify these par ameters. 

The theoretical ability of 241Am to induce Ka fluore

scence in eler.ter:ts · as high as thulium in the periodic table 

(see Fig. 1) is quite separate from the ability of a system 

to detect the fluo resc2nc e generated. Addit ionally , as noted 

in Chapte r Tilr:es, c·f::i8c::ts of C0mpton and Rayleigh scatter 

from the pri;;i.c,ry 2.mericiurn emissions may interfere with the 

detection of certain elements. 'l'he sensitivity of the system 

to the det~ction of given fluorescence emissions and minimum 

element detection levels required evaluation. 

To calibrate the Otago system to elements of particular 

interest in this study , sta ndard p~llets of zirccnium silicate 

21:d barium sulphate were prep::i.rcd. The pellets 2.J.low the 
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system to be quickly checked against known fluorescence peak 

locations. Detector/amplifier stability is easily verified 

by the consistency with which known fluorescence peaks occur 

at specified channels. 

While the ORTEC 572 amplifier was used as a dedicated 

component in the s ystem and its settings locked during the 

course of the study, weekly fillings of the Si(Li) detector 

liquid nitrogen dewar required the bias supply voltage to be 

turned to zero. Upon re-applying the detector voltage, brief 

analyses of the standard pellets allowed rapid system cali

bration. All system checks confirmed its stability regarding 

energy/peak loc a tion. 

Calibrat ion checks of collected obsidian spectra were 

easily made with program AM.SPEC. After readir.g the appro

priate spectrum from disk, element windows can be displayed 

on t he graphics monitor and specific channel energies iden

tified by light-pen. Examination of the barium K0 peak, for 

examp le, should indicate an associated energy of 32.191 Kev. 

Failure to do so is an indication of a calibration shift for 

the collection of that spectrum. Again, the analytical sta

bility of the- system regard ing the location of discrete ele-

mental transition peaks for obsidian soectra was consistently 

verified~ 

As noted ear lier, the radioisotope employed in this 

study , 2411-un, is relatively long-lived as compared with other 

commonly used rc1dioactive sources. By comparison, 55Fe has 

a half-life of 2.7 ~ears, while for 1D9 cd the value i~ on the 

order of 453 days.· Iron and c admium radioisotopes were 
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employed by Higashimura and Warashina (1975), Warashina et 

al. (1978) and Higashimura et al. (1981) in the study of 

Japanese sanukite implements, as discussed in Chapter Two. 

To overcome the effects of source decay, element ratios 

were utilized. While the total fluorescence emission of the 

samples was reduced through time, the relative element 

responses remained proportionately .consistent (Higashimuraand 

Warash:ina 1975:173). Thus, eve n with comparatively short-lived 

radioisotope sources, chailges in excitation flux did not 

impair analytica l results. Due to the long half-life value 

associated wi th 241Am (458 years), source-decay effects are 

c onsidered to be analytically insignifi can t within the con

text of this thes is . 

A primary conc e rn with t he excitation mode used was t o 

determine the Compton and Ray l eigh contributions to the ana

lytical spe ctrum. Figure 3 demonstrates the rather complex 

emission characteristics of t he Otci.go 241Am source. Iden

tificat ion of the americium Compton and Rayleigh scatter com

ponent in obsidi an spectra wa s a fundamenta l task. Figure 8 

shows the t ypical Compton/Rayle igh peaks determine~ in the 

obsidian analfsis. The particular spectrum illustrated dis

plays low element values except fer a singularly large barium 

Ka peak at 32.191 KeV (chRnne l 260). It was chosen to allow 

clearer identification of the individual scatter peaks. These 

same scatte r peaks are present in all obsidian spectra in this 

study. 

A.s incli c 2.ted b :z, Figure 8, tl12 comp lsx arne ricium primary 

emissions are p a ssed on to the fluoresc e nce spectrum. Inelas-
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tic scatter dominates in the low Z composition of the obsi

dian. The largest Compton peak at around 52 KeV {channel 

423) represents the 90° inelastic scatter of the 60 KeV 

gamma radiation within the sample. The primary radi&tion 

is also represented by an elastic scatter (Rayleigh) compo

nent at its emission energy of 60 Kev (channel 498). 

Scattered Np X-rays are also present in the analytical spec

trum, predominantly as Compton peaks. 

With the excitation source emission characteristics 

established, sample s pecific effects of the analytical spec

trum were explored. Thickness and surface texture were 

identified as the main sample variables which would be 

encountered. 

SAMPLE Ti::ZTfJRE EFFECTS 

The effects of sample surface texture on fluorescence 

response has bee n broadly discussed by Higas himu~a and 

Warashina (1375) as well as Nelson et al. (1975) and McCallum 2t aZ. 

( 19 79) . Detailed analysis of surface texture effects is 

made by Be rtin (1975:728-734). The effect of surface rough-· 

ness was shown tc be d irect l y related to the "critical thick

ness" associated with the particular elements of interest 

(ibid. :729). 

Critical thickness is the maximum depth from which 

fluo rescent lines excited within a sair.p le can escape to the 

d e tector. 'I'hus, "effect ive layer thickness is determined not 

by the depth to v;hi.ch the prir;,ar.y r c1diation p e netri:ttes, but. 

by the depth from which fluorescent X-rays can emerge'' (ibid.: 
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717). Therefore, in consideration of specimen surface tex

ture, where the physical roughness exceeds the effective 

depth of fluorescent X-rays, a damping effect results. Low-Z 

elements (with their associ a ted lower effective depth) are 

more sensitive to texture effects than elements of higher 

atomic number. Where Si fluorescence can be reduced by 50 % 

by altering surface texture from polished to 160 µm grooved 

roughness, Sn fluorescence shows less than 10 % reduction in 

response (Bertin 19 75: 7 30, Figure 16. 6) . 

As the present study is concerned with the analysis of 

totally unmodified artefact surfaces, knowledge of potential 

effects fr om surface tex ture variation was required. Figure 

9 a-d shows the 2nalysis spectra of a series of 30 rmn x 30 mrn 

}: 10 mm thick sarr:ples ma.de from a contiguous piece of Taupo 

obsidian. A total range of surface texture variations from 

'roughly fl aked 1 through 80, 200, 400, 600, 1000 grit 2nd 

finely polishe d flat surfaces we re examined, though only four 

interspersed sa~plis are shown . 

The Taupo sample was chosen because of its widely diver 

gent elemental concentrations in both high and low-Z elements. 

Placement of the includ2d overlays shows that as surface tex

ture is t aken from finely polished (9a) through to 80 grit 

(9c) the .lcw concentration , low-Z elements Rb, Sr anc Zn are 

swamped by background 'no i se '. Conve rsely, there is little 

or no Qarked change in the high-Z elements (Ba , La and Ce) 

either in high or low concentrations. The effect described 

by BerU.n i s therefore con£ i:rrned. 

As might be expected, there is a slight but distinct 
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FIGURE 9: Effects of surface texture on fluorescence response 

A~ Taupe finely polished; B- Taupo 400 grit; 

C- Taupo 80 grit; D- Taupe flaked surface . 

• 
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increase in the overall 'roughness' of the accumulated 

spectrum with increasing surface roughness. This is a 

result of the increased scatter angles and hence increased 

Compton energy dispersion generated by the various facets. 

Of particular note, however, is the response obtained 

from the ostensively 'roughly flaked' specimen (9d). Not only 

are the high-Z low concentration elements clearly defined as 

in the polished sampl8, but the low-Z elements (particularly 

Fe) are enhanced as well. This might be explained in that 

the actual flake surface may be equivalent to a fine polish, 

albeit 'bumpy 1 
• It appears that when surface irregularities 

exceed a certain dime nsion , that is, when granular becomes 

rnor~ generally curvilinear - as with many flake artefacts -

fluorescence respon~e approximates that of a polish2d face. 

SAMP LE THICKNESS EFFECTS 

Having isolated ~he general fluorescence response to 

changes in sample surface t exture, the effects of variation 

in sample thickness were observed. As with variation in 

surface texture, it was expected that distinct changes in 

the fluoresc ~ 1ce spectrum would occur as sample thickness was 

redt1ced. 

Hig~shimura and Warashina (1975) e x amined samples from 

0. 3 to 1 _r,m · in t hickness but do not specify the "shape effect" 

b~yond noting that it can be o ve rcome by the use of peak ratio 

mea 3u~es (! 975:1 74-1 75). Even l ess specific references are 

rnc1de by ~-Jara s hina e-t al . (1978) and H.igashirr.ura ct: a.l.· (1981) 

More instructive mention of the effects of sample thickness 

i ~ .. / .. -:- , ,- - . -. . • ' - , ..... ~-·. -: .. - . 



to fluorescence response is made by Nelson et al. (1975). 

Concerned with the physically non-destructive analysis of 
/ 
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obsidian artefacts, it is noted that "in those extreme cases 

in which a specimen of thickness 1 mm is to be analysed, one 

should expect an increa se in the response to the low-Zele

ments relative to that for the high-Z elements" (Nelson et al.. 

19 7 5: 89) . As in the Japanese study, Nelson et a i. report 

that sample shape effects are almost completely eliminated by 

measuring the relative responses of the system to the various 

elements in the sample (ibid.: 88). This same observation is 

made by Mccallum e t aL. (1979:7). 

To test for the effects of o bs idian sample thickness 

fluor es cence response in the isoprobe f ac ility , a 1 thickness 

series' was made in the same manner as the 1 t e xture seri~s' 

previously run. The s ame course ma terial was u sed, and the 

samples were again cut from a contiguous block. The results 

of the analys es are graphed in Figure lO a -d and represent 

sc1.mple thickne s ·ses of 10 nun, 5 mrr, , 3 nun and 1. 5 mm respectively. 

As sample s are r educ e d in thickness, there is an apparent 

increased respon se of the l ow -Z e l ements (as predicted by 

Nelson et aZ~. AJ.so, there is a marked decrease in the pro

portiona l r e spo ns e of the high-Z elements . 

It :':ihould be reca lJ. E:d that the total flu o resc e nce con-

tribution . of the hi0h-Z e lements is gen erated from a greater 

cumul c:.tive d ep th in t he Sc.U:lple. Converse ly for the elements 

of l ower Z, the flu o r escence i s basically a sur f ace r esponse. 

Thus, as s ample tl1ickness decreases , the tota l fluorescent 

volume for the high -Z elements i s cc,ncomita ntly reduced. :rt 
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Effects of sample thickness on fluorescence 

respons e for Taupo obsidian. 

A - 1 0 mrn ; B- 5 mm ; C -- 3 mm ; D- l . 5 r,.m • 
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remains functionally unchanged for elements of low-Z. 

A second effect observed in these spectra is the 

increased relative contributions of the mid-to-lower energy 

scatter peaks. The increased proportionate response (with 

decreasing thickness ) is essentially due to the same pheno

menon as described for the lower Z elements; being derived 

from surface and near surface regions. Both element and 

scatter peaks show increased response relative to background 

because the background itself has been reduced. As sample 

thickness decreases, the general scatter in the sample and 
I 

detector as created b:; the 60 KeV gamma is lowered. This is 

reflected in the collected spectr~m. With th e reduced volume 

there is a lower overal l 'noise' effect from the high-energy 

radiation scatter. 

To better exemplify the changed apparent response of 

the low-Z elements, the thickne ss experiment was repeated 

with a sampl e of Mayor Island obsidian (Mayor Island source 

sample catalogue no. AL38 0). This is shown in Figure lla-d. 

Here, th(~ e:-iag~re ration of the low-Z res~,onse is amplified 

du e to t he absol~te l y l arger concentrati0ns contained by the 

Mayor Isli:i.nd-- rn2ter.-ial ( see Tables 2 and 3) . Note al:-;o, that 

as described by Higashimu~a and Warashina (1975) and Nelson 

et al-. (1 9 75), the relative proportions of the low-Z peaks 

r ema in c o11sisten-:: .between t ;:1emselves. 

From these experiments , it was e~tablished tha t both 

surfa.ce t exture .3_.nd s 2un;:J l c thickness affect fluor escence 

t3Ectr~:ct3_on -frcm somples. A prog rarnme cf physically non-

dest r uctive ana l ysis of obsidla~ artefacts (which may be 
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FIGURE 11: 
I 

Effects of sample thickness on fluorescence 

response for Mayor Island obsidian. 

A- 10 mm; B- 5 nu:n ; c- 3 mm ; D- 1. 5 m.m. 

&u:az ES.! 222 Sb& a ' • • ......... t • • ; ' ~ • - ' - - • ' 
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expected to v~ry a good deal in thickness ) has to allow for 

these phenomena in calculation of element values. 

DETECTION SENS ITIVITY OF THE ISOPROBE UNIT 

In examination of fluorescence effects from variations 

in texture a nd thickness, the examples illustrated were 

evaluated by subjective means. Up to this point, little dis

cussion has b een given to any sort of objective method b y 

which to measure the performance or sensitivity of the sys

tem. Spect ral peaks can be broadly compared to the p pm val

ues of the published NAA d ata (Tab l es 2 and 3), but this 

is not the same as measuring the response of the system from 

an actual s arep l e with closely verified elemental concentra -

tions. Us e of the G2 grani t e, as by Ward (1972) .. is one 

such method, a ltho ugh in unpowdered fo rm the matrix effects 

of such a highly c rystall ine material may be expected to 

produce different ele Tnenta l responses than that frow a holo·

hyalin e obsidian. 

In an effort to obtain an objective calibration of the 

syst~n's s e nsitivity, t wo U.S. National Bure au of Standards 

glass wafers - (nos. 610 a nd 612) we re analysed. The sta ndard 

wa f e rs are cut from a glass rod 'doo9d ' with certified concen-,. 

trations o f 61 specifie d elements r a ng ing from Bi (Z= 3) to 

l . .c 1 l . - · ') 0 s . 0 U (Z= 92) -~- 'I'he fundcime n ta rn2 trix OJ.. t1e g _as s i s / ,. -., J_ 2: 

12 % Cao, 1 4 % Nao 2 and 2% Al203. The ~race elements are rep-

.... e d i· n s ri 1~~~r1 ( ,.,;cifer 612) and- C",QO ppm ( r.T_::;f ,::,_~i.- 6]_0) nomina- 1 r e s e n L . ~. , " i .. c, _ ~ _ .,. -· ~ 

c oncentr:-atio.r1 s ( .t'\n o n. 1 970). 

The ma.tr ix o f the glass wafers ( 1 5 mm dia me t e r x 3 mm 
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thick) is therefore a close approximation of the natural 

glass obsidian. They are as a result, excellent specimens 

to test with the isoprobe facility. The spectra generated 

by each of thes e wafers are illustra t ed in FiguYe 12a-b. 

Particular peaks of interest in this study are identif ied 

by the overlay charts. One point which becomes immediately 

apparent is that the minimum concentrations detectable in a 

glass matri x of moderate thickness by this system are on the 

order of 50 ppm (Figure 12b). 

Figure 12a shows an additional characteristic of XR.J:<"' 

spe ctrographic analysis; being the variable response in 

fluor escence yield of low and high - Z e l ements present in 

equal c oncentrations (compare Rb , Sr, Y, and Zr with Ba, La, 

and Ce ). Also, there is preferential matrix absorption of 

low-Z emissions as compared with higher energy fluorescence. 

This is better illustrated in Figure 12c which shows the net 

area difference between Figures 12a and 12b. 

Discussed in great detail by Bertin (1975:82- 84, 501-

527), t he probability of photoionization increases with ato

mic nuraber as about z4 for constant excitation energy. It 

is well r epresent ed by Figure 12 c , .. hich shows a th i rd hinder

ance to l ow- Z fluorescence detect i on , tha t is, the prefe ren

tial absoipt i on of lower ene rgy X-rays in the air path be

tween the sample and detector. One further effect represented 

in Figure 12c is the Si(Li) detecto r efficiency 'ro ll off' 

f or transit i on energies above 20 ·- 30 KeV (Anon. 19 S0:4 ). 

This is evide~ce d b y the reduced above background peak heights 

for those elements 2bove barium (Ku=32.191 KeV). Also. it 
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FIGURE 12: SEFA analysis of standard glass wafers 

A- 500 ppm; B- 50 ppm; C- Net response. 
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should be noted that the 241Am 26.4 Kev gamma-ray Compton 

peak is overlapped by a Sn Ka peak. For this reason that 

element appears to be more prominant than those peaks to 

either side {at approximately channel 205). 

Further complications to spectrum interpretation are 

effects such as excitation efficiency of the primary radia

tion for elements of given Z (see Fig. 1 and also Woldseth 

19 7 3: Fig-ures 2. 23-2. 24), and complex element enhance_ment/ 

absorption effects competing within the sample itself {Bertin 

1975: 501-524, 648-651) • Derivation of absolute quantitative 

measures for obsidian samples by interpolation from only two 

standards is obviously no easy task. The spectra do, how

ever, give ~n idea of the overall efficiency of the isoprobe 

unit. 

Nonetheless, some measure is required to determine 

analytical values for specified elements in the obsidian 

spectra. Ratio measures as employed by aforementioned wor

kers would seem to be a suitable course to take. A problem 

with utilizing elemental ratios in this study, however, is 

that for the sample 'universe' consid~red, each cf the likely 

elements (i.e. Fe, Zr or Ba) occur as detectably 'zero' for 

a particular source or group. Their use as a constant denomi

nator for other elem~nt a6tivities is therefore ill advised. 

Consequently,. it was decided to utilize a ratio measure 

within the sawple spectra which was iridependent of trace ele-

ment concentration. Such a measure has been employed b::'!' 

Cormie (1981) and C-ormie and Nelson (n.d.). The met.hod in 

this instance is to generate element ratios by taking caJcu-
• 
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lated element peak values over a Compton or Rayleigh scatter 

value for the spectrum. 

Cormie's (1981) work with the characterization of the 

glass fractions from volcanic tuffs utilized a secondary 

target TEFA system as described by Nelson et al. (1975). The 

scatter peaks occur at the high energy end of the spectrum 

as the .secondary target excitation is purely .monochromatic 

(and thus the highest energy represented). These high-energy 

scatter peaks were found to be particularly variable with 

changes in sample thickness using the 241Am source, that is, 

as the effective scatter volume is decreased. 241Aru does 

however produce an additional scatter peak (referred to here 

as the ':mid-Compton') which is derived from the 26.4 KeV 

garruna. 'I'his was found to produce a more balanced response with 

fluorescence variation. Element window values were therefore 

generated as ratios against the mid-Compton peak. 

Net peak areas above background were calculated by desig

nating upper and lower channel positions for the Ka peak of 

particular elements. By arithmetically 'drawing a line' 

between the background channels on either side of the element 

peak and assuming linearity of background profile between the 

measured adjacent background channels, the remaining area above 

the line wa~ taken·as the net peak value (Bertin 1975:386). 

All peak values, including the mid-Compton peak area, wete 

generated in this manner. 

The net element peaks were then taken as a ratio against 

the net mid·-Cornptcn value, and the ratio assigned as a ·measure 

of the proportionate: element presence . All element values 
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reported in this thesis were calculated accordingly. 

COUNT TIMES AND SYS'l'E.M REPRODUCIBILITY 

Determining the sample analysis time required for this 

study proved a difficult task for two main reasons. Firstly, 

low c6unt rates (as sh?wn in Figure 5) indicated that much 

longer counting times would be required to achieve analytical 

precision in the counting statistics. For a single measure 

of N counts, the inherent error in the measurement follows a 

Poisson distribution. Over a series of repeated meas~rements 

this will generate a standard deviation in certainty eq~al to 

~ {Bertin 1975:472-474) Therefore as N becomes larger (by 

extending the count time) the proportionate error associated 

with the measurement is reduced. 

Secondly, while cursory evaluation of general differences 

between the various source groups indicated at least an order 

of magnitude variation in some elements, other regions showed 

very similar co~positions over the range of elements analyzed. 

Deciding upon a standard ct:i' .. mt time would have to consider 

the value of increased discrimination against the reduction in 

sample throughp1.1.t. 

It has been mentioned that an analysis rate of approxi

mately a thousand samples per month was desirable. 'l'his is 

equivalenf·to approximately 2000 seconds of analysis time per 

sample, allowing for interspersed handiing and data tr6nsfer. 

Preliminary evaluation of counting statistics indicated that 

this would be insufficient to produce reliahle source charac

terization on a broad level . 
• 
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A compromise between discrimination efficiency and sam

ple turnover was imposed, and the basic counting time for 

full source reference comparison was set at 4000 seconds. 

It is felt that this count time provides a good approxima

tion of the isoprobe system's overall ability in source 

discrimination though at some expense of sample throughput. 

This rate allows some 20 samples per day to be analyzed and 

recorded under full-time operation, and is on the same scale 

as that achieved by Higashimura et al. (1981). 

The system reproducibility obtained by this count time 

was determined by running a series of 10 non-consecutive 4000 

second analyses on a standard piece of Taupo obsidian. The 

piece was arbitrarily included with source group material 

during the program of basic data collection. The raw data 

are given in Table 6 and the basic statistics in Table 7. The 

elements included are those which were found to occur in any 

source in detectable amounts. The Compton/Rayleigh ratio (CR) 

is the value of the 60 KeV inelastic/elastic scatter in the 

sample. It has been shown by Cormie and Nelson (n.d.) to have 

some discriminative value for volcRnic glass. 

Table 7 shows that while there is less than 20% variation 

{at one standard deviation) for the major barium peak and the 

CR ratio, lesser el~ment peaks which at best are marginally 

detectable have a g,reatly increased proportionate uncertainty 

(see also Figure 9a-d). Nonetheless if was judged that the 

range of differences in these elements between various source 

gr-::mps would aid dis-er imination in some instances and that it 

was best to include them as reference elements. These data are 
.. 



TABLE 6: RAW DATA FROM TAUPO REPRODUCIBILITY TEST. 

ANALYSIS SYSTEM REPRODUCIBILITY DATA: TAUPO STANDARD N=10 
' . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fe Rb y Zr· Ba La Ce CR 

. 1 :;: I:., ·:., 4. :::: . 0/.:.0510 . 15~12:;:6 . 000000 . 009554 4. 797771 . 00791:.,2 . 1 ::::(>57~: 1 :::: . ::3754;:::1 

. :3•;) ::::() :=:2 . 191824 . 05/.:.604 . 000000 . 17/.:.101 c:-._, . 76100(:, . 01 1001:., . 154<):=::::: 20. /:..24149 

1 1001:.,:::: 144,(:,54- 272(>:t:;: (>(>7:::62 141509 c::- 7s-,c,r:::::c, 2:;:4277 :31 1 :;:21 1 I.:,. 921:.,1:.,47 . . . . . ·-· · . . 
. 1 7•::1::::5~. . 129496 . 1781:.,57 . 125:::';:1 ·~, . <) •;, 5 ·~ 2 :::: 4. :]50120 . 000000 . 1 o:::: 1 1 ,::, ·-· 1 ::: • 15(>:=: 1 ::: 

. 44207:::: . () 1 :::2';1~: . C> 1 E:2•;-,~: . 000000 . 2(:,5244 5. 21:..•;,:::: l. 7 . 025915 . 2::::1707 2(> • 5 :~: 4. (> :;~ :;: 

. :3(>:~:~:71 . (>75:::4:::: . 1 1797f=.: . 000000 . 151,_:.1:..2·'iJ 4. <)2:~::::7 6 . c, ::: 'i' ::: e: ::~ . :;~,~.6::::54 21:. .• :::: 14 72:2 

. 1 ::::7(:, 15 . 000000 . C>~:~:1:..~:·7 . 000000 . 12:=:440 !5. 121.:.•;, 12 . :;~(> 1 E:~:5 . 1921:.,(:, 1 1 ,::, ·-· . 941.:,·~10:::: 

. 091644 . 000000 . 072776 . 057951. . 0641.'::,90 4. 71 1590 . 27C>f:::::•::J . :;: :3 (:, 512 7 16 • 742:3::::2 

. 4-07855 . 09365/.:. . 160121 . 087 (:, 1. :~: . 277·~14.(:, 4. s~1:::r::52 . 000000 . 2 (:. :::: :::: ::: 2 24. 72::::;:a;,4 

. 25:~:2(:,4 . (>(:, 7:3:=:5 . 1 1 :=:7119 . 010444 . 271540 4. 5 2 :::: 4 ·:., •::"J . 1~:·:i)t;:.:::7 . ::::,.:.:2·~124 1 ·-=1 . .. 030254 

I-' 
I-' 
N 
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TABLE 7: REPRODUCIBILITY RESULTS OF 10 NON-CONSECUTIVE ANALYSES OF TAUPO STANDARD SAMPLE 

VAR !ABLE= ZF: 
MEP,N = • 11.:, +- • (>:::: 
STANDARD DEVIATION= .09 +- • 0:2 VARIABLE= FE ::::;f:'.El.JNE:::::: ( G 1 ) := -.14 Wl= ~.c: . ~·-· MEAN = .25 +- .04 KURTO::: I:::< G2 > = 1. :::9 l.J2::: -.75 

STANDARD DEVIATION= • 1::: +- • o;;: 
:3f(EWNESS < G 1 ) =. • ::::i Wl= .54 
~:URTOS IS ( G2) = 1.51 W2= -1. 25 

VARIABLE= BA 
MEAN = 4.9:~: +- • 1 ::: 
STANDARD DEVIATION= • 5:3 +- . 1 :;: 

VARIABLE= RB :::t<Et.JI\JE:::::: ( G 1 ) = • 1:::: Wl= .22 MEAN = • Of.:: +- .02 KURTO::: I::: ( G2 l = 2. 10 l.J2::: -.47 STANDARD DEVIATION= • 01.:, +- . 01 
::¥EWNES::3 ( G 1 l = • ::::~: W 1 = .56 
KURT0:3 I :3 < G2 > = 2. 12 l.J2= -.45 

VARIABLE= LA 
MEAN = .10 +- ·• o:::: 
STANDARD DEVIATION= . 11 +- .02 

VARIABLE= SR :::KEl.JNES::; ( G 1 > = .51 l.Jl::: • E:::: 
MEAN = .12 +- • 02 l<URTO:::r::; ( G2) = 1.65 W2= -1. 01.:, 
STANDARD DEVIATION= .08 +- .02 
st,:HINES::; ( G 1 > = .50 Wl= .87 
~:URTOS IS< G2) ::: 2.57 l.J2= • 16 

VARIABLE= CE 

VARIABLE= Y-
MEAN ::: . ()~: +- • () 1 
STANDARD DEVIATION= .05 +- • 01 

MEAN = .24 +- .03 
STANDARD DEVIATION= .09 +- .02 SKEWNESS(Gl) = -.09 Wl= .16 KURTOSI8(G2l = 1.73 W2= -.96 

St<EWNESS < G 1 > = 1.24 Wl= 2. 14 

VARIABLE= CR 
KURT0SIS(G2) = 3.00 W2= • 7~: MEAN = 20.09 +- 1.00 ~ STANDARD DEVIATION= 3.16 +- .71 ~ 

l,J SKEWNESS(Gl) = .97 Wl= 1.68 KURT0SISCG2) = 2.75 W2= .40 
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a fair measure of t he analytical uncertainty involved with 

this technique in the present facility. 

Perhaps the most significant finding at this stage of 

the investigation is the rather limited sensitivitv that has 
-L 

been achi_eved with this particular application of the 24 lAm 

SEFA technique. A minimum detection lirni t of some 30 - 50 ppm, 

with up to 100 % variance (at one standard deviation) at that 

level, will greatly impede the ability of the system to differ

entiate some sources ( see for example, Tables 2 and 3, and 

Ward 1972: Appendix 3.2). Given that the variance has been 

measured using tlw s ame s2mple, and that the particular speci-

men was prepa~ed with a flat, smooth surface - in short , an 

idea l analyte - th2 associated error t hat i·:ill be j_ncur:ced 

with multiple source samples may only be expected ~o increase . 

Clearly, the l evel of ?.pp licab.ility of this technique will 

be define d bv the minimum detection limit that h a s been achie-

ved. 

Despite shortcomings, some order-of-magnitude differences 

could be identifi ed between sources. The subsequent applica

tion of SEF.T~ to th e analysis of ::--Je•r.' Zee.land and Oceanic ob!:'.i-

dians was aimed at specif i cal ly ident ifying these regions. 

SOURCE GROUP ANALYSIS 

Having established a method of quantifying t.h2' spectra, 

a program of analysis of the obsidian reference collection 

held by the Otago Archaeornetry Laboratory was initiated. The 

Oce a nic sources r epresented are: Rapanui (3 site~,.), Pitcairn 

Island (1 site), Pi..:.u "\'Jao.waa (l site), TafcJ.hi (1 site) r 
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Kermadec I s lands ( 2 sites} , Banks I s land Group ( 2 sites) , 

Talasea (1 site ), Fergusson Island .( 1 si·~e·; d L I 1 d _ _ an ou s . an · 

(1 site) 1\. s e l ect ion of Maun a Kea (Hawa ii) basalt was a ls J 

inclrided in this group for reference. The New Zealand obsi

dian sources ex2.mined were derived from the reference collec

tion assembled by Ward (1972), incl ud ing samples of Canter~~ry 

pitchstone and Otago 'glass'. The Mayo r Isl a nd material was 

supplemented with additional s amp l es collected by the auth or . 

All samples were analyzed for a minimum of 4000 s econds. 

Where sma ll sa.mp lc size required the use of the 2 rrun colli

mator, 8000 second analyses were made. 

Sample preparation was minimal and entai l ed no more t han 

washing i n technical grade ethanol and dis tilled water. Th is 

was applied to minimize the possibility of any surface con

t am i nation which might have occurred during storage . Surf2ce 

t ex tures varied, as would be expected with archaeological 

specimens, and whi l e some samples were ground flat to facili-

tate maxi~um target surface and mount ing ease, others were 

annlyzed on raw flaked surfaces. As evidenced by the textu~e 

experiments, the effects of sample surface texture are mini-

mal within the overall s ens itivity achieved by the te c hnique. 

Additionally, samples wete analyzed in thicknesses greater 

than 3 rr:m. where possib l e to reduce s2111plE. thickness effc~c ts 

to proportionate fluorescence response. This factor was shown 

in the thickness tests (Figures 10 a -c1 and 11 a - d) to a.lter 

relative peak heights betwee~ low and high- Z elements , and 

while it was not antic i pated that: this in its2J.f would·bi n c.2r 

- t . t. t . . f" t ..:I n r -::, l -·inj·-- ·~.m source cnarac .erJ.za _J_on o 2 sig:1i. ~can uegree , a gen..:. :... . .. -- - .1 t , · .• , 
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sample thickness limit was imposed for analysis of source material. 

SOURCE REGION EVALUATION 

·A representative catalogue of source group spectra is 

presented in Appendix A. The included overlays identify 

element and scatter peak regions. The raw data for the 

source localities examined are included in Appendix B. At 

the outset of this section, it should be noted that while the 

raw data for New Zealand obsidians have been retained in 

their original source locality g=oupings (following the 18 

major regions established by Ward 1972) in Appendix B, some 

major groupings were made for all characterization and 'sour

cing' procedures. Specifically, the sources of Rotorua, Taupe, 

Ongoroto and Maraetai have been grouped as Inland; the sources 

of Cooks Bay, Purangi, Hahei, Tairua, Maratoto and Waihi have 

been grouped as Coromandel; and Waiare and Pungaere have been 

grouped as Northla!1cl (the Northland source of Weta remains 

uncharacterized due to the lack of source samples). Great 

Barrier Island has been defined as a single source region 

(combining Awana and 'Te Ahumata) as have the sub-groups of 

Mayor Island, Huruiki, and Fanal Island. Canterbury pitchstone 

has been included in the reference source data as well as 

smnples of unconfirmed provenience identified as Otago 'glass'. 

Oceap._ic sources are presented as identif iea. at the begin-

ning of the previous section with Rapanui, the Kermadecs, and 

the Banks Island Group sources being considered as single 

source regions respectively. Mauna Kea basalt was retained 

as separate on both the basis of composition and petrologic 
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type. 

The justification for these primary groupings is based 

upon the preliminary results obtained which reflect the 

quality of data being produced by the technique. For instance, 

the similarity of the Inland and Coromandel source regions to 

each other as well as between their composite localities is 

striking, both in the raw data and plotted spectra. Likewisei 

the high degree of slmi~arity of the other grouped sources 

amongst their combined groups made them functionally indis

tinguishable with the present facility. Table 8 shows the 

element means and standard deviations for the working groups 

used in the characterization program. The values indicated 

are based on the raw data presented in Appendix B. 

Cursory examination of Table 8 shows some broad similari

ties even beyond the groupings already performed. These reflect 

macro-similarities of the sources related to their location in 

terms of plate tectonics. The main division of obsidians is 

between so-called oceanic and circum-oceanic types· ( see for 

example, Smith et aZ. 1977:177-189; and Johnson 1979). Those 

obsidia.ns which contain high proportions of barium and much 

smaller amounts of Fe, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, La, and Ce are typically 

circum-oceanic as a~alyzed in this study. The volcanic glasses 

of Pitcairn, Rapanui 1 and Hawaii are oceanic, and show the 

charactert_stic abun,Jance of many elements besides barium. 

Tafahi and Kermadec types appear transitional to circum-oceanic, 

and Mayor Island/Northland show distinct oceanic affinities. 

• 
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A BASIC CHARACTERIZATION TEST 

To determine the degree of separation between sources 

that can be discerned from these data, it was decided to 

employ a simple test of element overlap. Most recent soure

r ing studies of New Zealand and Oceanic obsidians have been 

concerned with complex measures of 'similarity' between 

r 

r 
r 

sources and unknowns (see for example, Ward 1972:161; Duerden 

et al. 1979; Mccallum et al. 1979; Leach and Warren .1981; 

Leach and Manly 1982) which employ either the o2 statistic 

of Mahalanobis (1930) and Rao (1948) or as with McCallum et al., 

derivation of the mean Euclidean distance (M.E.D.). 

In light of the data generated by the facility, it was 

felt that a more basic test of source separation was required, 

such as can be determined by attempts at source rejection. 

r Ward (1977) concisely expressed the fundamental difference of 

r 

r 
r 

r 
L 

this approach with measures of similarity as they specifically 

apply to archaeological problems of sourcing. He sununarizes 

that, 

"geochemical or petrographic similarity is insuffic

ient argument fer a similar source; but characteriza

tional dissimilarity is a good argument for the 

difference in geographic source. In other words, the 

'identification' of sources of material can be made 

suggestively but not absolutely; confidence in such 

tentative identification is gained from rejection of 
' 

the other possible identification~ that can occur within 

a universe of possibilities which is sometimes difficult 

to delimit" 
(1977:192). 

It w~s with this intention that a method of screening 

• 

I 
! . 
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which tried to reject an unknown spectrum as having been 

potentially derived from any given source group in the refer

ence configuration was used. This more closely follows a 

test applied by Nelson et a i. ( 19 7 5) and refined by Cormie 

and Nelson (n.d.). 

The basis for the screening strategy is to compare the 

value generated for each element of· the unknown spectru.."11 

against the 2 and 3 -standard deviation dispersion value for 

that element in a given source. If the value of the unknown 

exceeds or is below ±2 or 3a for that element in the compared 

source, then it is rejected at that level of certainty (i.e. 

95 or 99%). By reference to Table 8 it is obvious that a 

fair degree of overlap exists between many of the sources at 

the 2 and 30 level. The chances of rejecting the najori ty of 

Inland spectra as having been derived from the Coromandel 

source region are very small. indeed with this technique. A 

sobering point, for archaeologists interested in unambigu

ously identifying the originating source of an artefact, is 

that for many Oceanic and New Zealand sources the ability to 

unequivocally r8ject either a given source sample as having 

been derived from the other's region can be extremely limited. 

In an attempt to improve this screen, an additional set 

of ratios between certain elem2nts was generated in the hope 

that thi~_w6uld increase the ability to reject inappropriate 

sources. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, some 

source spectra record zero values for elements which might 

otherwise be quite suitable denominators. For this reason 

it was necessary to segregate the ratio tests applied to the 



TABLE 8: ELEMENT MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE 

REFERENCE SOURCE MATRIX. 

SOURCE GROUP ELEMENT MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
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unknown spectrum deper;ding upon how it h ad survived the 

initial screen. For instance, whi l e the other sources dis

play reasonable barium values , it is frequently measured 

as zero in Mayor Island and Northl and spectra. While this 

in itse lf is a good way to discriminate Mdyo r Island and 

Northland fr om all other sources (a major success of this 

technique ), it is useless to proceed to attempt in identifying 

the spectrum as Mayor Island or North land b y taking a ratio 

over the barium peak. For this reason, different ratios were 

set up to be appli e d to the unknown spectrum depe~ding upon 

how it survived t he primary elemen t screen. These ratios 

(with the associate d standard deviation ranges applied to each) 

are shown in Tables 9 and 10. 

Note that on the basis of the initial bari~m test that 

is made (Tabl e 8), no knm·m spectrum ' . ' \/ifllCfl survives be ing 

rejected from either Mayor Island or Northland on the b asis 

of element values can possibly be anything else but either 

Mayor Isl and or Northland. 

As the screen is actua l ly applied within the progra~, 

~he unknown s pectrum has the nine window values generated for 

it, and then each reference source in turn is c ompar ed elemen t 

by element with the values of the unknown. If any vaJ.ue of 

the unknown soectrurn is bevond the range being tested, that . ~ ~ 

s ource is ~·rejected and the progrilin moves on to the next source 

in the reference matrix. Once completed, the program retains 

the i dentity of tho s e sources which have not been rejected at 

the 20 l evel and t hen v ~oc e eds to compare the ratio values in 

Table 9 or 10 for just those sources which h ave not b een 
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TABLE 9: SOURCE GROUP RATIO MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

FOR MAYOR ISLAND AND NORTHLAND. 

SOURCE GROUP RATIO MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
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TABLE 10: SOURCE GROU P RATIO MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

CONTINUED. 

SOURCE GROUP RATIO MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
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rejected after the first acreen. Clearly there is little 

value in testing against a source already rejected on pre

vious grounds. 

With the 2o screen applied and results recorded, those 

sources which could not be rejected are recorded on disk and 

printed out. The process is then repeated with a 3 standard 

deviation dispersion being calculated for each of the source 

elements and compared with the unknown. At the 3o l eve l one 

can expect a greater degree of overlap to occur. 

verified by the r esult s obtained. 

This is 

To test the degree of overlap (or conversely 'separation') 

found between the various sources by this t echniqu e , the 

source spectr il were run through the screening procedure . The 

results o f the 2 and 30 tests are presented i11 Tables 11 and 

12. Note that the intersection of a source with itself 

r2cords the tota l numbe r of source spectra which could not 

reject it's own source and at l east one o ther . 

SGURCE SCRESN RESULTS 

As an ovErview of the results obtained , each source has 

been c onsidered individually. The p roportio n of other sources 

which could not be rejBcted 1 in addition to the actual source 

of that ~p8ctrurn, h ave b een calculated and the list presented 

in Appendix C. Thi s ir1 formation fil ls out the data presente d 

in Tables 11 and 12, and h e lps to indicate the 'nearest neigh-

bocJ.r I g e neraJ.ly 2ssoc i o.ted ,.-J.i. t h u. given source spectri.J.r.1 by 

t.112.s techn i que at e.it h ,~r l e v e l o f unce rtaiEly . 

A point to b e emph as ized i s that a t both 2 a nd 30 , each 
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of the source spectra have a l way s been un a ble to r e j ect 

their o wn source group. That is, 100 % of spectra which 

defined each source group are unable in turn t o r e j ec t that 

portion of the compar ison matrix. This situation would not 

have occurred if the strict standard deviat i ons as calculated 

were used in the source matr i x. The reason is tha t in cal

culating the mean va l ue and standaid dev i at ion of a normally 

di s tributed group of values , a few of tho se values ma y li e 

outside the 2 or 30 range of th a t group. It i s held to be 

untenable in this exercise that any source spectra which 

created a particular set of matrix va lues should itse lf be 

ab l e t o reject thos2 values. 

To pr-event this occurrence , the pertinent standard 

deviation values were modifi2d so ti1at all spectra wh ich 

contributed to a part i cular s ource matrix set wou l d be u nable 

to r eject that matrix at 2 0 . Invariably this entailed i ncrea-

. t~ CT v-lun fo- tho- p m~tri"ces ~Jhe•r e ~ r_or,tr.·i"D'· utinn~ sing .. e ; a ..__ r .. ::;_ _ , u. , 

source spectrum would have rej ected it s own source. As all 

spectra wou l d be ' c a ught ' at the 2o leve l, they would there-

for e always i nc l ude their own source at 3 o as we ll. 

In effect , spectra which do r e ject a given source matri x 

at either the 2 or 3o level are slight l y further away .from 

the group mean thnn the o value ind i cates. The result was a 

reduct i o n . in the ability of th2 screen to separate sou~ces , 

but with the advantage of alw~ys including source spectra 

with their own matrix . An added j ustificat i on for this arti -

ficial ' wi den ing' of the dispers i o~ range is that those samples 

analyzed may be c onsidered by and l arge to be ideal specimens, 

·~,. . . ~ .. -_ .~. - -=· ··. ~ , . . -
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generally displaying minimum variation in surface texture 

and thickn e ss within a specified range. One would not expect 

to be so fortunate with archaeological specimens. Th i s 

added robustness s hould reduce the possibility of an archaeo

logical specimen subsequently rejecting its own source u pon 

analys is. 

In evaluating the relative success or failure of the 

screen and thereby the SEFA technique, there are some gene

ral observations to be made. Of particular note is the strong 

clustering and overlap between mos t of the New Zealand obsi-

dians and with some Oce an ic sources. This is most readily 

apparent in Table 12 where 30 values have been applied. 

Amongst the non- North!and/Mavor Isl and New Zealand obsidians 

'c.he best separation at 2-J ,·,as c:c:hieved by the Fanal Island 

source (l\ppendix C) • Even here, however, only G 7% of the 

Fanal Isl and spectra '.\:ere una.,t1b iguously iden"'.:ified. 

Euruiki ,·1as somewhat less successful, being unequivo-

cally identi fi ed in only 30~ of its source spectrQ. Great 

B2rrier, Coromandel and Inland fared even worse in terms of 

being uniquely partitione6 as demonstrated in Appendix C. 

While Great Barrier spectj~c. are most frequently unable to 

reiect Huruiki as well as their actual source (at least 

retaining a Great Barrier region affiliation), the Coromandel 

and Inland spectra were often associated with Huruiki and Great 
, _ -

Barrier sources in addition to rarely being ab le to discri -

minate between themselves at the 20 l evG l. Of the Oceanic 

sources associQtcd with New Zeala~d sp2ctra by this 1nethod, 

the New Britain source of Talasea figures most prominantly. 
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Indeed Talasea spectra are unable on occasion to reject 

Inland, Coromandel and Great Barrier sources as well as 

Huruiki and Fanal Island. The Coromandel and Inland spectra 

are also p e riodically un able to reject the Admiralties source 

of Lou Island, the D 1 Entrecasteaux Group source of Fergusson 

Island er the Banks Island Group sources. Conversely, in 

Oceania the Lou I s land source spectra sometimes cannot rej ect 

Huruiki and Great Barrier matrix values while the Banks Island 

Group - Fergusson Island - Lou Island spectra are intermit

tently grouped between themselves ( as well as with the odd 

Corornandel inclusion) . 

Better separation is achie ved at the 2cr level by Pitcairn 

Isla.nd material (100 %), Ta fahi (75 %) and the Kermadec Islands 

( 87 %) with all of thes e spectra being able to reject the 

whole of New Zealand sources. Rapanui obsidian shows some 

affinities with the Ha.1.·12.ii a n Puu Waawa.a ( and to a l esser 

extent the reverse), ~1ile the Mauna Kea basalt spectra remain 

uncompromised as do those of the Canterbury pitchstone. The 

unprovenienced Otag o 1 gl a ss 1 is unable to reject Talasea for 

25 % of its spectra tho ugh Tal a sea spectra are all able to 

r eject the Otago reference group. 

Th e average separation achi e ved by source spectra deter

iorates markedly at the 3cr level. Notable exceptions are 

the Maunar .. Ke a bas a~ t and Canterbury pitchstone source spectrc1 

which rema in uniquely s e p a rated e ven at 30 . 

A result of the scree n not y e t discussed is its unam

biguous separation of the Northl a nd and Mayor Island spectra 

from all other sources in the r e ference group including between 
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themselves 2.t both the 2 and 3o levels . While the success of the 

screening matrix is gratifying, it is not without some con

cern about the basis on which Northland obsidian along with 

Mayor Isl and was separated from al l other sources . 

Reference to Tables 2 and 3 (after Leach and Warren 

1981) ind icates barium va lues among the 23 elements measured 

for each of the 3 3 sources. According to the NAZ\ data , the 

Northland sources have been determined to contain nearly 500 

ppm of barium for each of Waiare and Pugaere. This is roughly 

equivalent to that of t he NBS sta ndard 610 wafer as repre-

sented in Figure 12 a. It is the finding of this study that 

such is almost certainly not the case for the Waiare and 

Pungaere obsidians (comb ined here ~s North lan~) . 

Appendix A and Appendix B support the finding of low 

b a rium for th e Northland source region. Inde e d, the compiled 

barium values in Table 8 are even l ower for t11e Northland 

group than for Mayor Island (though th is could be a functi.on 

of the smaller Northl a nd sample size , which is possibly a 

sk.e·.ved r epresentation) . 

Upon discovery of this anoroaly , the Northland sampl~ s 

were re - examined against t he possibility of s vstem error. 

During the same analysis s e ssion, samples of Huruiki and 

Rapanui obsidian were also examined. These l atte r sources 

h ave N.:iJ-1. _barium values on t.he same orcer 2,s those which were 

reported for Wa i nre anJ Fu~gaere. It was found that wh ile 

the Huruiki and Rapanui samples were in mutual agreement and 

consistent with NAA,an6 SEFA , the Northland rnateria.J. confirmed 

earlier r esults; tht~ bari ur.1 concentrations of these obsidians 
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1s at the very limit of minimum system sensitivity - on the 

order of 50 ppn1. It t b h · - mus e emp asized that all other repor-

ted NAA results are in general agreement with SEFA data. 

An explanation of this divergence is not easily made. 

If the NM study was not suited to barium measurement, it 

might be expected that other differences with the present 

SEFA prograrmne would emerge as well, but this has not been 

found. A more recent analysis of New Zealand obsidians 

employing the same facility has not, however, i ncluded barium 

meclsurements (Chidgey 19 81) . Barium is a clearly detected 

element by the isoprobe unit and is not subject to overlap or 

masking . It is advis e d therefore that a much reduced barium 

value be allotted to the Northland group. Re-examination of 

the Northland material by a highly quantitative technique 

is required so that an accurate determination can be made. 

This is especially import a nt for those techniques which 

measure the barium L series tr a nsitions (as, for example, 

with PIXE) in that the Ti Ka emissions overlap with these peaks. 

Titanium value s are reported in PIXE analysis (Duerden ei; al . 

1980:,150; Bird eta l. 19 8la:36). The proportionate contribu-· 

tion of the relatively weak barium peaks must be closely 

estimated to achieve accurate determinatj_on of both elements. 

ThG advantage of Ba Ka fluoresc e nce is well illustrated by 

this point. 

In s u1m11ary , it was demonstrated that a reasonable dearoe _, 

of success has bee n achieved in the develo~ment and applica-

ticn of an automa t ed SEFA fac i lity. The particular stre~gths 

of the analysis t e chnique within New Zealand are in the iden-
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tification of Mayor Island and Northland obsidians, with 

a reduced ability to differentiate the remaining sources. 

Canterbury pitchstone as we ll has been uniquely identified. 

Amongst the Oceanic obs idian sources there are addi

tional succe sses, including clear separation of Central and 

Eastern Oceanic source spectra from New Zealand tvnes. 
~ ,._ 

As a case study of the facility, it was decided to 

apply SEFA to an archaeological assemblage wh ich might best 

utilize the strengths of this technique in the diffe~entia-

tion of Mayo~ Island and North l and obsidian. Cl-:apter Five 

will evaluate the analysis of the Mount Came l site material, 

and its i mp lica tions for the further app licat i on of the 

techniqu e . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF THE ISOP ROBE FAC ILITY 

THE MOUNT C.A.MEL SITE 

Based on the conditional s uccess of the isoprob e facility 

in discriminating New Zeal and and Oceanic obsidians, an 

archaeological application of the technique was the next 

step. Within New Zealand , the SEFA technique has shown its 

greate st streng th in ide n tify ing Mayor Island and Northland 

obsidians. Th e refore a~ appli cation which exploits this 

ability is appropriate. To thi s end, the obsidian ass emb lage 

of the Houhora or Mount Came l site (N6/4 ) was examined. 

Situa t e d on a l ow c oas t a l platform at the rno ilth of 

Houhora Ha rbour, the site is l ocated at the foot of Mount 

Came 1 ( see Maps 2 and 3) . 'l'he two r ad i ocarbon dates as so

ciated with the l ower Archaic occupation are _A.D. 1154 ± 5 6 

and A.D. 1260 ± 44 (S ha,·1cross 1 9 72:603--605). The excavation 

and site ana l ysis have been discussed by Shawcross and Roe 

(1 9 66) a nd Roe (1 967) and the coTisiderable li thic assemblage 

s c~ s :.:. ( J. 9 7 S ; 1 9 7 7 ) . 

THE ORIGINS OF MOUNT CAMEL OBSIDIAN : I MFLICATICNS 

. d . f" th ' , . The ob s i i an c cim:>cinent o .: _ .e assern.o.Lag 9 is exte nsive, 

with some 3,150 fl~ke s recovered (Best 1975: 22 ). 'I'he.se ·were 

d <:~s c r ib0d b y Roe as being c orr.prisGd most l y of " pri rr,ary flak es 

without secondary r e touch . So@e of the l arger obsidian 

f lc:1ke s ha d s ec~,nda r y f lctking a.long the ed~ie s, but this could 

have result~d from u se . One obs i d i a n core . . was exc a v2,.t ed 
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from Cl3" (1967:63). 

It was sugges ted b y Best that based on the identifica

tion of stone re sources utilized at the site, close ties with 

the Corornandel region existed (Best 1975:24-25). In his 

analysis of the obsidian, Best sorted the recovered flakes 

according to colour in transmitted light, i.e., as 'green/ 

not-green'. Of these, 2,990 were classified as 'green'. 

Best notes that obsidian identification on the bas i s of 

colour has been shewn to be somewhat unreliable (citing 

Leach and Anderson n.d., which was later published as Leach 

and Ander son 19 7 8) . Approxil7la te.ly 4 . 2 % of the obsidian desig

n a ted as Mayor Island on the basis of its green colour (in 

th e Palliser Bay study), was determined by XRF to actually 

have been derived from Northland. In a n attempt to limit mis-

classification, Best therefore applied an addit i onal test of 

specific gravity (after Reeves and Armitage 1973) to his 300 

specimen grab sample of green flakes. Oddly enough, Reeves 

and Armitage state that Northl a nd and Mayor Island obsidian , 

while separable from all other New Zealand sources on the 

basis of density, are s e parable frcrn each other sir::1ply "by 

the fact that all known Mayor Island obsidian shows a greenish 

colour in transmitted light" (1973:565). That is, Reeves ond 

A.rmi ta.ge suggest U1at Mo.yor I~'. land and Northland obsidians 

are best separated.not on the basis of specific gravity, but 

on the b&sis of colour! 

Nonetheless, Best conclud e d after tests of specific gra-

vity 2r\cl colcu!" that 93.5 % of the flakes W(?:re deri v ed from 

Mayor Island rn~terial, 1.5 % were derived either from Mavor 
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Island or Northland (Kaeo), and 5% from either Great Barrie r, 

Whitianga (Cooks Bay, Ward 1972:110), Taupo or Huruiki. 

His opinion at the time was that it was 11 reasonable to 

expect that resul ts obtained from the above proc~dures will 

be confirmed by more sophisticated analysis, such as X.R.F. 

and trace element study" (Best 1975: 23) • 

Davidson (1982:19) argues against Best's cultural inter

pretation of the lithic evidence, noting that the presence 

of local Northland material in the site possibly indicates 

a more general geographic affiliation. This is in contrast 

to the interpretation suggested by S6awcross (1 9 72:611) of 

the Mount Camel site representing the first settlement of a 

virgin region. Da v idson proposes that Mount Camel is proba-

bly far from unique in Northland, and instead repre~e~ts a 

typical early Polynesian settlement in the far north - the 

summer hunting-£ j_shing ca.mp ( Davidson 19 8 2: 19) . Artef 2cts of 

material culture not known from the Coromandel, yet present 

at Mount Came l (such as biperforate lur e points and broad 

tattoc.ing chisels) support th.is argument. 

While Davidson does not deny that r egular conta ct with 

n1ore southern regions existed (as is most certainly refl~cted 

in the Tahanga b asal t and Nelson meta-somatised argillite, 

see Best .1975:17-21, 26 ff.), she suggests that U-1e culture 

at Mount ~arnel was ffiore distinctly t~at of a northern group 

than Best has a llowed . She concludes th2t ''iTif lu2nces and 

i deas probably flowed both ways" and that "the end result was 

a society and culture ~hich had distinctive features, but 

which shared many charc1cterist i cs with otJ-:.er regio:r..s ,; 
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(Davidson 1982: 26) . 

Were a study of the Mount Camel obsidian to confirm 

Best's identifications based on colour and spe~~fi~ gr~v1·~y 
..... 1......-..L _,.., ..._ L..i. L ' r 

Davidson's interpretation (which accepts Best's lithic allo

cations) would not necessarily be compromised because of the 

additional cultural features to which she refers. However, 

if an analysis were to produce restilts which were signifi

cantly different from those assigned by Best, a changed per

spective of the site may be gained, and the argument for 

more substantial northern affinities strengthened. Thus, in 

light of the potential value of such a study, a research 

program of i sopr obc analysis '.'."as undertc1ken . 

S,.'\MPLING 'l'HE I-i.SSEMBLAGE 

As noted at the ope ning of this chapter, the obsidian 

assemblage of Mount Camel is represented by over 3,000 flakes. 

lrnalysis of the'! tot2l assemblage would b0 within the cc:.pa·

bilities of the system (albeit requiring nearly five months 

running under present running conditions), but would also be 

a misus e of facility time. Secure s a:np1 ing methods have b een 

developed for large populations and were justifiably invoked 

here. The first problem of analysis, therefore, was to ~efine 

the null hypothesis to be tested. From this statement the 

sample size required to test its premise was derived. 

Observations of workers invol v~d with obsidian charac-

teriz at ion in New Zealand indicate that quite pos s ibly the 

pc1~cf~11t2..\;e of I-Jorthland 1 • , • 
oos ia1.an present in the Mo unt Camel 

assemblage is different from the 1.5 % assigned by Best -
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perhaps as high as 30 % (Leach pers. comm. 1982). If so, 

this would indicate a much more generalized awareness of 

the stone re sources by the inhabitants of the Mount Camel 

site. Concomitantly, the argument for an identifiably nor

thern culture (which had developed this awareness through 

time) would gain support. 

The null hypothesis may therefore be stated as: "The 

proportion of NorthJ.and/not-Northland obsidian identified by 

the isoprobe analysj_s is not significantly different (within 

95 % certainty) from that determined by Best , i.e., 1.5% to 

98.5 %". The s2.mplc si ze required to test this hypothesis can 

be generated accordingly. However, if it is suspected that 

Northlar.d obsid i 2n could be as high as 30 %, and the refore 

that 95 percen t confidence limits are required for sampling 

thi s proportion , the sample size will cha nge. This is d emon

strated by Snedecor and Cochran (1980:4 41-443, Formula 21.6.2) 

where n (the s amp le required) is generated by: 

n=4(p)(q}/L 2 

where p equals t!1e proportion of cne trait (i.e. , Northland) , 

a eauals the pro•L)ortion o f no t - ~ (i.e., not-Northland) and L 
L .. • L. 

equc .. ls t he c(m:fiden ce limit r e quired (e.g. ±5 %). If the pro

portion to b e determined is 1.5 % to 98.5 %, within 95 % cer-

t2.inty, the sampJ.e siz e required ' C, • ...L..:.> .. 

n=4(1.5) (9 B .5)/25 

or 24 fJ. ukes. Howeve r, if the population to be tested 1s 

30 % to 70 %, the s aQple size i ncreases to: 

n=t. (30) (70)/2'.':, 

or 336 flakes to be randomly sampled in order to identify 
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this proportion within 95% confidence limits. Snede cor and 

Cochran note, however, that where the calculated sample 

exceeds 10 % of the population ll ba' ..... ing tested, a revised 

estimate of n c a n be made which takes proper accbunt of the 

finite population where: 

n '=n/ ( l + n/N) 

or 

n'=336/(1 + 336/3150) 

(ibid.) . 

In other words, with a finite population of 3,150 flakes, 

a random sample of 303 is needed to adequately test the 30 % 

versus 70 ~ estimation. 

A further modification c2n be made to t his estimate 

because of t h~ fact that the Mount Camel site represents 

two major occup2tion phases. The point teing considered 

here j_s whe ther or not the Lowe~, Archa ic population was 

exploiting a higher percentage of the Northland source. Roe 

(1967: 96) states that 11 t he l ayer under the turf, layer 2a con-

tains a few artefacts disturbed by cultivation 

l&y21~:~ b e lo::1 22 contained the assemblage . 

• 'I'l1e. 

which is typi-

ca.J_ of i,1oa.-1iun t·.cr ass e rnclages". For this re a.son , the upper 

2gricL1l.tu.t"c11ly clisturbed layers mc1y be: e;~cluded. froTr. the sa.m-· 

ple population. The portion of the recovered assemblage which 

should be s2.mpled therefore, J...S thc1t below the agricultural 

zone; la~ers 2b a~C b e low . 

Observation of thG Mount Came]. obsidian collection indi-

c~~ed tha t p e rhaps a few hundre d flakes are associated with 

level 2a and abovG. This therefore reduces the estimated 
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sample siz e req~ired to test the 30/70 hypothesis. Never-

thele ss, because of t1-, ,-, rel a~ t.1.~ ve r:f · · " t' · ·- e£-1c1e ncy o~ -ne 1soprobe 

system, and as a slightly more rigorous te s t of the system ' s 

flexibility, it was felt that a 10 % sample of the total 

ass emblage (approximately 300 pieces) drawn from below the 

2a l ayer would not be an unreasonable fr a ctio n to take. 

Thr ee hundred flakes wo uld satisfy the theoretical s ampling 

r equiremen t as well as being directly comparable to Best's 

grab samp le eva luat ion . 

'l'ho method of S&Inple se l ect i on was to lay out the Mount 

Came l obsidi an c,ssemblage according t o square a.nd separated 

by level . Th 2 flakes were t hen selected on the basis of 

r andomly gene=ated numbers. The excavation g ~id l ayout was 

ac(Yptcd except that the north - sot1.t.h co-ordi~a tes were ch an::red 

from lette r s to r..urr\.bers dcu-ing the selection process . Ji. ran-

dam ri1...t:,(L ers te1ble was err,p l oyed (Thomas 1 9 7 6 :4 82- 486, Tabl e 

A.2} and samples located by a llocating portions of five-digit 

g~oups. 

The first two digits de fin ed the north-south co-ord inate , 

the second t ~o digits t he east- west co-ordinate, and the l ast 

' , ' ' ' rn.,mne:c l ei (-_ner odd o r even ) determined whether the upper or 

]owe r half of the levels be J.ow 2a were to b e sampled. The 

2a var i ed dependin g upon square. Some 

J. c1yer only, while others went t o l evel 

4, which wac:; CJ.(;.:fin 2· d cJ.E.: ",1atural" (Roe l. 967: G) . 'l'he final 

flake selection ~as made as a grab sample from the r ema ining 

one or t~o l evel ' clump '. 

It is pos s ible that so~e limited samp ling bias of the 
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levels below 2a occurred with this method (.i..n vertical 

r epresentation) but it is not considered serious within the 

context of the problem at hand. 

ARTEFACT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

During the course of the present characterization 

research, it was discovered that some source spectra were 

quite distinctive upon v isual inspection. This phenomenon 

has been recognized by other workers. For instance, in a 

series of pr e liminary studies designed to determine the fea 

sibility of sourcing various New Zealand li th i c materials 

using a l ow power TEFA system , Leach (1977b) ach ieved some 

highly encouraging r es ul ts . 

Reg .:ird ing the e ::-:a min.2 tion of arg i 11 i tes, Leo.ch states 

that after " about 1 t o 2 minutes of cot:ntins, the visl~a.l 

differences in the spectra are so striki~g that source ~llo-

c at ion c an be ma de witho ut furth er ado" ( 19 7 7b: 10) . 

analyses of indurated l imestones , Leach found that ''tota l 

spectrum shape is very distinctive in each case and may bs 

matched by eye in the !"!.anr1e r suggested for the c,rgilli tes 11 

(ib id.: 12). 

Wl ~j_h~ l ess successful result s from the 2.n,~lys i s of 

chert s ind icated that so:r. 2 form of simple mathematic a 1 mani --

pulation$ _0ere req~ired for sourcing this lith ic type , Leach 

~'lucled that £or II the routint:::! ana l ysis of a.rg ill i. te:3 ancl. 
( 

indur2ted limes tones , cimple vi s ua l inspe ction is a ll that 

is necess::1.ry for sources to b e determined" (.i.bid..: 18). 

i:-1cCallur:, et o.l . (1979) made simila.r observations dn::-irLg 



th~ir TEFA analysis of obsidian. They state, 

"Fortuitously the X- ray spectra of Mayor Island 

obsidians are so character1'st1'c th t ~1 k f . a .1. a ... e s rorn 

this source can be identified by visua l inspection 

of the pulse-height analyser display. As Mayor 

Is.land is by far the most common source of obsidian 

flakes in New Zealand archaeological sites, most 

samples do not .in fact demand the detailed analysis 

describe d ... " 

(i:·1cCa llum et a Z. 19 79: 2) . 
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Similarly, Mayor Island obsidian has proven itself dis

tinct under isoprobe analysis, along with Northland material, 

and both of these sources produce visually unique spectra 

with the t e chnique. Foremost i s the lack of b a rium des-

cribed in Chapter Four. Low barium content is a trait 

shared by Northl and , and these sources may b e immediately 

partitioned from all others examined after as little as two 

~undred seconds counting with the SEFA technique . 

Diff e rences between Mayor Island and Northland are not 

as visually blatilnt as the barium value discussedi but indeed , 

absolutely l arger Rb, Y, and Zr peaks and a proportior.ately 

distinct Fe/Zr abundance eas ily s epara t es Northland from the 

Mayor Island source . To securely determine the diffe~ences 

between these spectra on a visual basis, something on the 

order of 1000 to 2000 second count - times 2re required. Note 

that thi$_ is insuf,f i c:ient time to rna.ke any clear vis'-lal iden-

tif ir::ation of sp e ctra 1,d1icli are noi ther :\'o r+:.b land !:i.or Mayor 

Isl ct ncl. 

Inspect ion cf the Mount Camel ass 1::,rrtb lage the r efore , pro-

. , d V l .0:2 . a bvo-way exarcd.nzttion fo:r the a.nc,lysis tech,iique: 

• 
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firs tly , by securely establ i shing the i denti ty of the green 

obsidian cornponc~nt i n 2000 second counts; and secondly, by 

evaluating the ability of the facilit y to routinely and 

reliably a~alyze a l a r ge sample of a r shaeologica l material. 

S amp l es were mounted on the standard perspex holde rs 

after being lightly washed in dist illed water to remove any 

adherent surface dirt . Flakes too small to be mounted were 

not enco untered , though on severa l o c cas i o n s l a~ge fragments 

required mor e extens i ve use of the fuse wire to be secured. 

1-Jhere possible , care was taken to ori e nt the flake in such 

a way that the flattest surface was presented for analysis . 

All flakes were analyzed hcwever , nnd n o ne r 2jected as being 

'toa rough' or otherw i se unsuitable. 

B:rief descriptions of the f la}:es ( api;>roxin,Qt,c"! t hicknc~ss , 

surface texture, matt or g l ass y matrix, and colour in tr ans 

mitt2d light) were r e c orded i n the analysis log along with 

the square and l evel from wh i ch each was obtained. I nd i v i dual 

run numbers were assigned to each flake. The site designa-

tion , square and l2ve l were also entered i,1to t;-1e computer 

as the l itera l component in program CH ANGER and the r un num-

ber assign e d as the fi l ename for the spec t rum. S a1nples were 

automatical l y ana l yzed by program NIGHT witl1 2000 s~co nd 

collection times. Accumulated spectra were r ecorded onto 

disk as P?r norma l operation (see Appendix D f or r aw data). 

Due t o tho pres ence cf a. fe,.,.; 'over--sizea ' flakes, the 

m?..xiinum n1.1rnb2r o f sa.n:ple!:-; per sled run \·J2,.s ctpp:co;-:imatcl.1· 45. 

Seven runs were made in total, over 2 period o f 11 days. The 

turn-- around time required to re1oa('l.. the sled was the major . 

' , .. " ·, ~ • J ;:;' ~-~ ..... • ,, 
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cause for delay between runs. This is presently being rec

tified with the constructio;:-i of a second sled that will per

mit s ample mounting while analysis of another group is under-

way. 

Collected spectra were inspecte d with program SCREEN 

in non-sourcing mode as a method of generating low count

time element values during visual inspection. Source iden

tification was made visually, with a llocations of either 

Mayor Island, Northl and or 'other' being made. All non-green 

flakes were found t o b e other than Mayor Island or Northland 

material. Non-green flakes t aken i n the random sumple were 

not assumed to be other than Ma~·or Island or Northland. prior 

to analysis; tho ugh this was confirmed . 

Colour could n o t be determined during the select ion of 

artefacts and so no s ampling bias of this sort could occur. 

The percentage of non- gr2en flakes in the rand o m sample was 

a good check of the O\Terall s amp ling procedure as the tota.l 

non-green component was actual l y determined by Best t o be 5% 

(approximately 160 flakes) (B es t 1975:22). 

RI:SUI/I1S 

In t he section which dea lt \•.'i th sample sJ_ze, t.he nurnber 

of flakes to be sampled was derive6 from the initial estima

tion of th~ proportion of Northland/not-lJorthland obsidian 

1--,,,,J·nc1 t e-+-ea" f-or 'flhi' s e,-1:=:..l1'?",_-·a~ t-.1·,,c...,t a .·,eDL -_,_-r-!sentat .i·ve surn1)le >JC _ _, . C:J ,_ • .._ - - - C, - -

wou ld be obtained within spec ified confidence lJ.rnics as l ong 

Best's estimation of tho nurrJJer of 'grey' as opposed to 
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'green' flakes contained in the assemblage has been accepted 

as an accurate description. This leve l of colour distinc

tion should be a reliably determined visual judgement. 

This is not considered to be the case where shades of colour, 

e.g., 'pale gre en', are invo l ved. As no discrimination on 

the basis of colour was possible during the sampling pro

cedure (all flak es appeared as dark and opaque), it would 

be expected that approximate Jy 5% of thR i.soprobe sample 

would also be grey. The results obtained are shewn in Table 

13. 

TABLE 13: PROPORTION OF GREY TO GREEN OBSIDIAN IN 

I SOPROBE S."\1·1PLE 

---·----·--·---

Number of flakss 

% of sample 

Grey 

11 

4 

Gr ee n 

2 89 

96 

Tot.al. 

300 

100 

The question th en asked was whether or not the proportion 

of grey obsidi a n obt~ined in the i soprcbe sample was signi-

ficantly differe~t fro~ the population proportion determined 

b ~esl =.1.·1·.,_i_~ was f ound b,, using the nonparametric chi-square y jj -:, . ::. . - .1 

l o..,·;_~J-.2~'. - '.).P.,l ,· .~,r1ed~~.o~ ~.r:1d Corh.ran 1967: test (aft er ~hamas v c . _ _ ~- _ - -

215- 219) ~- The stz;ti stica. l hypothesis formed was: 

Ho : p := 0. 0 S 

where pis t he proportion of grey fl2kes o~tained in the ran-

,.:i 1 e A ,sicrnif :i.c,,mce l eve l of . 0 5 fol: a two--tailed 1. .. orn s a:CTp __ -- . ~ 

(non-direction al ) test with 1 degree of freedo~ was set. 



Chi-square was calculated as: 

Outcome 

Grey 

Gree n 

Observed Value 
Oi. 

11 

289 

300 

and X
2 o.oos = 3.841. 

E>..1)2Cted Value 
Ei 

300 ( .05) =15 

300 ( . 9 5) ==285 

300 

(Oi - Ei) 

-4 

4 

(Oi - Ei) 2 

16 

16 

= 

14 6 

(Oi - Ei) 2/Ei 

1.0667 

.0561 

1.123 

The ~erived chi- square va lue does not fall beyond the criti

cal ~egion (3.841) and H
0 

cannot be rejected . The isoprobe 

r a ndom sample does n o t represent a significant departu ~e from 

the predicted values with a known population of 5 % grey 2nd 

95 % gree n . . This indicate s that the random samp l e obtained J.s 

d fcilr representat ion of the Mount Came l asse~J lage . 

The n e xt ste p wa s to d etermi.ne whether or not the 

proportion of Mayor I sland to Northland obsidian as identi-

fi ed by the isoprobe ana l ysis was significantly different 

fr o m those propo~tions assigne d by Best . The isoprobe ide nti

fications and those of Best are shown in Table 1 4. 

TADLr. 14 : CC:-1P/\..P.I8m~ OF MAYOR ISLAND/~,JGRTHLAND OBSIDIAN 

IDEr,J 1I'IFICP..'J:'I01'1S BY ISOPROBE A:'Ji.\LY.SIS .i'\UD AFTER 

BES7. (1 975:22-23) 

Ji .. nal ysis Method 
Green Obsidi5n Identification 

Mayor I sland Norl:hl.;md Sai"'7!ple Tota l 
---·--------- --- -----· - --- -·------

Isop:cobe 236 (81. 7% ) 

Gr-een coloi.rr/sp·:;cj_fic 9Ti3-Vj_t.y 295 (;)El. 3i~ ) 

53 (18 . 3';;1 

C: 
_; (l. S7?s ) 

289 

300 
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In this ins tance t he tested hypothesi s is slightly 

different as the r eal p opulation propo · · t k ·: . r~1 o ns are no · . nown ; 

the comparison involves two sample populcttions. In other 

words , i s the apparent tendency specious, due mainly to 

c han ce errors in sampling, or does a real difference in sam

ple proportions exist? 

The chi- s quare statistic in this case was c a lculated as : 

Ce ll Oi Ei (Oi-Ei) (Oi-Ei) 2 
(Oi·-Ei) 2 / Ei 

a 236 . 260 . 5 4 -2 4.5 4 602.21 2 . 311 

b 53 28.4 2 4 .54 60 2 .21 21 . 16 0 

C 29 5 2 70 . 4 24 .5 4 602.21 2.227 

d 5 29.6 -24.5 4 602.21 20.386 

---.. 

x' 4 6 . 0843 

Ei is calcula ted as: ( COL UMN TOT AL X RO\'l 'l'O'l'i\.J~) from Ta ble 12. 

( GRAND TCTAL ) 

Chi-square i s highly signif i cant in th i s iTi stance wi~h 

p < .0 01 , again ,;,;i t h 1 d egr ee of freedom . 'I'b.e H0 h y p o thesis 

that t here i s n o diffc r0nce beyond that fou~d betwee~ ra~dam 

sump.Les cv.n b e stron9ly r<2 j ected . T i1er2 is a stat i :-,ti.c&J.l:/ 

sign i f ica nt diffe r e nce beti-,'2en thos 2 r e: sults cbta i r1ed by i s o -

p robe analysis a nd t h e proport i o n s ass i s n e d b y Be s t . I t i s 

argued here o n the b aHis o f the p revi ous c h a pter t hat the i sa-

probe sampl e resul ts are an 2ccu.r2.te .1~epn?:se1Tl:2.t ion of t h':; 

Mount Came l obs i dian proportions . The t otal Mount Came l green 

obsidian component js n~st p r obab ly 1 8.3 ~ North l a n d and 81 . 7% 

Mayor Island instead o f Best ' s 1 . 67% a nd 98 . 3i split. 
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The overall obsidian p r opor tions of the Mount Camel 

assemblage as found by this analysis ( and allowinc; Best's 

5~ grey ide ntification to stand) are : 17.4% Northland, 77 .6% 

Mayor I s l and , and 5 % other (Hur uiki, Coromandel, etc.) . 

Regard ing the 11 grey obsidian pieces, it was judged 

appropriate to attempt further source definition beyord simp l e 

allocation to sources other than Mayor Island or Northland. 

For this reason , the 11 artefacts were r e - a n a ly zed for the 

standard 4000 sscond count time. The spectra were run through 

program SC REEN and the r e sult s obtained . As an example o f 

the standard output format cf the so~rcing progran1, the 

SOURCE.LST and OUTPUT.DAT fi l es are presented in Tables 15 

a nd 16. 

A po int well illustrated by Table 15 and discussed in 

Chapter Four, is the diff i culty which th e program has in 

separating some Oceanic and New Zedland sources based on the 

a~ta gene r ated by the sys t em . This is most app2rent at the 

3c l eve l, altho0g h Oceanic sources were not rejected by four 

spectra i n the 2c r 2nge. Combinations of Inl and and/or 

Coroma.nde l sources occur in seven spectra a::aJ_yse:::; as the 

only r eg i ons not rej ected at the 2o l evel. This probably doe s 

reflect the affinities of the obsidian s examine d. In 2 spec-

tra ( R820_8 7G and R820872), l ow barium v a_ 1ues -· wh i ch none the

les s are .siill an crder of magni.ture higher than f ound in 

e ither Mayor Island or Northland obs i d i an s - possibly ind i

c a t e a mor2 northern or i g in for the pieces in question. How

ever , as shown b y the source tab l e , the preseGt analysis pro 

cedu r e i s u nab l e t o determin e just h ow far north this might be; 

,· > •• _; • • • .... r' ; ,_ - ' ,.~ 
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TABLE 15: SOURCE . LST file after 4000 second 

F-·::;:;.:IJ::': 1;.:: Dl:.T analysis of Mount Camel grey obsidian. 
1,i · T l l[ ·· . JC, 1·1(~ l. !~ 1.'L L. , 
Ir!L •:rr: [1 ,. 

,'.4 I i HE. ::. f l~,J·t t:, LE\Jc.i_, 1_.nr ;1 .. < 1 i / .:£ .Jl 1~ T 
COR0f1ANDEL PEN IN., I NLAtJD, LOU!~ . ADMIRALTIES , P!TCAlRN I SLAND , 

R:?-20:::b :;; DAT 
AT THE ::: ::1 ,:,11;; LE'.I EL, 1: ,:,;JNOT F:E,JECT 
COROMANDEL F·EN !N., INL AND , 
AT THE :,: :, :J 1:,1114 LE VEL, ,::t, fJN OT RE,JE C T 
COROM AN[,EL PENIN . , I NU-,NL1, WE ST FE RGUS30N JS ., 

R·C• C, ()•=·/-.4 DAT 
AT THE 2 SI GMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
COROMAN DEL PENIN., BANKS ISLAND GROUP , 
AT THE '.:: ::: I t3MA LEVEL, C(; NNOT RE.JECT 
COR OMAN DE L PENIN . , lNLAN[t, BANK~: !SL.Af~D C<F:CII_IP, PITCAIR N I S LAND , 

R:::20:::65 DAT 
AT THE 2 SIGMA LEVEL, CANNOT RE .JECT 
COROMAtJ DEL PEN I N. , I NLA ~ID, 
AT THE 3 S IGMA LEVEL, CANN OT REJECT 
COROMANDEL F·EN IN. , I NL AND , 

R:::20:::i:,i:, DAT 
AT THE 2 :::IC,MA LEVEL, CANNOT RE,J ECT 
COROMANDEL. PENIN., INL AND , 
AT THE 3 SIGMA LEVEL, CANN OT REJECT 
COROMANDEL PEN IN., I NLAND, 

R820:::67 DAT 
AT THE 2 :::1 1,MA 
F ANAL ViLAND, 
AT THE :::: :::IGMA 
FANAL ISLAND, 

R:::20868 DAT 

LEVEL, CANNOT 
HURU I KI, 

LEVEL, CANNOT 
HURU!Kl, 

RE,IEC:T 

AT TH E 2 SIGMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
COROMANDEL PEN IN. , I NLAtJD, 
AT THE 3 S I GMA LEVEL, CANNOT RE.JECT 
GREAT BARRIER I S ., COROM AN DEL PE NIN ., 

R820869 DAT 
AT THE 2 :::IGMA LEVEL, CANNOT RE,lECT 

COROMANDEL PEN IN., INL AN D, 
AT THE 3 S I GMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
COROMAND EL PENIN . , I NLAND, 

R:::20870 DAT 
AT THE 2 SIGMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
COROMANDEL F·ENIN., INLAND, 
AT THE 3 :::IGMA LE VEL, CANNOT RE ,_IECT 
COROMANDEL PEN IN. , I NL AND, 

R820871 OAT 
AT THE 2 SIG MA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
CORO~lA NDEL PENIN., INLAND, 
AT THE ~ SIGMA LE VEL, CANNOT REJECT 
HURUil(J, GREAT BARRIER I S ., 

R820872 DAT 
AT THE 2 SIGMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
HURUIKI, GREAT BARRIER I S ., 

AT THE 3 SI GMA LEVEL, CANNOT REJECT 
HURUIKI, GREAT BARRIER I '.:: ., 
TALASEA, 

BAtlKS ISLAND C,ROUP, 

GREAT BARRIER I S ., 

GREAT BARRIER rs., 

I NLAND, 

l• ES T FER!JU'.:::::ON IS. , 

WEST FERGUSSON IS ., 

TALASEA, 

COROMANDEL eEN IN., 

INLAND, 

COROMAN DEL PENIN., 

TALASEA, 

KERM ADEC ISLANDS , TALASEA , 

BANKS ISL AND GR~JP , WEST FERGUSSON JS., 

INLAND, TALA'.::EA, 

LOU I S . ADMIRALTIES , TALAS EA, 

INL AND, LOU IS. ADMIRALTIES, 

· - --- - , -<>- ' •,, • • _.., } 



TABLE 16: OUTPUT.DAT file after 4000 second 

analysis of Mount Camel grey obsidian. 
FILE NAME SUPPLIEO= ••• OUTPUT DAT ••• 

820::::62 DAT 

. 295~:02 • 000000 .015101 .226510 • 2~•1':,78 6 • 11 07 :::::::: . 000000 
820:::::(::, 3 DAT 

• 0076::::4 . 141221 . 13·;1:::13 .068702 .29007(:, 5. :3'.:::9695 • (1(>(1(100 

820864 DAT 

.502203 .022026 .000000 • 0286::::4 • 000000 6. E:25991 .24(::,696 
820:365 DAT 

• 4.2::::581 . 157205 .082969 • 000000 1 ::, 1 004 6. 9:,,01:::1 • 45;.::!515 
820:366 DAT 

• ::::1::::653 143911 . 169742 . 173432 • 000000 c:,. :::::'.::76'.::B . 22::::782 
820867 DAT 

• ::::2::.::129 159E:(:,4 .017007 • 000000 • 02040 .:::: 2. 0918:0:7 .217(:,:::::7 
:320::::6:::: DAT 

• ::::78723 .051064 .019149 .031915 • 000000 5.'.;: 2 1271.:, 1:::::5106 
820:=:/:.,9 DAT 

.07575t: • 015152 .207071 • Oc:,81f:::2 • 005051 5. CJ":;•'":/'::•-:,4 . .219697 
820:::::70 DAT 

.0'.;:50!::E: • 216:0:74 • 000000 .02046 8 • 000000 6. 07(:,02'.:: • 2660:32 
820871 DAT 

• 02::.::33'.;: .093333 , 0 7 0000 · .000000 . 1 00000 4. ::::55000 • 000000 
820:::::72 DAT 

. 150000 • 082'.;:5~: • 000000 • 0','5588 194118 3.561765 • 0::::0::::::::2 

END OF FILE FOUND - END 
:::TOF' 

. • 44295 '.:: 

2 1 • 01041 6 

• 4·14097 1 7. l '.37056 

.467249 24 . ~-.5 ::::400 

2:::. o·;,1:..296 

1 ':i . :;:/.:,::::9()~5 

• 44(::,::;:(>9 

2·-=: . ,-:,,-:i".::/-, '":: 1 

20 .424049 

.066667 1 7. :::~,714:0: 

21. 012c::46 
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Talasea on New Brj.tain and Lou Island in the Admiralties are 

retained in the unre jected list. 

Given the present capab ilities o f the ana l ysis system 

i t would still be up to the archaeologist tc exc lude the 

Oceanic groups. The Melanes i a n sources may be considered 

far beyond any stretch of culture - histor ical c o n tact , as 

with th e Middle East sources discussed in Chapter One, but 

as t.he u n iverse of potentia.l source s grew:; smaller , th e just

i fication for rejecti ng them out of h and must also be 

reduced ( see \•Jard 19 7 7) . A subjective i n t.erpreta tion of t he 

data is that two of the grey pieces o r iginate d in either t he 

Great Barrier or Hurui}-:i reg i on and that the rernaicide 2:_- were 

derived from e i ther Inland or Cc·romandel sources . 

DISCUSS I OH 

n a ,1i ng r e --ordered the obsidian source o r ooortions of - ~ ~ 

the Moun t CamcJ_ assemblage, i t reraains t o discuss t.he imp Li. --

c a tions o f the f i ndings. A statistically signif i c3nt ch~nge 

in the proport i on of Northland o bs idi a n must be judged as 

moving in su2pc~t of Dav id son 's interpretation of t he site , 

1 t t , ' · · ' o ,..,., :::.t d. er·r·- '"' 'T'h.e g_r_ r->c.:.::1 t-.e· s .:..L. am. 0 1_1 ·_,, ;--:JU ne qu2s ·c:i.on remains ·c v<L,c, - - :, 1.. e"-. - - - - - '"" 

of obsidi a n was sti l l derived from Mayor Island, wh i ch i s at 

l east six times as fa r a.way f rom i·-1oun t Ca.mel 2..2 t he n ear est 

Northland.soilrc e . . Addit i onally, seventeen percent NorthJand 

obsidian is st.ill sl:or t of the t.h i .:~ty ·p;.:~r ce,oit i n tirno.ted earlier 

in the Chapter. 

Deta iled di scus f.'..d.0:1 of excha.nqe :necl1c1:r:.isrt1S and p .3.t te r Es 

i s beyon<3 the scope of the pr2s2nt thesi s - It will :r- em2. i n 
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for others to uti l i ze available equipment and determine on a 

broader scale the factors which influen c ed transfer of obsi-

dian in New Zeal~nd. 

·Nonetheless , a very real problem with the sourcing of 

lithic materiaJ.s is how t o inte r pre t the informa tion provided. 

Determinj.ng at what point the percen tage of one source type 

of obs idian becomes significant in relation to another is 

made more difficult in New Zea l and s i mp l y due to the number 

o f sources available. No al l e ncompass ing answers can be 

given, especia l ly when the i dentif i cat ion of a sing le fl ake 

from a given source ( a s for instance if Mayor Island obsidian 

were found on :Je: ;.-1 C.1.l edonia o:c Rarotonga ) ;:ni ght p rovide t he 

initial li.nk whereby archaeo l og i sts can investigate stro~ger 

ties. Cl c·a.rly, none of this i s poss i ble wit :-1out first bei1cg 

able t o acqu i re t he basic data. 

Cor,s .L de:c ir.g the s i.tr:: 0£ Mount Cana:; J, i £ c1.ddiLior,al 

analys is of the grey com90r:,:::nt cf the oLsidian a '.,sernblc•.c;e 

finds th2t a percentage has indeed bee n derived from the 

liuruiki rE:gL::,n , the ar<:;urnent for an awa.rec2.ss of t.h E.~ i>iorthland 

'Q ~ e 1 • . C Q. ".'\ r t- ,· r.:. r ; ·-.,~ ·t r1e l"' ~"er· J-_ ,,...::, 1· ,_, :nc.1 Cl..., I l uci N· or ·th 1 o.',, rl cort1. -u Y se,.~ur - }.' ..!.. !;c •• l~-.l._1 ~. i i -:-J • ·l a_y u. · - -

F.l.lready l~cr~ n done. 

'THE 2000 ~~:r:cc trn Ai:JJ\LYSif : J',::m:.i:TIONAL DIS CU;:> SION 

Subsequ:-::i1t t o t:.h e ana.J.ys3.s of th';:, Mou,i.t Came l obs.:.dian 

sa.ri:1ple , a.n F.d:.t2rn,?t was made to estab:Lis.!:1 a.n au'c.orna tic screen-

. , " ...,000 d 1 er 7, S'll 1D1-o1.1-'--l-l. l1A r_'.a.~_l _·_1 ed 111.g p roceciu.ci::: J:or ,~ - - f,econ _ a.;,,a. y s -,:; . .r. - - -
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COARSE was inserted into the ma i n program SCREEN in an 

effort to quantify the obvious visual differences which are 

a pparent between Northland a nd ~ I 1 ' 1 ayor s a n a spectr a in 2000 

and even 1 000 second counts. Using the data output from the 

Mount Camel materi a l, as well as tha t derived from 2000 

s econd analyses o f MQyor Island and North l a nd source s amples , 

d ata groups were calculated in the same fash i on a s for the 

r egular SCREEN parameters . 

The most obvi o u s r esult of this study was that as the 

c ount-time was reduced from 4000 to 2000 seconds , the smaller 

e l ement pea ks as well as the mid-Compton p eak bega n to d0mon

strate incre ased var i a t ion as determined by the presen t peak 

stripping procedure . In tha t c1.ll elem2nt peaks a re n onnal i zed 

against t he mid- Compton , the var i at ion of ~he l a r ge peaks as 

we l l as the small was ampl if i ed . A wide d e gree of over l ap 

was generated bet<.-,cen Mayor Is land and Ncrtli l anc1 sources by 

this d ata - far t e ,;ond what visual in.spection of the spectra 

cou ld justify . 

At 4000 s e conds t he system h ad n o difiicult y whatsoever 

in u niquely parti tioning each of these sources into ~utually 

e x c l usive groups , yet tbe ability largely dc~te riorated wi th 

2000 second ana l yses . As th e .source ch a racteri stics them-

s e lve s did not change, it appears that i t is the data extrac·

tion abi:\. ;i. ty of the analysis program which i.E. irwd,2qua. te . 

Th~ counting error i s undoubtedly increased , b~t t h i s would 

not exp l a in the wholly reduced discrimina tion of the prog ram 

b e tween thP two sources. 

Leach and Ma nly ( 1982 : 78 ) recogni z e that a rou tine system 
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of obsidian characterization cannot rely upon visual iden

tif i cation alone. As they note, the statemeut 0 1 can see 

from the shape of the spectrum of this artefact that it comes 

from Mayor Island'' is not acceptable as a means for the regu

lar allocation of artefacts. While it may be in fact true 

that spectra can be reliably i dentified by visual inspection , 

at least for some sources, the abil i ty to recognize the dis -

tinctive traits of particular obsidian spectra is not easily 

transferred to inexper i enced workers. A facility designed 

for the routine analysis of obsidian fr om a wide v~riety of 

sources must b R c a pable of reliably identifying obsidian 

source s in non-subj2ctj v e tenns. 

For this re a son, until such time as an i ~proved metho~ 

of sp2ct r um rec~uct.ion is incorpo r2 ted in to the isoprc;)e 

facility, the minimum count-time which can be justifiably 

employed for a 1! to ma ti c sample cha~acterization is 4000 

seconds. 

In summary, the analysis of the Mount Camel assemblage 

has provided some valuable inforrnaticr. 2bout ti12 isop:ccbe 

r,,; .., o 
.l 1! ...... 

proportion of Northland obsidian has been four:d to be signi

ficantly differe21t than previ ously ifidicated, to the support 

of Duvidson 1 s in t 3rpretation of the site. 

F~r~t2r, r0 s u~ts of an attempt to qu a ntify the data 

method of sp0ctrum r e du c tion is inadequate for the task. The 

d2termird_J:i.g p i?-a k csn t :ce s has be-2n e 1r.phasi zed recent: ly bv Cox 
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and Pollard (1981) and undoubtedly, a peak searching routine 

such as employed by Bird r;.t al , (1981) or McCalluI1.1 et: al. 

(1979) is required if a 2000 s e cond count time is to be 

instituted with the present system. 

The closing chapter wilJ. r e vi ew the programme of 

research and developme nt applied to the SEFA technique as a 

means for the characterization of obsidian. Evaluation of 

the technique's potential and recommenda tio11s for the irnpi:·ove·

ment of the system's capab ility will be made. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

EVALUATION 

At the end of Ch apte r One, t wo ma in research goa ls were 

i dent i fied as fundamenta l t o t he development of routine and 

reliable obsidi an characterizat i on in Pacific arch&eology . 

Subsequent chapters have at t emp t ed to develop an analysis 

techni.q11e which embod i es the research plans se t forth. 

Through the revi ew of previous work in t he fi e ld o i obsidian 

source c harac terizat i on, the essence of these problems which 

h ave seen numerous false - starts towards their solu t i on was 

defined . In r eviewing the findings of this thes i s, the answer 

as to whether o r not (o r to what degree) the study has 

succeeded in solving them will b e expressed . 

The fi rst goal identified , was to deve l op an obsidi an 

characterization method (which included Oceanic a s wel l a s 

New Zealand so u rces) t hat was as reliable as possible , and 

to explicitly r eveal what the strength s und weak~csses of 

the technique were. The se l ection of the SEFA method encom-

passed many cansi0erations , no t the l east of whi2h w~s it s 

ability t c det2rmine the pr2sence of high-·Z elements . Tha 

analysis Df barium, l anthanum and cerium in odd ition t o iro~, 

rubidj_um,--stront i um, yttriGm and zircon i GLl has provided data 

fer the un ambiguous separation o f Central and Eastern Pacific 

volc2nic gl 5sses f~crn their N2w Zea l 2~d countcr?arts . 

Di sc~imi~ation of cb~idians with i n New Ze3land is le~s 

successful between t he Inland, Corcmandcl , and G~eat Barrier 
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regions, although a cleaI separation of Mayor Island and 

Northland material has been achi'eve a·. Th' · 't 1c ·1· is in l se L wi ~ 

serve ~s a valuabl e tool for archaeologists, by enabling 

the accurate determination of Mayor Island obsidian propor

ti on s in l arge assemblages analyzed by the facility. The 

ability of the tEclrniq t.:.e to handle large numbers of arte 

facts has been demonstrated in the archaeological example of 

the Mount Came l assembl age . 

The characterization fra.me,rnrk i s based on the l og i cal 

concept of conjecture and refutation as described by Ward 

(1977) and Leach and Manly (1982) after the writings of Sir 

Karl Popper (J_ 9 6 ~:) . The system is explicit in its mode of 

potential source al location (through the inability to reject) 

and thereby clearly display s both its weaknesses a~d streng ths 

in the output which i s produced. Where only one source 

r emains unre j e ctec! fr om the re.f er e nce sou~:ce group , the archae

ologist may well take this to mean (and wiLh some justifica-

tion) that t he particular a rtefact in quest ion was c.erivsd 

from that source. It must be strongly emphasized , however, 

that while rejection o f all sources but one may be good evi-

dence of that particular source allocation being correct, it 

is not proof. It rema ins for the archaeolog i st tc accept that 

no other potential source (of similar composition) might 

act,_wlly be r 2 p:cesented by tl1e flake . .. . ~ -

screening procedure , t he a~choeologist nus t d e fir1e the e peci-

fie univers e of sourc2s which are b e ing cons i dered as poten-

tially having produced th e arte f ~ct . In the case o f two sources 

• 
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such as Talasea and Huruiki remaining u~reject e d after the 

analysis of an artefact excavated in Auckland Province, a 

problem for the archaeologist may not exist. Where the 

unrejected sources include Huruiki as well as Gre a t Barrier 

Island, Coromandel and Inland groups, the selective inter

pretation of data is not so easily made. Unde r present faci

lity c apabil i ties, application to problems which hinge upon 

the distinction of the l atter sources will be less useful, 

and supply little information beyond determination of which 

source groups are amongst those which may have produced the 

artefact. A TEFA addition to the isoprobe analysis unit will 

undoubtedly increase the r ejection capabi li ty of the system 

as a direct result of the broadened e l ementa l c ompar isons per

mitted. Thus , the pre sent facility h as lai.d the found ation 

of equipment for sample ana l ysis and data proces sing. With 

the augmentation of TEFA i t may well display a discrimination 

ability on the order of that presently achieved b y nuclear 

reac tor and accelerator facilities. In a very real sense, 

the system can only be i mproved. 

1'he sec cnd proble m identified by t his th•:::s is goes beyord 

a stateme nt of 'how well the s y stem works:. Specifying 

that th e t echnique to be develo2ed must not only be sophisti

cated en~ugh to cope with the characterization problem at 

hand, but must also be simple enough to use so that archaeolo-

gist s th6m se l ves can o p e rate the facil ity , presupposes that 

t he problem will p ermit s u ch a solu t ion. While the present 

rese a rch and pre~1 i uus studies indicate tha t en<.:-.:rgy-dispc~rsi VE'. 

XR.f (bo th SEFA and 'l'EFA) co.n supply the an:-.,wers to problems 
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of obsidian characterization, archaeologists should not feel 

that at last a 'black box' has been created which removes 

their own responsibility for the data generated. 

It is the belief of the author that although the process 

of artefact analysis has been largely simplified by the 

implementation of the isoprobe apparatus, its intention has 

not been to release the archaeologist from the need to under

stand just what it is being measured. No analytical system 

is totally without sources of error (both from equipment and 

operation). This is especially true when numerous variables 

such as sample thickness, texture, presentation within analy

sis region, a~d system c a libration all affect the reliability 

of th e analysis results. Unless the researcher is aware of 

what c an go wrong during the process of obsidian artefact 

source iden tification, he/she will have little basis for 

understJ.nding what is 'right' about the fina.l product. One 

of the purposes of this thesis therefore h a s been to explore 

the various problems to be considered during the analysis of 

artefactual material. If spuriou~-; resu1 ts are produced, some 

unJen.,tanding of the wh_y~ c,f their occur:r-ence may be gained 

by refererice to this work. 

A question not as yet dealt with, is the response of the 

characte~iz a tion program SCREEN (or SOLO) to the encounter 

of a specimen from an unknown source. It should be clear at 

thi s point that within the structure of the artefact alloca

tion system, there are two possible r esu lts, depending upon 

the composition of the unknown source . Either the general 

chemical r esemblance of the unknown will be unable to reject 
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other sources within the reference configuration (and its 

identity as an unknown will go undetected), or some parti

cular ~lemental abundance will permit the rejection of all 

known sources within the reference configuration and thereby 

mark it for the archaeologist as a peculiar specimen. Again, 

the archaeologist must understand the nature of the data 

which is being generated. If an unknown specimen is encoun

tered and total rejection of the source configuration occurs, 

personal inspection of the data can be made to identify the 

cause. An example of this situation was encountered during 

the process of the present research ~hen samples of a mate

rial tentative l y identified as 'Santa Cruz glass' were anal

yzed (see also, Duerden et al. 1980:450; Bird et al. 1981:38) 

·rhe spectrum is included at the end of Appendix A. 

Clearly, there is something 'wrong' about the nature of 

the spectrum obtainE,d from this material -~,hen compared to 

the other source groups examined. The huge elemental peaks 

(which, incidentally, occur at the energy of the mid-Compton 

and mid-Rayleigh peaks) approximate those of Sn, an effect 

which has already been noted in Chapter Four (pp. 

It is not possible for these peaks to be a scatter response, 

however, because of their disproportionate presence relative 

to the other e xcitation source peaks. They would appear in 

this case fo repre~ e nt huge quantities of tin. Further exam

ination of this material revealed that in fact it has a radio

activity far above the natural radiation produced from even 

those obsidians with relatively high uranium/thorium concen

trations (see Northland sources of Waiare and Pugnaere in 
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Table 3). The spectrum reJ·ects all re_ference sources upon 

examination by program SCREEN. 

Visual inspection of the 'glass' shows that it very 

closely resembles a slag produced from smelting operations. 

Such slag may have been employed as ship ballast, and it is 

possible that the r ecovered material has been derived from 

this type of 'source'. Were the analyst not prepared to 

inspect and question data, anomalous results such as these 

may be passed off as merely strange; possibly representing 

a rogue geological specimen. Analysts must be prepared to 

review the spectra, and the facility must be flexible enough 

to allow them to do so. The present isoprobe facility vi a 

program AMSPEC permits this form of interactive analysis to 

be made. 

In this sense, even if a particular assemblage is 

analyzed and allocated without difficulty, it is still advised 

that some form of detailed visual inspection of spectra be 

employed. The stated objective at the end of Chapter One 

to be able to "abandon ma tters of geoch~mistry and mathe

matics" must be viewed as referring t o thei:::- development for 

source characterization. This does not imply that one should 

remain unaware of their role in the progra~ne of research 

applied .. 

Thu$_, ' in r eview of the goa ls proposed .in this- thesis, 
,, 

the results c an be judged as having provided the basic frame

work for developme nt of a m8re fully comprehensive system. 

Even at its presen~ l evel, the facility wi ll enable archaeo

logists to deal with some of the basic problems associated 
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with understanding distribution of ob s idian in New Zealand. 

The large scale identification of Mayor Island obsidian in 

archaeological sites will enable accurate determination of 

its distribution and fin a lly, perhaps some understanding of 

its role in the culture of the people it represents. Central 

and Eastern Pacific sources as well have been characterized. 

The system's application to the problems of th~se sources' 

exploitation is awaited. 

RECO.MHENDATIONS 

Through the course of developirig the isoprobe analysis 

unit, two major r estr ictions to analysis efficiency were 

identified . . The first of thes e stems from the particular 

source strength being emp l oyed. As described in Cha pter 

Three, the 50 mCi americium source presently in use has a 

standard loading of 155.4 mCi/cm2. This is far below the 

saturation loading point, calculated as nearly 900 mCi/cm2 

(Anon . 1975:2): Increased source activity to approximately 

200 mCi (as employed by Cesareo et aZ . 1082) on the same 

') 

active diameter would provide a loading of 621 mCi/cm£, which 

is over 80% of the saturation level (op. cit.). The present 

source o n ly achieves 30% of this output. Greater activity 

will l a rgely reduce the count-time required, and thereby 

improve !~e isoprobe efficiency. 

'l'he secon6 recommendation f or the s ystem is an improve-

ment in the spectrum reduction process as identified in 

Chapter Five. Thi& will enable greater accuracy in data 

generation, and in all likelihood serve to reduce the total 
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system error currently encountered~ 

In conclusion, the research and development of a functional 

isoprobe facility for the characterization of New Zealand 

and Oceanic obsidians as performed in this thesis should 

supply the means whereby answers to culture-historical 

questions are forthcoming. The ero.placement of the system 

withi n the University of Otago Archaeornetry Laboratory ensures 

its ermanent application to archaeological problems~ 

The j ob of clearing the immense backlog of unsourced obsidian 

l . 't' . d t] +-can LJe ini-iate a _as~ . 

• 
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.ADDENDUM 

ANALYSIS OF TAHITIAN BASALTIC GLASS 

INTRODUCTION 

After the body of work for this thesis was completed, 

a small cobble of Tahitian basaltic glass (accession number 

. 2 
AN 837) was supplied to the Otago Archaeometry Laboratory. 

The specimen was collected from the Vaitepiha Valley on the 

Taiarapu Peninsula (see Map 4). In hand specimen the mate

rial is totally opaque , with a black, waxy sheen on freshly 

flaked surfaces. Comparison with Pitcairn Island and Puu 

Waawaa material has shown it to be indistinguish~ble in 

general macroscopic examination. The cobble (approxima te 

size: 14 x 7 x 6 cm) appeared roughly water rolled and 

coarsely--grained , grey /brown on its external surf ace. The 

vitreous internal matrix was exposed upon break ing the cobble 

apart. Irregular internal planes within the cobble caused 

it to fracture irregularly, but 4 x 5 x 3 crn fragments were 

r ecovered which are who lly vitreous. Flakes of reasonable 

quality were obta ined from thes e pieces. 

vlilliarns (1933) carried out a broad geological survey on 

Tahiti, including a detailed description of the Vaitepiha 

Valley. He identified basaltic glass or ''basc.tni tolids" (ibid .: 

37) fr om several locations throughout the island. Specifi-

cally, Williams notes, "among the dikes ou tside Papanoo 

----···-----

2. The author and the Otago Archaeometry Laboratory are 
indebted to Maeva Navarro of the De p a rtment de Archaeologie, 
Papeete, Tahiti for making this material available for 
analysis. 
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Valley, all but a few are dark grey or black, glassy, or 

very fine grained rocks devoid of any crystals" (ibid.:30). 

Also, there was found "near the southern shore of Lake 

Va.ihiria ... crags of black glassy lava ... " and further, 

"black glassy lavas which outcrop in Pirae Valley, about 4 

miles from the mouth" (ibid. :30, 37). In the bed of the 

Punaruu River there were found many boulders which "vary 

from coarsely ophi tic to glassy" (ibid. : 38) • 

Of the Vaitepiha Valley in particular, it was noted that 

"the tributaries of the Vaitepiha, the Vainia intersecting 

on the right bank and the Vaitia on the left, bring down none 

but volcanic detritus ... " (ibid. : 2 7) . Regarding the rock 

suite represented , Williams comments that 11 it is likely that 

all these rocks would be classed together in the field as 

g-lassy or aphyric basalts" (ibid.:30). As noted, the author 

has found little tha t would distinguish the particular exam

ple cf this material from that which has been obtained from 

the Pitcairn or Hawaiian sources; to which Williams perti-

nently comments, 

Manifestly 1 therefore the series is an "Atlantic 11 

one. It is indeed me. rely a part of a large 11 Atlantic 

province" that comprises most of the South Sea Islands, 

sharply disting,1ished from the circum-Pacif ic province 

of andesites and diorites 

(ibid.:41). 

It h as been indicated t o the author that some dark, 

glassy material i s being recovered from archaeological exca

vations proceeding-on the island, suggesting that this lithic 

resource was being e~ploited prehistorically (Seelenfreundpers. 
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't. --------,------"""T"""-------,---------,.------,---
CHANNEL NUMBER 100 200 300 400 500 

FIGURE 13: Typical spectrum of Tahitian basaltic glass. 

TABLE 17: Mean element values of Tahitian glass. 

N=5 MEAN VALUES FOR TAHITIAN BASALTIC GLASS 
----------------------------------------------------------------

Rb y Zr· Ba La C/R 
---- ------- ---------------------------------------------------

3.20 .03 1.72 .09 1.46 7.50 .93 2.17 13.82 
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corrun. 1983 ) ._ Clearly a test of this material was warranted 

by the isoprobe facility~ No Tahitian volcanic glass had 

been included within the reference source matrix! and indeed, 

to the authorls knowledge Tahitian glass has not been pre

viously identified as a potential source of artefaci-grade 

material. 

ANALYSIS 

Five pieces of the cobbl e were subjected to standard 

4000 second analyses in the isoprobe facility. The mean 

values gen e rated are shown in Tabl e 17. A typical spectrum 

of the Tahitian glas s is shown in Figure 13. 

Upon running the coll ected Tahitian spectra through 

program SCREEN, all were able to reject the entire ref8rence 

source group at both 2 an 3a. Primary di st inction from most 

other sources is due to the high Fe values. Th e se immediately 

reject all sources but Mayor Island, Tafahi, Mauna Kea and 

Cante rbury on the basis of that element alone; even at 3a. 

RubidiU.!11 as well is not r e ject•=1d from the se sources at the 

3a leve l, after the initi~l sc r eening on the basis of iron. 

' Nonetheless, even these sonrces are ea.sily rejected on the 

basis of the third element to be tested; stro,1tium. More

over, all cither volcanic glasses which are presently contained 

within the ~i.-eference matrix c an be sepaxatE:.d. from the Tahitian 

glass on the strontium value alone. 

DISCUSS ION 

'I'his analysis must be classifie d as an unqualifi ed suc

cess for the isoprobe facility in general, and the screening 

matrix in particular, in identifying the'unknown source~. 
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It also recalls the point made in Chapter One (p.4) on the 

importance of strontium as a geological indicator. Further, 

the need to continue surveys in potential source regions 

(pp. 5-6) has been well illustrated by this example. Work 

is presently underway to include the Tahitian glass in the 

reference source matrix, but additional samples of material 

from other localities on the island (as identified by 

Williams) are also reqGired to better delimit the range of 

chemical variation which might be present. 

The geographical location of Tahiti between the Cook 

Islands to the west, as well as the Marquesas to the north 

and the Pitca irn Group to the east, may well make the charac

teriz~tion of this s o urc e (and others which possibly exist) 

critical in understanding patterns of prehistoric comrnunic a 

tion. A basic problem still remains in identifying all 

possible sources and obtaining data on the mate rial by which 

to c ompare . The point can be made, however , that the facility 

with wh ich to ~ake these measurements is now in existence. 
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APPENDIX A 

TYPICAL SOURCE GROUP SPECTRA 

1. Northland 

2. Viayor Island 

3 . Fanal Island 

4 . Huruiki 

t:: Great Barrier Island ..., . 

6. Coromandel Peninsula 

7. Inland 

8. Raoanui 

9. Tafahi 

1 O. K2nr,adec s 

11. Lou Islar~d, Admiralties 

12. Puu waawaa , Hawaii 

13. t-iauna Kea, Hawaii 

14. Banks Island Group 

15. Talasea, New Britain 

16. Pitcairn I s land 

17. Fergusson Island, D 1 Entrecasteaux Group 

18. Canterbury pitchsto~e 

19. Otag6 1 Glass 1 

20. Santi - Cru z 'Glass' 
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1. 24~:963 
8'20::i t 1 DAT 

l.161 702 
:0.20 8 12 DAT 

1. 18 1675 
82<)3 1:3 DAT 

l. 0899:::5 
820:3 I 4 DAT 

• • 71 93:38 
8·~1)3 15 DAT 

t. 15536 1 
:;_::o ~: 1 l·, [lei T 

82(r3 17 o;;T 

1. t.1'}4993 
8~t'J~:18 Dt''IT 

. ( ,.: . .::·:) 1 (:., 

• 12 5 2 70 

.000000 

. 12.0221 

• 012·)~:·; 

• o~:'?867 

• l 1405'.;: 

.17416:3 

.05123'.;: 

. 0~722 1 

.000000 

• 2·.:- 11 ::,~:. 

• 11 ';°1 (1 13 

.039116 

• 129 1U3 

• l/:,711,l l 

Dl'.T ... 

• (>()(l(H) i) 

• t)u(ltY.10 

• O(>O(H)(l 

• 0 :3 41)/,6 .1 2417b 

• 004'.:::,:t, 

• 0541llJ . 17/:,2 /:.'.:, 

. oooc,oo 

.00(1000 

.000000 

. 05G: t 40 • 0 1.:./.:.445 

.(127972 .154720 

• (H) (1t)OO 

, (H)(l (l(!(I . 101 0:.::0 

• OOO(H) O 

.0..;,(l .;,3..;, .263209 

.oc,0000 

.(100 000 .099455 

.1154 43 

.000000 • 154:,1:A 

• 00 ~:~,11 .1 2 1277 

• l C 110/:, . 17 772.'.3 

. 0001) 0(! • 116 l I c, 

, (1(h)(i(H) 

• (>47\';9(:. 

199 

. 11 : ... · I , 1.;: . : . . t.1.' ,,·, , 

1. 23:'':, l 7 

1. 287257 . t 12~: 1 t • -~31 -·-~3 . 93';1525 17. 3';''?44 1 

• 159::4 t 1 /:, . f:..1:..,5/:.-:.:.7 

.21 7105 • :.;:·;1 ·:1 12~: 1. (l(,:::772 16 . /:,/;.9470 

l. 3?(;.!1:-0 • 07155:~: 17.1 19747 

• 5(J1)(1(1(l 

1. :;;·0:::-11,.~: 19 . f::(.:,1) 1:::"? 

1 . (;8047/:, . 407't07 . 70767 2 24 . 547297 

1. :::?~:'';°.'4 0 1. o o:;·E:54/:, 

1.018272 . 142027 18. 599 190 

1.650349 .1 075 17 . 428322 .. 994755 

1. 48i:,7c-2 .186354 1 . 49cS'4 5 l ';i . 4 72 103 

• 2741:.'? l • ~.(19259 1. 2469 1 4 

1. 074~:50 • 1160 13 .727545 

1. 48t~:::23 .055773 • 4774•,,5 19 . 09954:3 

1. 181 467 . 2277·?9 • 1~•21 6~2 20.379900 

.000000 • 34724 '? 1/:. .. 91:~:552 

. 9 1825(:, . 226158 .456403 19 . 5G:Tn9 

1. 1C::8073 • 17 7370 .574 15'7' 2\. 9935/.:.3 

1.632780 • 105809 l. 114108 1/:.. 7099 40 

1 • 7 •+8~··3 ,S .11 5957 .720213 1 . !:A .V,.:31 19. 5 ,~5638 

. 9 8 4:::02 

• 3730(>·l 

• 9:,1)068 .0476!9 • 5~:c)l, 1 2 .9047l:,2 

t. 71;:,'::,8(:.4 • :",1094 1 

1 • .;:~26 7 9 • l 7 l::·7:c, , J1.(H)670 1 ·~. 0::1:::c,.,: 

• ~,43'5 41 

.. ,. · """.: T ' .-.- ""· - .. ......,... .. ·-.::~(- _.c ,:. ·, • \_". .- .. ·- . .. ,,. · .~ • ··, ....,. • ~· · ·-i:?'S""'f':'~ ~-~ ' "; ;~:."f'c--r; .. .-.·--.!;P",.~ f" ·--· ":'1,.,. . .... ._:-J~-...-.:,, ,~,.:·=~~-.. -._ .... _·;~,~~·-:~>:::"'.'"'~·.·.· ... :.:..~ ~ .... 
·- ' ....... ,........_- r----·-'-'~' · t " ..... ..._~ .,,.. ·· ...... '.-- --" :~· ..... ~·:".'.,. .., ,·~·:./·r-~\ .. ~ .. ;, · .. -;....1.r"r.v.•.,,~ ·---'-... '""'"'"" . .... -.,.,.~ ... .:. .:,,-,. .. : ..... --. .-........... ..... ._ . ..:..._ ..• · 



• 1 •• : ~ ' -: ,-. ' 

:. : :, !' , . i 

I . :7:;:.,.7 :: 
t: :(J:·f·1.tJ [I ,-."\ T 

. 7/\?'c.126 
s:::(1;;:.:: 1 nr,r 

• 0,:: 1 '/:,: '.,: 
·::: .. :(.i : ::: ~: r1,~ r 

• : :()'.;:·.:> :~ ::: 
8}<):i:::; Dl~T 

~ ~.91:..'-l ::::~,:. 
:;:::::(12.~.; [ 1:", I 

1. ~::::(1 ¢..i)":, 

E:2t)3£5 DA I 

t. 15357 1 
820::\~I.:, [I f~ T 

. 9985·;;.7 
820327 DAT 

1. ;)2'2770 
821):;:4:3 Dfl T 

szo3,., Dr,T 

1 . .:::-::,0-; .. 09 
:::~1) '.;::;:1 DAT 

.858::,1:::? 

. 901!='.l_.';J 
8203'.;3 D:-\T 

. 5:38342 
~:2033,\ OAT 

l.0 14 199 
820:335 OAT 

1. 267552 
8203~:6 DAT 

1. ?';'1 77=,:=: 
820337 DAT 

• 739 1~:o 
820338 DAT 

, 8(:.'.;:48 1 
:3203:;"? DAT 

1.050769 
82:):3'+0 DAT 

1. 245:;:73 
8:20469 DAY 

. 837288 
R820~72 DAT 

. 9C,.;,/c,4 
820473 D~ T 

1. 139394 
R820~76 DAT 

. 39E:340 
820477 DAT 

. 501845 
:?,2(14 78 DAT 

1 .17:'.;:';i67 
8~;~04 79 014 T 

~ ,:,1:.,:;.:7 ~~ (1 
:32~HS0 DAT 

. 992806 
:::2,)•l-3 1 C•F,T 

1. 325 123 
8·::o4o2 or,T 

1. 30:::777 
~:20 -134 01'.\T 

1·;:. :.1 

• 00(>(>01) 

• (l ()(l(lt)(l 

. l ;:::5 1 l 

. 042857 

• 12/:./:..57 . 064;)/:.~ 

• o?:.-:;1·;1 • (H) t) (H)I) .. 

. ( H)(:l)C,(, 

• l 19C:Oi) 

. 15U)90 . 000001) 

. 065574 . 000000 

• 06'' <"''0 

• 0"?8/.:,72 .0151:::0 

• 0'?417(> . 0 00000 

. 1~:6519 .007679 

. 047692 

• 100:,:40 

• 000000 

• 12$'7'.30 

• 2 12 1::t • Ql)._"',Q(H) 

• 000000 • 00000* 

• 1 t 8l)'.::1 

. OOOO(H) 

• l l 1l(>/.:,3 

• 02t,':-'78 

. 10344~, • 007389 

. 2'.:: 15 19 . OOOO(H) 

. \. ·· ..:.·, ... \ .' ·1 ., . ~ - ·_. ,~ -

. l ; . ' ~ ( . I , -i,, ·, 7 .: l . :: . 

• l :,:·;'.::,,,,•_·. 

l, 200 1) t.,() 

. ! ::::':, l 1 

. (>(,(1(1(14'· 1 • :::r::i:, 1 : :1·, .1)4 (1/47 • ,,. -,~ ·· 1 -. 

1, lU,072 . ()(l (H)O(I . 405';:57 

1. (l 'i-'720 2 · ! . 219·140 

. 07495:;: 1. 47(15:,::,: 

. 227517 l, : :3 ,)201 • 4120C:1 

.. '=·~·.·.··o·., ~ l. ·., ., .. :, 1 ,_. •, 

. 1,,7:::: 1 • 5l 1'A7 

. 135514 • ci::: 11 ~;:,: . ~.(;5452 

. 291489 . 16 1202 • 7·?4 17 1 

. ouoooo • 4 l •}G:(17 1. 16024'.::: 

• 26<)'?11 1. 527514 • ';139279 

. 21)':,157 l. /\(11:::45 

. l 41:0739 • (l(l(H)(l() 

. 0·;1 12·~17 

• 133077 1. 092308 • 147t,92 . 5/\7692 1 . 0 1230:=: 

. 1::::52'?4 
. ,:94118 ,f37T:.:1 1 

. 271186 . !:,'22034 . 88 1:::5!;-

. 281081 2,070270 • (H)(l!)(l'.) . 5')27(r;! 1 .1 08 108 

t . 721212 
• 9.::.:;:.';.~:.~. 

• 024::'96 1. 3 19502 .1 47303 . :c:09 1:2'? 1. 2 199 17 

. l\37::1;8 1 .01.;7t,i) 

. o.:.s 11 6 
. 407025 

• 1/:,40:'; .. ?, 

1. 17':.·8~:.i t, . (H)0i)(l(l 

1. '/ 1'?2 12 
1. 1124 14 

• (J(l<),)(I* 
. oc~ l .')I.":• 1 . 50;.)()1)0 

0F FI LE F•::1 )t-JI) - Et-:[I 
· .. i l ;,:· 

•• .,}-: •.,~ ' •·~ : • •<•. -.., .,._ ;....~·· -• - • ·••• .. ~-" ~,· •·• . • :~,; · _, .... 7 •• ..;,.- -:~,-'-r• --,, r •-• •.,·,-..-.: ,..··-•··· - ·. _,,..._. .. _,,.,,.._ .. _,. _ _,,. . _ _., .,__._~ •-. • ·-- •·,..,..,.,_,.- .~ , · .. . ~· · 

200 
i '·' • :.· J ·:. ;.7 

17 . 174',',!7 

17 . .... . _ .. ;, ,.: ..... 

11: .. 7 1 i ' S':/1 

17 . ~,0195 7 

15. ·147r::07 

20 . 182::::7 7 

15 . A/\4l2>j 

17 , c,c,,: .. :,07 

if:. 70:227 1 

2(1 , :37 i:,984 

21 . 456~·70 

17 . 1:;:7:::!(l 

17 . 975073 

17 . 779219 

18 , 1(,:?.264 

20 . '.;!46:)54 

16 . 40(;.63'~ 

:22.644230 

2C> . 146757 

2 1. t 7l,630 

1 / • I)/~·:::.':,, ·t 

.~ ·-··· . 



rIL[ iJAME ::C,UPPL!ED~ ••• FNJ(; L 

. 357,~..::.4 
8~/. l •~ : DAT 

. ?- I 178 7 
8~-:(; 4/: ;~ [l ~ T 

. OOCOCH) 
;:::;i:., .;c, ;. D:'i T 

. 337~:02 
8204•;4 DAT 

.'.32~::60 
:3204(:, 5 DAT 

. 23964~1 
~;;:2t)4 ,~-S DA f 

. ':.05344 
8:204/:.7 DAT 

• :'140::·::: 
820·;1.:..8 DAT 

. 'J00(11)0 

. 269504 

. (l(l()(h)() 

• 0'5"1 18()'.::: 

:]JD iJi" FI LE FGUNO - ENO 
STOP 

GRTBAR OAT 

DAT • • • 

. (H)() (}(H) 

. o::?.477'5 

. 11 ( ,'.?~:4 

• 0 0(!(11)(1 

FI LF. t:;.ME :c:UPF'UE.D= ..• GRTBAR OAT ••• 

8201'?'1 DfiT 

. .360825 
82<H35 DAT 

. 475 177 
:32043'. OAT 

• 700521 
820437 DAT 

8204~:3 DA f 

. 171875 
8'2043;' DAT 

.049479 
R82(1:3S9 DAT 

, !5fr71.:.2 
B.:.-088~· DAT 

.1 8875~, 
8'20 :,:·;>, · DAT 

. 5~0'?(J9 
820891 DAT 

. ~(1521.;.3 
8~08'?:.:'. OAT 

•sA~.c.9 
8::0(~ ·; ~ - D~T 

• i:397()1:, 
8';:(>8·~4 DAT 

.1 62996 

• 160530 

• 15f:.02:3 

. 071~:75 

.31 2500 

.000000 

. :3(11'.£05 

• 07 2 4(.4 

, I 18Y43 

ENc, Oi' FI LE Ft.11.'tlO - END 

.000000 

• O(H)OOO 

. 067708 

.00(1000 

.o~:9 (162 

• ()()('10(11) 

• 1)(1(1(11)1) 

, (l (.H)c)(I{) 

, (l(l(i(J(II) 

• fJ(H)O(t(I 

• 01)()(1(10 

201 

. 1 :": ll(l ::,':?:: . ! '.::7:: ::7 

. (lt):)i)(l !"- . :::.:':,7~ ! 4 

, fl(10 (H)(i 

• 150 794 • 299(;,1)3 . 'l-~8571 

. 15917() .. ··,7.,.--. 17 

. 0 11 450 

..:.. .L. t41~. / ·;"1(• 

• :)00(1(11) 

.0'.:.:7555 .000000 2 . 401325 . 00000(' • 32547':' 1':' . 54115:3 

. 000000 2 . /:,7 19:"=:6 . 205674 

.07421 9 . 151042 2 . 819010 . 276042 23. 727119 

• ()(H)Oi)* 2. 727';,79 • 40025S' 19 . (>2076\ 

. 175000 2 . 978125 . 4 4'.;:751) 20 . 29,;;·595 

• 00000l' .1 01562 4. 541t,67 .197917 21. ~,55172 

::: . 1473:::1 

• (H)(J(•O 1$- .::: . . 12-t)'::i:-".2 17. :-::191 ·;15 

• (") 1l5 -15 

• 27!:,316 2.,l~'14 '! 1 • 18 ~:' l I • \ llS, 123 21 . 9 5 9257 

• O(;(t(h)* 
13.752403 

. 1 t 9 4t:5 . 00000(> • (;01)0(;1,,.) 

.. 1·:.- -=• °"1 -:, ::· i?. 3~2 1(16 



. ';!(11"~6 45 
!;:2<);.:~; S Dr~ T 

.2'? 7568 
:,:2•) 287 O;-H 

:::20288 OAT 

.3291 ·? 3 
:;:202 ·;- 1 DAT 

~ 2 '31;,7') 7 
:?,2('27L DAT 

. :;;495::::0 
;~:7:0 2r;3 D~l T 

. 1,17 :36 1 
:,::~o::: ·:,4 (I i', T 

, ,:,17112 
8 2 C>2r., 7 CAT 

. 241":79 
:3202C5 DA-r 

.099 485 
:3202% DAT 

. 2:'::9474 
:3203 1i4 DAT 

. ~:65'?22 
82•)345 DAT 

.102 1 38 
820:390 DAT 

, 121302 
8 203'.?1 DAT 

.10!:,267 
:.::2 0392 OAT 

• 0001)00 
:?.20393 DAT 

. 000000 
8'203"6 DAT 

, 03~=61 3 
8203'?7 DAT 

. 292~-;17 
8203S'8 DAT 

. 1~:529 4 
:?.20:?'? 9 [;AT 

--~'4' .-, -~·J·-' ,.:, ; 
820d00 Di'IT 

.&!:,78~:2 
8 2040 1 DAT 

. 19:::548 
'?.204(12 DAT 

.31 7 ~-57 
i;:::2t)·h.' 3 D:,T 

, I .,e ;." -, 
:;::::O•-l·,.1 4 Df'iT 

;06 0000 
f :20•h)S DAT 

• 31 /, l :,9 
::;:..::O•h\ ~. 0?\ T 

• 2317 3 1:, 
::: :;:1) 41..17 D~T 

• 0 ';1 1559 

• 0 3 5770 

.045031 

. 120954 

. 0 9 1)909 

. 01:,5954 

.2!66<).c. 

.106 207 

. 24912::: 

.120112 

• 1!:,8646 

.097K:3 

.130790 

.00000* 

. 0282&1 

.039216 

.146259 

. 07352 9 

.000000 

.00 0000 

• ,)&071 4 

.1779 45 

• (18 70~i7 

• 08679 2 

• 100:::~.:3 

. 192(1,~.:3 • 1.52411 

.02.::2·;, :;: 

. 212095 , 12(·.<)&5 

• 1711c,:;,o 

. 2 2 74 : :7 . 11 4 -'.>:: 1 

.09 1<B4 .093 10~: 

.01029 2 • 114(},~.~. 

.20l:,140 . 0 42 1c):, 

.143 156 • 011872 

.1 40 1 43 , 0(H)000 

. 096 154 .000000 

• 09673 0 

.076547 • ()(l (l (u){) 

. oo::,·261 .01 :::043 

.135854 

.10:3742 . 000 000 

.201471 .os 52·;,4 

.1015.,.2 

. 0 822 ~,8 . c,ocooo 

• 133';'29 . 02321 -4 

. C, 00000 

. 105000 • Ol:: l f:..t .7 

• L37 (>9 7 • 0 / 41 ;' 4 

. Ob79::'5 

202 

• !)t; , 1 ·2:~· l 

. 2 7 :::t.:,:9 

~ 0(,00(l(l 1:1 . 005,-:,1;.o 

• (11:.37 ,~,4 

• Oc.4441 20 . ';16 3095 

20 . 10((::74 

• t)( ,(l(H)O 4. 'l8(1 C.. 0 7 • (;(Jf)(J(l(l 18. 4006c:? 

. •)()(: ( ii)(! . 101<:-04 

(; .. 10·::1::(i.:':, 

.095 172 5. 0 7 7241 • 0(H) (;00 . 2 441""'' 

. (1:::9 19 4 . 17()66'? . ·:st:...:::t o7 

. 129:325 3. 706 14(> . :26842 1 14, ·?S,4&94 

.1159 2 2 . 202:014 1~:. ~:4(;,7 27 

. 104 51'..:: 4. 110451 , 0 3 (>:,:7';, . ::49406 1'='· 572(;:?,;, 

.0295 8 6 3. 729 2'?0 . 000000 • (l(J(l(I()* 

. 1!:,/:,2 13 4 . 4 15 ~.:31 • 1(11):,":;17 . ~:l;,23 9::: 

. 1::,02·;,3 .420195 

.041:;:04 ~: . ~:989 1 :;: . 17 :)l;.~,2 

• 1·;,r:,::,s o • (J(J(; ( )(l(I . 042017 1·? . 6 11 113 

. 14~-259 4. 92 1769 • t l:. ~565 . 64(:,259 22 . 092743 

.1 47059 4 . 47:,Cu)O . 0(;00(;(~ 

.058 594 5.269 531 .000<.>00 • ::0,0::,1 17. 041~02 

.2132 :::7 4. c,::::,,4& 1 .346 154 

. C( iOCOO . (1~.7 7 42 

1 ·~1
• 0t.:.::5 '17 

• (1 ()()C (i-;1 3. :',5 13 7 ::: 

• l :=-:(• ( 'l(H) 4. 80/:..,':.,l,/_-. • ~:';;_6 6 1,.7 

22. I ~:~:,41 



• (1 f"\ 1, 11·1(1!_I 

:-: :·(> •1• :, .. :: LI .-;. T 

• t 4:.:'370 
8-.;: (1,f (y') DAT 

• 1~:·~C:(1•l 
s .2,:, ,110 DAT 

~ 20:::7(14 
:,:.204! 1 D!H 

• ,:,7 .... 3:, .;., 
:::::::0412 [1i'\T 

• :';:14:::56 
:,:2041 '.?, DAT 

.116477 
820414 DAT 

.07L:254 
8204 15 Dr~T 

. 000000 
8204 16 DAT 

.141:327 
820417 DAT 

. 000000 
~.2 <)41:,: DAT 

. ::::o:::98'? 
:320·\19 DAT 

.3:';:3333 
820385 DAT 

.051 643 
820::::86 DAT 

• 204489 
820387 DAT 

.. 194690 
820379 DAT 

.29054 1 
8203:::0 DAT 

• 211;,5,~,(J 
s··,03·::,1 DAT 

. 06~1054 
:.::io:;,:::2 DAT 

. 050992 
82Q:;::?,3 DAT 

• 098~·~11 
8203:34 DAT 

.257511 
820420 DAT 

• 2:;:5437 
820•,2 1 DAT 

• 1032&! 
:320422 DAT 

• 127796 
:320 1t23 DAT 

• 132716 
8'20505 DAT 

.504273 
820495 OAT 

• 272727 
:,:2(;51)t. DAT 

. :: '., ! :;. \ ::: . 

.071023 

.1:?.2 08 1 

• 1370 1 ''' 

• 00::::175 

. 2 159(.-..2 

. 005900 

. 000000 

. 054140 

• l ~:4143 

• 00()(1(;!) 

• 121739 

• 16::::090 

. 089(:.74 

• 1975::C:1 

. 15 0 997 

ENO OF FI LE FOUND - E~ID 
~:TOF· 

• 0'-1S-5t)5 . 0 3 7t :.:9 

.00 (1 (1(10 • (l(l ( )(lt) ·j, 

• 1):23121 

• 01::::'?2i • ( h)(H)O (J 

. 14127 0 

• (l()(;(l (li) 

• (l(l(H)()I) • (l(H)OO* 

.1 04720 . 000000 

.057432 • (l(l(J(l(JI) 

.050955 • (l~:1210 

.1 ::::5550 • (I'.;: 191:/:' 

• 1(H)5t.7 .1 35'i'Tl 

• 1318f:4 

.1 ::,771:-7 .0'l0 04';' 

.084239 

.1 77469 

• (H)'';•'? 7 2 

• 252·+27 

4 . ~.~-. ! -. L ·_· 

• (1 .!l ·/ 1)~.1 

:::: . ';' ~~. 'i :~: .! ':J 1 ·; • (:.C.l'; I l '/ /:;, 

• (ii) ( H) (1 ( l • 11 1:..l:J.l 

• (!(i()(ll)I} ' 1.1 5()-:;";/0 • 21(,3':-'6 

• 1(111 56 

16.J47179 

::: .15l:.2~() • (H)(l(h)(I 1 :=:: . 5441;..(i(l 

, (l(H)()( H) . 1 ::o:, 1 ·;· 

• (l(,(l C~)l.l • t)::: 1 .1, .. ~.1 1,, . . 747 c-74 

• C>47r'.:.19 • 4:::5714 

• 145':,40 • 12441::C: 16. 48770:< 

4 . 4014'?6 • (l/.:,11)';·7 

• ()(1(10(1 * :, . 081121 • (J(H)(li)(J 

• 0 60:;:11 5. 8~u'.:-419 . 074324 20 . ~:41797 

.251592 • 1s2::::6l-.. • 210191 lb. 46 109,;. 

4 . 516624 . 000000 

• 101·,~:'.;: 4. 7(;,21)40 • 1147~: 1 21 • 8 ::::?,461 

4. 9231E:~: 

. 047210 4.881974 .()00000 . (125751 24.86E•055 

. 046 11 7 4. 104~,.~.'? . 000000 • 434461;. 21. 68E:211 

.0570(:,5 4.62'}076 • (l(H)(H)O 

4. '."440·,, () .OOOOOv .1c..-n44 16. 56800 1 

. 0 40123 . 0000(;<) • 21913(;, 18. 847015 

• (fi4(l 7 '1 1 ~:. 7 2058~5 

-;- . 281::~:o .1420L;5 1 7 • 165:"~~.5 

. ()1)0000 • 36~,/.:.96 20 . 51):',2 :';": 1 



• :: 11 - ·=' 1 
::;·;: (1:"~48 Ct r-Yr 

. i tpi ·_·.~ ,.2 
.::-~u?~ ;, c1.~ r · 

• 704 .:\;:il 
,:::·:~0 .?7=) DA T 

• 1~.4~~:1,. 
82(1; :.1 [, i~T 

• 20c-3 14 
820'.;.52 DH T 

• (J 1)0()(>(1 

:::20 :j:::~ [, 14 r 

, 152(H)(l 

:'::2035•l [I f.'.; T 

• 17:, ,·;, 1 ~: 
:::20;·55 o;;r 

. o::::;: .. ~. 54 
::.:.~o·; :·.·;. e . ..:; T 

• ~::::1 ::::::o 
:,:2~> '.: 57 [ ;,.; T 

.444840 
8 2(1~.53 DA f 

, 11 l,(1(>() 

820 '.:.59 DA·: 

. 50:~: ~ 52 

.1037·n 
:?. :::o; .;,3 DA T 

• 289?(:,3 
:3"20:2:.;.<:, D:-'; T 

. 291~.()7.?, 
:c.:20::·c,7 Di\ T 

.3:'::6973 
:3203-S8 DAT 

.2195 12 
82(1:; .:,.9 D1~T 

. 4515(15 
8:20..37 0 [•HT 

.:::74622 
82037 1 DAT 

. 00(1t) OO 
,::,c(>,, . 2 DA T 

. ~S'3210 
:320373 DA T 

. 4 ~:1;.:::42 
8::o:37 4 D(4 T 

.0573(17 
~: ·:::<~ .: - s [1 .r, T 

. 2301'::.I:, 
8\.'::0:3 7,'.:> D~ T 

. 070<:-5~ 
:::20.:-77 D/.;T 

• ::'.0/\3:27 
820.,78 DA T 

. 11111 l 
820~,.)(1 ur-1 r 

• C> :C: '5 } 14 

• 152(100 

• (l•;; .\ (.:,:7 

• 1 l .(>(><)(J 

• 19047l, 

• 15?494 

.222222 

.. 4 10569 

.49546[:: 

.0392 1/:. 

• Oc.4~:1 ::, 

. 2 82895 

• OOC(F)(I 

i: l':D ,)F f- ·: 1_F. !="•) IJ~I[• - [;,t[j 

I:. 

• (1 (1~::_·.(,'_·. 

. 1.15 ::: t 1 1 • I •· • .' ·,1 .. ·,) 

• IJt) (lU•.H., • i,)1.ll):;,_1, ; 

. 04 4077 • 11 57•)2 

. 15,;.(100 • 1 8 ~l(;(,(1 

. () ()(;.')(,(, 

. 1:2( ,:;:.;::, 

• 21 l,(h) (I • 1000 (1() 

• (j(:(l(l(H) 

• 101c,:::1 . :- ,;.()3 17 

. 055,;.9,;. • 1741.:,84 

• ()(i(u)OO 

• (;51 :;:(;.( 1 

• 0114·;,4 • 141762 

• 1027 i-;, • 229!,.07 

• 1)(11.)()(lt) . 27i77", 

• () (~(1 ()()(1 

.0!:..2SOO . '32f:.3 1b 

• 18 4~,71) . 0.2:1519 

.1 00.-11 ::: • () •1 ~ 8 -1 i 

• 15·;~.(1·=-, 

• 172':1 ! '/ . ~- -_.,.' ' • ( 1~:'J '··,(·,; I 

2 0 4 

,: . ,:, ·: ::·,,·. 7 • l :·(.).',, ~ ..,. • ..:_ •.' : • . I •• :~: t "? . ;:· !'t. '•! ·17 

·.: . '. _,, : : . '7 

, (1 :..~~ I:,.';: l 

:: . :~ i ._::.:, / l ..:. .1. ~1~.::_, ., :.., 

1 (, . (l64~, '~· r:: 

~'. . 712 12 ! . 11':J,:,,.::, 5 25 . 94241.:,1 

:::. o·:;·:::cic,o , 1 (l4(H)(l , 21 (,!)(H) 17 . 800'l:::o 

• ·17'.5155 

"· c,7.,·:::: 27 • 4/. 1':,:, ::,: 1:3 . 21..::,2777 

;:.1,.::: 145[ • _:. .; .:::, l !U 

. 101i000 27, 5:::(l:~1·;, 

2 . '? 11 [.:,:5 .07 2011 

:,:, 11 42:::l, :21 . T:,:,:~:~:3 

2 . 1'?240'.::, • 27(>f:f:l. 2 1. 5~:5521 

2. t.4121"4 . 2f.S517 

2. ~.o•;.101.:..:;: • 0:2 ::: /(l l 

3. 459770 . 2 .::1:::56 

.1:,4,:.:::, 4 1 1s. 111c,40 

2. 9(.;, 1538 .209(130 

• 41.,2236 2·) . :::,2 147 1 

2:.;:. 4077t-.8 

.37 <'.:,5/\3 

2 . :: 4/,-;, ·:, 1 . 2 1776'5 • 4(ll,:::77 ::--o. J;.5~:l;, "22 

• 15{-. ';:C, 4 20. 31/\9 19 

2 1. 4•;,99;•3 

. 0 1'i 'l23 • 12(1 1 ':' :-! 

• 2 •.t. 1 (.l_ .. 7 . /:., (, : :.:::.;:~_: 



FILE NAME SUF·r-t.! Ec•~ • •• C,:;R(Jt·h~N D(;T .•• 

8~0 1'? 8 DAT 

. ::::;·71/:, 17 
3'2(i l ':'7 DAT 

:,:20200 DAT 

• 3 1·?04,:: 
~:20201 DAT 

• 2042'.;:,::. 
820202 DAT 

. 451~,54 
~:2011:::2 DAT 

. 45531 ·;· 
:,:2<H47 DAT 

. 614493 
:.::·2(14 .;.::; [ u~ T 

. 1-;irr:::0 1 
:,: ;,0411·~ Df.,T 

. OP4t,0 
8 2 045 0 DAT 

. 4,,,4~:4:,: 
:,:20454 flAT 

• :::604/:.5 
820456 DAT 

• 35'?195 
:320457 DAT 

. 1:::4409 
82045:3 DAT 

. 325424 
820424 DAT 

.26 1658 
8201\26 DAT 

• 41 ~:685 
8:20425 DAT 

• 4742 .~5 
821)427 DAT 

• 36·?5(> 1 
~,:.::0112:3 DAT 

.1 86:::t::: 
82 0~-51 DA"r 

• 1(:, . .:, ..:,2.;, 

820452 DAT 

. 20735:3 
820453 DAT 

. 25t:065 
8 2 043 1 DAT 

• OO(l(JJ)(l 

820429 DAT 

.641221 
8 ·20~30 DAT 

. 2%(,37 

• 1 15714 

. ('71329 

. 141270 

• 217<::52 

• 1 l :YJ43 

. 0515:37 

• (JJ) C)(l(l(l 

.232558 

.017241 

• 1290::::2 

.01 3559 

.000000 

.1 21107 

• 0257:::5 

• 131'>'65 

. 137:363 

.017065 

. 2C,7559 

• 0117::,0 

. 2 2 2222· 

. (11)0000 

END OF F ILE FOUND - END 
E:TOF' 

. G,:10000 

• Ot.:;:::::::o 

. (l','(J(:.74 

. 059524 

• 0194!::l 

.1 4341 1 

.076613 

• (JJ)OOOO 

. 00000• 

• 2664:C:6 

.117647 

.1 55425 

• 1,~,6209 

• (1·?2150 

• 1:=:(l!:,()2 

.000000 

. 240458 

. 071749 

• (J78571 

.073374 

• (JJ)724lo 

.Ot-277 1 

.000000 

. 00(lf)00 

. 04067;:: 

• 11 245 7 

• 0117:;:o 

.1 41484 

• (l(J(,(l!)(J 

• 17056'? 

. 00(1(l0"V 

• OO(H)(l(l 

• 0 0 00(•0 

205 

·_ ... : ..... ~. ~.~· .. 1 :::: • 1 ' ':.:, ·_· ,:.:~: 

4 • ::: 1 71 •13 . ,,,07 ! ·1'.:: 

• (l(,1.1()(1* 5 . ·:! 1(1-1 ·:,1:, 

. 2 095 24 • OOO(JJ)O 17 . 56741;. 1 

.(1000()(1 .0'2950 1 • 1 11:-490 2 0 . 24(:.6/:,8 

• OO(H)(i(; 25. 1,)! 12 2 

. 000()1)0 

. 2 <)7:2'.',4 • 4 11(14' 4 

. 14:2857 .400794 

7 . ::;:52:::1,1- . 10:::225 . 199 1'.::4 

• 0(l(l(H) ~ ~·.914729 • 0(,(lQ(l:) 19 . 79729 7 

:::: . 9 ~(1';177 . 1:,.2,171 20 . 017242 

. 04:::011 . 000000 • 217742 20 .57142::: 

.2372t:::: 4.::,10170 .-00000 0 15. 5402'.;:0 

• 0(!!)00* 4 . 6437:;::;: . 1437:32 .31 60(:.2 19. 022:2:()6 

• 124567 5 . 4013:,:4 .03 1\t,02 13. ::::·;14547 

.000000 1:?. . :::542'.:·2 

. :::07918 4.762464 22 . !~:7066 

4. 534~0::tll) • ~·c;2242 . 4807109 

. 28~:27(-.. . 2627'7'9 ! 'i·.31020 2 

• 143t:1 3 . 000000 2 1. 2::::::25 1 

. 01 7 ~1 ';15 . ?/.:..0997 1~·- ~,03375 

• (l(l(H)\)'W" • l)(H)t)(i(J • ? •.•I·"'.•/.,".• 

• 4(H) /'.;. '.;, 

. 0 9 4 17 1) • 0717•]•;, ~0.5651 2 5 



- · · ~· •• j• :. -· 

:::2(•2 13 [IAT 

1 . (H>OOOO 
:, 2,i2 : 4 DAT 

1, 2:::745 7 
r:::0:2 1~::; Di'~T 

1 . 4·:,7 ;;:·;.,·o 

:~202 16 DAT 

1 . 4~:::::":: 15 
82(•2 17 DAT 

1. 286·;,95 
82fJ21:3 DAT 

. ::: .;.3544 
8202 1 ',1 DAT 

1 . 789 5 1~.::: 
820 220 DAT 

• (J(i(}1)(ll.l 

• O(H)O( >O 

. 0 7 128~: 

• (ll)(ll)(H) 

. oocooo 

Erl:! OF FILE F' OUNO - END 

FiLE NAME S:UP F'L!ED = , , . LOUIS 

820259 DAT 

• 41 2~:::::7 
:320260 DAT 

820236 DAT 

.51-='3050 
8:0237 DAT 

• 752 273 
820238 DAT 

• t ~,9944 
820 5 0 1 DAT 

.42 1405 
S::'.0502 OAT 

. 17 9 4 1) .2 

:320503 DAT 

• 44,,,271,. 

.11 7 6 47 

. 25:30/:,5 

• 0704~~ . 

. 14742 7 

• 1 42:::57 

. t 5 8 0 4 !;, 

END OF F I LE F OUND - END 
$ TOF· 

. t ::·.4 1 (l':i 

, l ::);:: I '.:, :,: . ()57(')1 

. 1.,.4~. : .::: 

. 154709 

. ooooco 

. 11)43 17 

. 0'15(:.Ll.';) . OOOCOO 

DAT •• • 

• 08~5::::47 • <) l 1, :;::29 

, 160504 

. 0 ';161) 4 1 

. 0568 18 • (l (H)(l0 t) 

. 097357 

.030 100 • ()(H)0('0 

.2{:.57 8 1 • 22:L5 ·;'· 1 

206 

\ • 1.' ) } I : :'. , ;~. 

• (11)(11)(: (1 • (1.~::1(>! 

. i 7.:· :::70 . ::: 1n·i70 

• ()(H) (,O* . 1905 ~:3 . 10 089 7 20 . 1360 1 l 

. ! 5 0 7 1~: 2. ~.050~-·2 • (H)(l(i (l(J . 10794::: 

. 07 1'?"2 • (H)/') ()()() 16 . 7 1 ::285 

• 1611 , 1:,: • OO(>OC>O 

4 . 4%'2 14 • ! U~:;-740 . 52:::70 1 .-,.-, _ 4-=;5~: ·=··:, 

. ,S(l8 403 4 . 4 1 :;~6 1)5 . 02 4370 • ::: 4117(:. 16 . 7E:5 1S' f:: 

. 45894 4 4 . :::42 3 7 6 . 0227 2 7 . 6422 2 ';' 18 , 3 ·•7677 

. 5 ~,00(HJ . 0 :?,295 5 , 47','54 5 2 1. 02079 4 

. 27677 2 1 ~: . 7 5 :::865 

• rn7 29 1 4 . 2 19,)64 .351171 l ~: . 122406 

. 5 2 15'?15 . 0 00000 , 44 1t:6(l 

4 , <)l f:f:..79 . :::06 1) 3 /j. 2 5 . 6 5 9752 

-,- ~·- ·~· .... ·-~-""'"::~ :;\!'~~ ·: .. "1 -":!':".;_,;tr'ry-~ -::-:,,..;:-!"11""-- ·'"'_'_ . ..,,. .. ., .. __.. - ..... . ,. , ·~ z,.,r,.. , .,.. .. •- v. --- - · .... r. ,..,r ..... . . ~-.. , .. r . ...,. .. . ~ ,.....,., . .. to<-~n:,r:r " •""F>~ .'7-" ' '· _ ,,....,......... - · ~ ... ~ · ···- ·. ,. . _ •. 

--~'"""'"~"~"":;:,~,,f.:J.;_,,,~.2.·u.;:,~:·_:;;;,;·.:L~\·::--:::::::·;:::,:,,:.:,;-~;~.;,,:1 •. ;~::, ,__, ... ·.,ei,·,·"~-·---··-· =-· ·~,• ., .... ____ .... ~~.---·-·~: _...:,.,,.;..... ... ·· ..... , ..;... ',. ·' .. · '·· '- ~-·· .. ~ 



r :LE NA~£ 2,!_IP f' LlED= ••• T{',L/\-3Eh uAT •. . 

• (! ( 1•)l)l_l ') 

::; ·2(r2·~:t{ DAT 

. (l ()()(, (l(l 

::f20~':, :3 DA T 

• O(ll)()()(I 

8-::0 :;:35 [1?"1T 

. :::5:::87 1 
:~20:3~:/.:, DAT 

. 159::::t 7 
82f,877 DAT 

• '?~14 /.:,:';:0 
R:,:20:?.79 DAT 

. 250(HJ0 
:::.20:3:"::4 DAT 

. 027(>27 

. 01 20 97 

. 0 95890 

.07:3770 

. 00 000(1 

END OF FILE FOUND - END 
~:TOP 

. ·2283 11 

. 1101;.5/:. 

FILE NAME ~:UPF·UED= .•• BAMr~~:iJRPDAT ••• 

:320248 DAT 

.872:'::40 
t:20263 DAT 

.982721 
82026 4 DAT 

.52173'? 
R'"2 0·=,-,:=, DAT 

.739645 
820829 DAT 

1. 04'?3:"::3 
820 g37 DAT 

1. 21.:-0000 
8208:38 DAT 

. ~:54922 
820895 DA·r 

. 779:~:4:::: 
820896 DAT 

• 34:37•;,7 
82(1:'::·;,7 D1~T 

• 7'2';1 (1:34 
8 20:3·?:3 DAT 

1. 022 013 
820:::·?'? D,~T 

1. 421:,i·C>l 
8 20·'iOO (tAT 

• (>27079 

. 00000(> 

. 0139 13 

.177515 

• 119~:42 

.000000 

• 051!=:t'.'.:: 

• (I.St 03'.'2: 

.. OOOO(H)· 

. 0345';°"' 1 

. 000000 

. 105263 

EMO 1•F FI LE FOUN[t - n10 

• 27E:'.:,30 

. 185745 

.1 47826 

• o~:2544 

.002058 

.11 0000 

.. 22('2 07 

• 0:) ()(11)('1 

• 11 001:,'.:( 

• 1 /.:.':.'59 \ 

207 
• 

. ::·r ·. • - 1:.·,. 7 ': 

'1r . (1(1(H) 1) (l . 17'?752 \ f:. . • 71')4'2:; 

. (J ! 9:::l)4 • 1 /7 :::(,~. • 0177':_.t) 

. 12(1·;'68 

. 000000 . (l(l l)00* • (H)(,(H)O . 15 ·;,:::17 

• OOO(ll)O 2. 7':.' 11:..1:.,7 • 2::::1., 1 ! I 2 2 . ::?.7502 

.ooocoo • 141.·;:·;,J :::::LI . 79 1208 

. ,' .,.:,.~.=: :• .000000 . 007722 22 . 78~,:?,89 

. 0261 12 . 26 11 22 7 . 000967 .000000 

.04643/;, 
.0001)00 • 2E:7257 18 . 574795 

.027821;. . 240000 4. 80(:,087 
2 0 . 104.,.24 

.oooc,oo • 147 929 7. =·05917 
• 775143 22.105526 

. 0061 73 
. ~:3 1276 22 . 280 104 

.000000 .00000·~ 
.c,00000 17. 224 13:3 

• 186529 18 .523254 

0 
()(1(h) '.) ·;t • 4::,0"104 

• ( >(!(h)l)(l 

. 201c.1:::1; . 

• (l(H)(i(}(l 

1.: . . 2/.:.52 17 
• c,::. ,;,,<74 

• O t.iO(H)(J 
• _: ·- - : - • • I.., 

. 035~::~:5 5 . 0311 (H) .1961 7 2 



~-; ,), · 

FILI': N{>Mi:: '.=:I.IF'PUED= •.• TAFAH I OAT • • • 

. ·;LVi'u·~ 7 7 
::, ~: 1J ";.~ t':.J:, DAT 

. t . o·::::=::s~:5 
s:-:: ( ,'.21:,7 [1/\T 

1. :'.°:/;.96:::::: 
:?,L•)2(;.::: [tAT 

1 . 226087 
820269 DAT 

t . ~:2809 4-
820270 DAT 

2 . 25'i l 74 
:32027 1 OAT 

2 . 81:-7 5:::o 
820492 DAT 

• (11)(1(11)(1 

. 045226 

. 000000 

. 00000 0 

• o :::447 5 

. 1 15942 

ENO OF F I LE FC~N D - END 
STOP 

. 2l! l :206 

. 3 123T/ 

. 244266 

F ILE NAME ~:UPF'LI EO= ••• PITCARN DAT ••• 

82049 1 DAT 

1. 076471 
820830 OAT 

. 9~·2096 
82c)·::32 Df°'.\ T 

1. 1050:;:s 
820833 DAT 

• 976471 
820875 DAT 

1.821 8:"::';' 
820:.::76 DAT 

1 . 55:::t 39 
R820:::73 DAT 

l. 142:c:57 

.()1 4 706 

. 000000 

. 000000 

. Ol 724 i 

• 148:,:37 

• O:•O 1,;,::: 

ENO OF FILE FOUND - END 
ST(•<• 

- -- -.~-·,\_'l' - r;ry,·--- ·- --

.•)00000 

. 000(10;> 

• O(H)O O* 

• 2 11 765 

. 000000 

. 001) 0 (10 

. (1 52 17~ 

. (l'.::0452 

.0 10294 

• 02245 5 

. 0 4 7458 

. 0 19608 

• 0 0(>000 

208 

• 07.;: I 7l. 1 ·;1 . ::: l 'c .,:~:I; 

. ()() (1 (1(,(1 . (H)(,()00 17 . (J!:,1 5 .'.::'J 

. <)\:,: ~::::; 

• o,:>(11:ioo . (;58696 1 -. . . -.-:.:·:-:-0 

.1) 5 1 (1!;: t . l)(H)(l(l() .1 5t:277 17. ::::f::,9478 

. 0504:,·;, 1 . 77'2.9~:.':, . 2729':;:/:.. 

\ :~ . 467 11 7 

. 1)·/-::4.~.4 

9 . 04:::530 . 2 4 7059 . 9 1176 5 

• 4970(>1;. . 287425 .745509 16.6 1 \:::7 4 

. 34-4 068 . 6 10 170 

. 50~·8(14 • (l(H)0(>Q 2 2 . 537(r:::3 

12. 195it(l3 1. 2t.43(:.:3 16 . ,] A l 17 7 

. 972(1·?3 ':' . 3 1E:t:,O 'i . :::: 1 'c:/:,(15 . 8 1:;:~-15 3 25. 447 15 5 

. l 795~:7 . 5(1 1?3 1 1.;. 52b~-; 17 



t= ll. r.: NAME ~:i_lPPL! ED= ••• C/\MTEF.B [1/;T 

;: . 2 ·.::: ;::9:~:() 
:;,:.;·~,.._, ::. 4 /' [tr, T 

~. :::8~ 10(;. 
:3 ;,,, ·;.J:?, [1{\T 

2 . 4 14530 
8'2{~ ':'4 ':i Dr~ T 

4 . 17105::: 
820850 DAT 

~: . 404255 
s2r, s·o 1 DAT 

-;: . 0 1:::(;.';,·;, 
:32(1 ':°1•"J2 DAT 

~ . 78421 1 
:320:'03 DAT 

3 . 41:,91:::6 

.0·;1(.:,l-,(1 1 

. ()(J() (h)(} 

.1 19658 

• 000000 

• 000(>00 

. 000000 

ENi:J OF FI L E FtjU~IO - EMD 
:,TOP 

. (1l l:,l!JO 

. 24 1453 

. 256579 

• 156028 

. 45'.::704 

FILE NAME SUPPLIED= ••• OTAGPEN DAT ••• 

82(r:?:::::O DAT 

• 01 6598 
:320:;:.13 DAT 

. 000000 
;::20844 DAT 

. 000000 
8 20~:45 DAT 

. o,.;,15~:s 
820846 DAT 

. 22 11 54 
820906 DAT 

.000000 
8'.:'.<)y0 7 DAT 

. C>70J75 
R::: :1..)·;-1 11) DAT 

• O(iOOO O 

. 000000 

. 00000* 

.00000" 

. 000000 

.000000 

.00000* 

. 000000 

• OOOO(H 

ENJ OF FlLE FC~ND - ENC 
srnP 

• 325726 

• 2 1::::000 

.559859 

.248677 

. 222222 

• (1(>7 t ~,(:, 

• t)(H) (J(1 ( 1 

.042735 

• OOO(>(H) 

• (l(l(l(i(H) 

. 076316 

. 0560 17 

. 1:::2000 

• 25(10(11) 

. 002~,46 

. 237 179 

209 

• , :l;. ll:,2 l 

. t\()(i(:..':,L 1 . ,i17:21 ·;, 

. (1341 88 l. 01 :~8:'.(> 

. 7';/l,053 17 . 210257 

. :=:894 74 12. (;.C,·)0$' 1 

.(lf: 5062 2 .04045,~ • 15:,:7 14 11. 077260 

.07 2000 2 . 2 10000 . o·?:::ooo 12. :;:o:::?o'? 

. 24CA79 2.816'?01 • 6 1 '?7Jc:: 14. 039569 

• 0(>0000 1. s ::::::: 4.~. 2 .26 1153 ::: 

1. bt.1058 .0552~::,: .50 ';°'6 15 1:::. 2f::,!575 

2 .473545 . 49 73 54 11. 145:;:29 

2 . 9 7 076:.() • 4 351;,72 1 4. 1 :::~:578 

. 0(11)000 . 467 ·?49 



8:.2023':i DAT 

1 • \ /•,(l ';P;t;:_: 

:;:: ·.::n ..2 40 Df:iT 

l. 1 'l 2<::5 7 
:J'.!::, ,1,,,7 oA·r 

1 . l~il 1 7 ,':.,7 
:,::204 <::8 DAT 

. 87~:2()5 
8204:39 DAT 

. :3'?2473 
82045') DAT 

l.1 3 1148 
s~-:::0 ,1 ·~10 DAT 

. 84(:,57 5 
p·=· :·c,,: .. ~ 1 DAT 

. ~:0 1749 
:;: ·;.:l):=::.=:L Di~ T 

1.021277 
c-;:,,,,: .. -,·:· DAT 

. 5046 15 

.()'.;.8462 

• 1/:.1644 

. 1107r,,7 

. :':'127l.l;, 

• 000000 

END OF FILE FOUND - END 
STOP 

• (H)!)(H)O 

. 120~5 'i8 

.093294 

• O O(H)(H) 

. (l(H)OO* 

FI LE NAME SUFF'Ll ED= ••• MAN AKE A DAT ••• 

:?.'20256 DAT 

4.79 1925 
820257 DAT 

5.02768 2 
8'2025:3 DAT 

. 3 . 780980 
:::20460 DAT 

4.040000 
8'20:385 DAT 

:2:. 2 09945 
R:~2 0 '~ 11 . DAT 

4.03424/:. 
820::::37 DAT 

5.711864 
820:::88 [!AT 

4. 2 2 6 (>27 

.173913 

.000000 

• 0(>0000 

• (l(H)(l(IO 

. 000000 

.000000 

. 054795 

F:,m OF FILE FOU MD - C:N[> 
STOP 

.624224 

.660900 

• 29 101;./, 

• 4 2:::571 

. '.:;:28729 

.541096 

• ::c:47458 

210 

,, ,:..::: ·: i (;il .,, :' :: 

, 1.J l ,)IJ -'.;1 .J ~- . ~, -· :.1 i:..., ~-

1. 27':-i:.4 t • ( ,(l ()f)() (J 1::.:. 0909 10 

1 . 3:::1·:,,:.7 1 . 9 11 ~:~:5 . 2:2 \~:J 1 • 4672 1'.c: :'.(I. 5 '1 259'7 

• (>57':.'.:'4 • 74~4(:.t:, • 3(H)0(l() 

. 05C:30';1 . 8 4'~5/;,6 1. 6:,:81)47 . 406706 25 . 857 141 

• (H)7'';'7';' 1. 7':,'5319 

.024!;. 15 
20 . 11 5:=::3 1 

.000000 • 5745~;4 2 . =::757 77 . 3 10559 .447205 15. 6259'25 

. ooooou .'?37716 12. . 1 l/.:,A9€: 

• ( 1 10086 2. 139770 • (l(l(l(lt),) 15. 62'?777 

. 000000 ::: . 168571 . .277 14'.:: .4(:.:c:571 

• (l(,(l(llll) . ·270718 . 000000 • ~:9221.:,5 14. 9 5~:?75 

.c,445;, 1 2. 8/:,,:,'::0 1•'+ . 3:',6164 . 4~5B904 16 . 72629 4 

1::::. 72 1?92 
• (h)OOOO 

12 . ~·33!:,1)5 

' ' :..~ 



Fl LI: N/-,Mi: S:JJFF·L JF(I= .• , WE ·~ F(R1, (I,:, T ••• 

, 4: ·:.::141J 
82•):::::: ';" Dt;T 

• ~,!:,1570 
.~: ~:;):~..:10 [I i~ T 

, (ll;.4639 
::::::o:::~1 DAT 

• 3.,:9100 
:c:20:c: •l 2 ( •AT 

• 12 5402 

.1L927:':: 

• OOOO(H) 

E~D OF FILE FOUND - END 
STOP 

. 1'.~. -1 7 (0 

.00760~ 

. 1)00000 

FILE NAME SUPPLIED= •• • RAF·ANUI DAT ••• 

:320221 DAT 

.528716 
820222 DAT 

. 5::::;:591 
821:>"223 DAT 

. 8'~'4009 
82,)224 DAT 

.5552 15 
:~20225 DAT 

.517119 
82024 1 DAT 

• 5t:4112 
820241 Di'~T 

. 7 2 1.::~: 4 
:?, ·:·0243 DAT 

. 4·~:9 10 ! 
::::2o~·>v·_~ DH T 

. 44 ·;::,:,52 
~:2,:1 ·.:::•l (:. er; T 

.032095 

. 078';147 

.11 0599 

. 07362(1 

• (l(H)(l(l(l 

. OU,978 

• 1200(;.i 

. 015,;.05 

• (!'1141;-9 

END CF FILE FGUN D ~ END 
s ro~· 

.0599/:,(:. 

.01·;,::,50 

.0:30645 

. 000000 

• (•01) (1 (10 

• O:c:'.::067 

. 0'.:,0lJ(',9 

• 0545(12 

• ( J(H) i)(>( , 

.0285!7 

• 0021\t.o 

. 11:?,971 

• 16~:074 

• 10~:7] '.:, 

. 2 1:c:894 

• 4'.:::7117 

.1 02125 

• 141)966 

• 1::981>.:: 

. 0.:::19?1 
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. ·;:/ ';:~·.5 4 

. 1:..1.:..;: .~.77 2 1 • J :,()(1(12 

• 41 E:25 1 5. 89 11,::::o • (1()7/:.05 

.5911;,95 -' · f),:-~,(!L,. _, • (J(l(H)(>(I . 27/:.f;:[7 

• 7601:::5 1. 626689 . 30:::277 .778716 

• :38235:::: 2 . 5 1470(:. • 772~ 46 1 t .. ! 29(:,2'? 

2.::::08756 • 19';'693 .869432 

.2177·,1 1. '.;:37423 18 .03066 1 

• 769776 • 752(~66 

1. Sl:."?159 . ?-·=·-~1::· .677570 1 4 . 8 160:::8 

2 . 0 1 G_: ·~)';17 • 2279::.4 16 . 08!797 

2 .53 1'.:09 17 . 7 10,no 

• 2'='1 700~; ] .(>87193 19 . 7 9~52:25 

.3-::,:::o··:I 1. :-!(12607 1::: . 777~ :<5 

l. Q:,: 7 c) l 7 2•) . 317667 

..,._.--·-.· ...... 



APPENDIX C 

RESULTS OF SCREENING PROCEDURE AS 

APPLIED TO SOURCE GROUP SPECTRA 
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NORIHI.AND N=9 

At 2o: 

100% were able to reject every other source but Northland 

At 30: 

100% were able to reject every other source but Northland 

MAYOR ISIAND N=62 

At 2a: 

100% were able to reject ever1 other source but Mayor Island 

At 3a: 

100% were able to reject every other sourc.."'e but Mayor Island 

FANl'L ISI.ANTI N=9 

At 2o: 

67% could not reject Fan.al Island only 

33% could not reject Fanal Island and at least one other source 

33% could not reject Euruiki 

22% co~ld r.ot re~ect Great Barrier 

11% could not. reject Talasea 

At 3a: 

11.% could not reject Fanal Island only 

89% could not reject F,mal Island and at least. one oth2r source 

89% cDuld not reject Huruiki 

56% could not reject Ta.la.sea 
r' , 

44 % could not reject Great. Barrier 

22% could not reject KernBdecs 

11% could not reject Inland 
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HURUIKI N=30 

At 2o: 

30% could not reject Huruik.i only 

70% could not reject Huruiki and at least one other sol.1.rce 

60% could not reject Great Barrier 

50% could not reject Talasea 

40% could not reject Fanal Island· 

7% could not reject Inland 

At 3o: 

3% could not reject Hu....ruiki only 

97% could not reject Huruiki and at least one other source 

83% could not reject Fanal Island 

80% could not reject Great Barrier 

70% could not reject Talasea 

33,~ rould not reject Inland 

17% could not reject Coromandel 

17% could not reject Lou Islar1d 

13% could not reject Kerrrsdecs 

7% could not reject Banks I sl2nd Grp 

G?El(L' B}\RRIER N=l3 

At 2o: 

0% could not reject G:::-eat Barrier only 

100% could not reject Great Barrier and at l east one othsr source 

92% could not reject Huruiki. 

23% could not reject Fanal Island 

23% could not r.eject Tal asea 

15% rould not reject Inland 
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At 30: 

0% could not reject Great Barrier only 

100% could not reject Great Barrier and at least one other source 

100% could not reject Huruiki 

69% could not reject Fanal Island 

69% could not reject Tclasea 

54% could not reject Kermadecs 

38% could not reject Coranandel 

38% could not reject Inland 

15% could not reject Lou Island 

8% could not reject Banks Islar1d Grp 

8% could not reject Fer.gusson Island 

8% couid not reject Otago 'Glass' 

At 2o: 

19% could not reject Coranandel only 

81% could not rej ect Cora.mndel and at 

62% could not reject Inland 

27% coul.d not rejc~ct Huruik.i 

27% could not reject Great Barrier 

19% could not reject Fergusson Island 

15% could not rej ect Talas ea 

8% could not reject Iou Island 

8% could not 'rej ect: Banks I s J.and Grp 

At J o : 

0% could not r~ject Conxnafflel only 

least one other source 

100% could not rej ect Coromanc2l 2nd at l east one other source 

88% muld not reject Inl2nd 
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73% could not reject Fergusson Island 

69% could not reject Huruiki 

69 % could not reject Great Barrier 

61% could not reject Talasea 

58% could not reject Lou Island 

58% could not reject Banks Island Grp 

11% could not reject Pitcairn Island 

J:NU!.ND N=56 

At 2a: 

7% could not reject Inland only 

93% could not reject Inland and at least one other source 

84% muld not reject Coranandel 

41% could not reject Talasea 

38% could not rejf'.::ct Hu .... vu.i..ki 

30% could not reject Great Barrier 

12% could not reject Fergusson Island 

7% could not reject Lou Island 

At 30: 

0% could not reject InJar.d only 

100'."h could not reject Inland and at l east one other srnrrc2 

98% could not reject. Coro.rrt2J1del 

Bn could not reject Huruiki 

82% could not reject Great Barrier 

77% could not r2ject 'I'aJ.asea 

64% could not reject Lou Island 

54% could r:cot 1;eject Fersmsson Island 

21% could not reject Banks Isla...'"ld Group 
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9% could not reject Fanal Island 

2% could not reject Pitcairn Island 

TAIASEJ-:i. N=8 

At 2G: 

38% could not reject Talasea only 

62% could not reject Tala.sea and at least one other source 

38% could not rej ect Fanal Island 

38% could not reject Huruiki 

25% could not reject Inland 

13% could not reject Great Barrier 

13% could not reject Coranaridel 

At 30: 

0% could not reject Talasea only 

100; could not r eject Talasea and at l east one oU1er source 

100% could not reject Huruiki 

75% could not r eject Great Bar.Tier 

63% could not r e ject Fana)_ Island 

50% could not r eject Inland 

38% could not reject Coranandel 

38% could not reject Ker.madecs 

LOU ISIJI.ND N= 8 

At 2 0: 

38% could not reject LGu Isl and only 

62% could not reject Lou I s l and and at. least one other source 

62% cm,ld not r e ject Huruiki 

13% could not reject Great Ba-crier 
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At 3o: 

0% could not reject Lou Island only 

100% could not reject Lou Island and at least one other source 

87% could not reject Huruiki 

50% could not reject Ba1.ks Island Grp 

38% could not reject Tala.sea 

25% could not reject Great Barrier 

25% could not reject Corornandel 

25% could not reject Inland 

25% could not reject Fergusson Island 

FERGUSON' ISI.1-""\ND N=S 

At 2o: 

2oi could not reject Fergusson Island only 
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80% could not reject Fergusson Island a.."ld at leas·i: one other source 

40% could not reject Lou Island 

20% could not reject Coromandel 

20% could.not r eject Banks Island Group 

At 3a: 

0% could not reject Fer~isson Island o~ly 

100% could not reject Fe.q-usson Island and at least one other source 

100% could not reject I.Du Island 

60% could not reject Coro.~·:mdel 

60% could not r eject Inland 

60% could not reject Banks Island Group 

40% could not reject Ht!ruiki 

20% could not re=...: e,~··· c; J ~l. Great Barrier 

20% could not reject Tala.sea 
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BA..~S ISL.Al\1D GROUP N=l3 

At 2o: 

92% could not reject Banks Island Group only 

8% could not reject Banks Island GrOl.:p and at least one other source 

8% could not reject Corana.~del 

8% could not reject Lou Island 

8% cculd not reject Fergusson Island 

At 3o: 

8% could not reject Banks Island Group only 

92% could not reject Banks Island Group and at least one other source 

46% could not reject Great Barrier 

46% could not • I-reJ2C, Lou Island 

38% rould not reject Pitcairn Island 

31% rould not reject Huruiki 

31% could not reject Fergusson Isla..~d 

23% could not reject Corof:l.cmdel 

8% could not reject Ta.l a.sea 

PI'IO"\IRN ISL!~l\JD N= 7 

At 2o : 

100% .,..;2.r e able to reject every other source but Pitcairn I sland 

At 3o: 

57% rould not reject Pitc::tim Island only 

43% could not reject Pitcairn Island and at least one other source 

43i coL1ld not reject Ban,\.3 Island Group 
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TAt~I N=8 

At 2a: 

75% could not reject Tafahi only 

25% could not reject Tafuhi and at lea.St one other source 

25% could not reject Kermadecs 

At 3o: 

13% could not reject Tafahi only 

87% could not r e ject Tafahi and at least one other source 

75% could not r e ject Kermadecs 

25% could not reject M2w1a Kea 

KERMJiDECS N=8 

At 2o : 

87% could not r e ject Ke.rn1adecs only 

13% could not r eject Kerrradecs a..1d at l east one other source 

13% could not reject Tc1fahi 

At 3o: 

63% could not r e ject Kerrnadecs only 

37% could not r eject Kemsdecs and at least on~ other source 

25% could not reject Huruiki 

25% could not reject Great Barrier 

13% could not reject Tafahi 

Ri'.\PANUI N=ll 

At 2o: 

45% could not ;:-eject Rapanui only 

55% could n:::,t reject Rapanni at1d at l east one other source 

55% could not reject Puu Waawc:.a 
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At 3a: 

18% could not reject Rapanui only 

82% could not reject Rapanui and at least one other source 

82% could not reject Puu Waa.waa 

PUU 'ff[fl.N,'fAA N=lO 

At 2a: 

90% cDuld not reject Puu Waawaa only 

10% could not reject Puu Waawaa ai1d at least one other source 

10% could not reject Rapanui 

At 3a: 

80% couJ.d not reject Puu Waawaa only 

20% could not r e ject Puu Waawaa and at least one other source 

At 2a: 

1.ooi were able to reject every other source bllt Jv.e.una Kea 

At 3a: 

100% we:.:e able to reject every other source but Mauna Kea 

, Cl'.:NTERBURY PITCHSTONE N=8 

At 2a: 
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100% were able to reject ever-J other source but Canterbury Pitchstone 

At 30 : 

100% were able to reject every other sowTe but Canterbu:r:y Pitchstone 



' · 
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0rAGO 'GI..JISS' N=B 

At 2o: 

75% could not reject Otago 'glass' only 

25% could not reject Otaso 'glass' and at least one other source 

25% could not reject Talasea 

At 3o: 

25% could not reject Otago 'glass' only 

75% could not reject Otago 'glass' and at least one other source 

75% could not reject Huruiki 

38% O)Uld not reject Far.al Isl211d 

38% could not reject Tal asea 

25% could not r eject Great Barrier 

13,1; could not r eject Inland 



APPENDIX D 

HOUHORA ARTEFACTS 

2000 SECOND COUNT 

RAW DATA 



FIL E NAME ~JPPL! EO= ... OUTPUT DAT 

::. 1f:::::c,7? 
:=: i 05 l ';i DAT 

. ~:2424:: 
:; ;:•.,")~".';i) CrA r 

.207547 

. 2121~' 1 

·---··--·- --- ·---- . ·------- -------- - -.----- -- --- ---- ---·--------·---- - - -- - -- ----------· ··--·----
• ·17058~: 

:320~521 DAT 
. 22::222 . 00(11)()() 

----------- ----------------- -------
. 9 55::;:~.7 .178571 • 107 14:, . 07142'i1 

• ()(>(;(;(>(, 

1. 625(1()() . 794l.,l3 .678571 

224 

----- ---- -·- - - ------ -- - -----

20 . :::7 1 134 

-- - . ------ ----
l . OU:-U:,7 

- - -------- -- --- ·- -- ------ - --

--- ----- ---- -- --------
, j :320~22 D~T 

. 651786 23 .(186958 
;o 

" ,, 
J"• 

J:. 
ju 

;1 ,, 
" " " 

" 

• 89430·~ 
:?205 23 I::AT 

. ? 49:275 
820524 DAT 

. 971429 
820525 DAT 

1 .. (:,(>,~47<:: 
:320526 DAT 

• 6754S'7 
:J 8:2.0527 DAT 

" " 
" 

1. 6~:211::4 
820528 DAT 

. Oc:943 1 .000000 

. 644928 . 228:26 l 

. 257143 .000000 

• 5:::1.:.424 . 000000 

.080460 • 00000(1 

--- ----- -- ----- ---------- . ---··- ------ ---- - -- - -- - -- - - ---------
• 178:c:,c.-:: 1. 35772 4 .06504 1 . 4')~S·35 15 . (:.o·;,1;.:,o 

-- - . ---------- - -- ---- --------- - ------·-·----- ------
. 242751\ 2.579710 1 . 20::: 11 1:, 18 . 2276 42 

.. 125(11.:~o 1.114286 . 4142:::0 . 342857 • 11 1-1:29 17 . 7040~:2 

------ - - ---- ------------ - ---- - -- --- - -------------- -- ------- ---- -----------------

.076159 2 . 48:;:444 . 03'?735 . 887 417 

. 2183~1 1. 264368 . 632184 .5402~:(I . 747126 19 . 3052(,4 

~ -------------- ------------------ ------- -------

" !O 
II 

. 313 187 
82(1'529 MT 

• 7~! ! 481 
8:.05 30 DAT 

.285714 • 1:.::9560 

. 138E:8S' .013B89 

. 000000 .000,)0* 4. ~:48901 .000000 14.BOl:,251 

---------------------------- -
.342593 l.111111 .041/.:,67 . 236 111 1. 0 27778 18 . 752941 

"------------------------
- !3 

;, 
Cl 

. 97826 1 
820531 DAT 

.7173S· l 

- ------ - ----

I. 111111 
8205 32 DAT 

1. 050000 
8 20'.j33 DAT 

• 111111 

. 6500(11) 

. 286232 

. 05S'829 

.000000 

----- -------- ---------
1.117647 . 187255 .000000 

. 503623 

. 3% 154 

. 350000 

. 0751(.:.'.;: 

2. 26086·? .000000 . 6 59420 1. 11 594:2 1s·. 266666 

---------------- ·-------

------- --------- - ------
1. 5(:.4103 . 0:::9744 1. 051:'.::82 32 . S'05659 

2 . :;:90000 • O(H)( H)O . 8 15000 1 . 5 6(1(10(1 

1. (ll.:,5:~:59 .00::::268 . 94 11 76 2::::. l ':'76.72 
:: 8205:34 DAT 

., 
. 210526 

8 '.1.0535 DAT 
. (1571\16 .100478 

------ - - ------------------- - - --- - - · 
1. 2 11:::82 

8'.::0536 DAT 
. 406504 . 000000 • 20731, 

.741 627 

1.62601 6 

-----------·--------------------------

·11 

• 744:3 18 
820537 DAT 

1. 756757 
3-;;,15:<8 DAT 

8:2•,)539 DAT 

. 962733 
820540 DAT 

1. 202247 
:32\.)5 41 DAT 

·- - - --------
• 777070 

cC,):,42 D>-H 

• 1:37500 

• •lC:6486 

.822981 

. 522472 

. 0000(11) 

·-··· - ····· ---·------ - -
! . 7S9474 

t:2,..1543 DAT 

• 75:":::623 
:32,) '.-,H DAT 

• 961)9;2::;: 

821)545 DAT 

. ::::,:9 474 

.144928 

. 59~:750 

• 014205 . ::::43750 

• :;:04054 .229730 1. 770270 

. 1011 '?() . 000<)(!0 1. 5::~:81(1 

.01 2422 .062 112 1.701863 

.0000(10 • ~;°J..:,...:.5c, 2 .022472 

• 0(10(1(1* • 000(1(Hf • 7707(11 

.007246 

• 00001)0 2 . 210'?37 

. 000000 . 22':il-.65 . ,~8899~ 20 . 64~:67S' 

• 1011:,26 . 662602 1 . 203252 1 4 . 589042 

---------------------- -
. 267045 • 4431E:2 1. 0 17045 18. 4 8E:~:06 

• OOOC>Ot) 1.(187838 2 . (l(:.7568 

. 0 17G:57 . 9226 19 21 .257 145 

. 19875'.:: 1.521739 1 ';I . !:°,254 23 

• (H)0 (10 0 15 . 5 ?8l.AO 

• (H)l)(i()() . 1847 l :~ 17. 7l, -.42 1 

c-,-.::-c- -- . , .. _,..;:,,._, .. .. . . 1 ~'. ·,:·44445 

• (J0l1 001) . 07S'7 l0 17 . 2,;,3104 

. E:59375 ll, . 34$'398 

~ ------·----- - - ------- · - ···--------- - - ---- - - - -·-··-··- ----··---·---------·-·---· -·-- ---·--------- - -,, 
1. 3 05785 

82•)5•16 DAT 

1. 0202()2 
82!..'"547 Di~T 

. 256 198 • 157025 

. :;:4343-l • 0(11)000 

. 2231'1- l 1 • :,884'.;:(1 

• 30'.;:(l'.;:(1 2 . ()80SC,E: • 1'5 1:'., 15 

--·-------------------------··--- -·----- -- --.-- - - -------·------------· -

• ::CS'? l 7 

1. 7c-7&77 22 . 0 87'.",93 

,..._,..:-:, .,~~~,~~""'!-"-~:-,....,..~ ~---~':"".:'~'-""~-· ~•-·-· ~-;-.----:-t--:-:;;r•.,, .. ... ,. .. · - .- . . ,,. . . , ;_ ._ ..... :-'"' .• .,... . .,.....,~. '-:-:·-:·~ ~~--~·,..:·"'\!"·:.··"'""·::.·-.... ..,-:;.·- - :~·-. •,-•, ... -~-~-··':'·-~ 

..... ---.~f .. ;i~·L-t ·~.:;.{. .; ... ~~--:...~--~:,:::";::;2/<"::_: ·.·~:~:;;;-..::1:·:~:.:::: .. :;:.~~·:.:;.:I.~::· .-:-:r..;.:: .... i.t~~:,·:.-:...~-,~4~·::..:~: .. ..... _. __ . ~·.- __ .... _'_ .. _ . .._:,;~ .-· ,..,;... . · :.. :. .. ;::..,-. ·· - ::, .. ~; . 



. 7.: 7,_1• 
s ~:u~4:.:. r1,~ r 

, 171171 
8 :2054·t DAT 

. (/;() 1)() ( 1 

:320~5'? DAT 

1. ( .':, 18~:~~ 
:;20551 DA T 

• ~-,"il,'?'3 
:;:20552 DAT 

. : ' 1 1 :•,: , 

. 34234~ 

• (l(H)() ( l() 

, ~ 'I.H I I, 

.229730 

.('740 74 

• (l(l(!l)(J -!:-

---- ---- ----- -- -- -- ---- ---- - - - · ·----·· ----- - -------
. L?? l ~:5 

820552 [;HT 
• (>(>(J(ll)(J . 0674l b . 196629 

. i' t 1 1,:_,:; 
::.·1_1_ '·.,':, '.:,'.-~.::, 

. 2(;. 1';:;6 1 . l~i.';:1~53 l25 
1::::~ . 518 18 1 

3 . 477722: • 1)(10(1(1(1 
·------------- -- - ----

. l~t :?:5.::: 

. 7,:.(,871 . :::::OOb l'l 
·- --... -- .... - - ·---- . .. 
1 5. '.:::/.:,5~4 :, 

1. 117,,77 
---- - · ---- ------- -----

-------------------- ----- - - ----- -- ------- - - ------- - ---- --- ---- - - ---- -1, ()-:, 1728 
820354 DAT 

1. s-~202s· 
820555 OAT 

.. 512346 .OC>OOOO .(>7 4(>74 

. 31:~i::41 . 4275::-: ( .. 

1. $'5(11, 17 . 145062 • 74lY74 I 

·-- - - -- -- ·--- - ·--··-·------ -- ------ ---
.1_, :)f:_:f:.9/;, 1, i:,l,U,.1:,7 15 . 876/:,23 

------ - - ------ - - -- - ---- -- ---- -- ------ - - ---- - -
1. 5: 7E:57 

c-..:::05-..16 OAT 

1. 1-:-s,;·117 
:320557 DAT 

. 4107 14 . 17t:571 

• C>OC>C>OO , 447;;:1:.8 

·------- -- -- --- -- ---- -- -·--· ---·---
.~.:.742::-

:.::20~58 :)AT 

l . 0 ·:00000 . 000(><)* 

. 10:5(:.71) 

. 002358 • OOOC>OO 

.5l:,25(1() 1.21 42::::1:. 

------------ - -------- ---
.410526 • 736f:::42 15 .. 1~::3776 

, ()(H)( i(H) .75~577 13 2.84~](12 

.754717 .02!::3(12 . 6556(:,() ~:':I . :::57145 
1-- __ '_3_:,._·o_5 __ s_9_D_A_T __ 

·----·---- --- -- - -------------- ---- -----·-------- ---- --------
• 488:::7:~ 

I
~ 820560 DAT 

~; . 5~··3~:1_ .. 1 

.1 86047 

. 237705 

.000000 

. 020492 

103 . 57 E:S·4 9 . 0775 1 ',-' 

. 049!80 

2 . 341085 

1. 16:::·)34 

. 000000 

. Oi\5' 180 

. 36~:217 

. 639344 

1. 11 6279 

.3~:2459 39 .22449 1 I '' 820561 DAT I ,. - ---------- ---------- ----------·----- ----------------------.. 
.1 69643 

~-= 820562 DAT 

" 

,l 

--·----------
, 2(-0(100 

820563 OAT 

. 187500 

.433:::3::: 

------ ------·------

1. 053192 
E:20~:64 DA T 

. 9 1)5983 
820565 DA T 

. 393617 

• 145299 

--------- - ---·- -----

1; 

I :~ 

. 3:55 :3 1 
820566 o;.T 

. 0:2288 
820567 DAT 

. 4:2555 
820568 DAT 

, 2'' 3706 
820%9 OA T 

. . 0(\)()()() 

1 

;; __ 82c_5·_10_0A_T __ _ 

:· • 7"30:::1 
;: 82057 1 OAT 

• 11 /:.279 

. 000000 

.124088 

. 0000 00 

. 381:,364 

• 3?~:70 1 

. 080357 

.000000 . 19:;:333 

. 0 00000 .00000* 

. 000000 

.040512 • (l(J(l(l(ll) 

.00000* .00000* 

. 000000 .21 8978 

.00000* • 101 3S"? 

.OOC>OOO .075758 

.0000(10 • .12$'92.I 

1. 1250(><) .2232 14 .2857 14 .. 598L14 52 . 166/:./:.0 

2 . 506667 • (><)0(100 . l ,30000 . . 980000 29 . !55:,56 

------------- --

·- --·------- ----------·-·--- --
.89:::6 17 . 021277 . 54255:< 

----------- ------------- --·------
1.4$'572 6 • 1111 11 . 034 188 44.999996 

-·-··-------- --·-----
• 000(><)0 . 17441S' 37 .756104 

.11 7647 • 0000()0 .1 89542 35·. 1~,5170 

.956204 .000000 • :::8l,86 1 . 7 6i::A23 54. :",20011, 

--- ------ -·-- - ----- -----·-- --· -- - -·--- - -----
1 . 28/:.7 1::: . 45 1049 .5311\68 .125874 448 .20~) 12 

.91 6667 • 0/:.439 4 27 . 017:::57 

1. 1 18110 • ()(l(H)(H) .43700:?. .l,29921 31.405801\ 

.. ·------ --------·------ ---~---- ---· ----- ·-----------.. 

820572 DAT 

• 7'i:::Y702 
:~20573 i:IAT 

. 2.: 4-737 
820574 :,AT 

. 6..:-41 18 
820575 DAT 

. i' ::-4237 
820576 JAT 

. 2~-5 102 
·821; 5 77 DAT 

.8!:-~649 
820578 OAT 

.51'5 152 
82r) '.)7Q ~~T 

---~-· .\.-, ·--. . .,:.;,·.~·- , ... 

• 000000 • 0(>000 .. • oooc,o .. .9'21E:75 • 000000 .00000 .. .054687 200 . 833328 

• 1 ' •S· l 23 . :::50877 .27 19:.'::() . 232456 27 , 1:,0 106'/ 

. 00()(100 • (H) 52/;,3 1. 2 (l(l(l(l(I , 43 157 ';) .400000 . 3/:.842 1 214 . 0000(10 

. 000(>()0 • 00,)(11)(1 

. 2 54237 . 0(1(1()(10 • Q(l(!0()* • 7:-:7'28E: . 3(H)847 • 275•124 ,,s . 411777 

.173469 .00(11)()0 .00000~ 1. 3571 113 • I 1/847 .1 ::7755 • (H)(l(i(J(I l,0 . 027798 

. 228(17 0 • 04~:!8U> .000000 .087719 7.7105~6 . 0001,00 . 6::-:t57S' 21. 388 159 

, 1~:9394 .000000 • 0(11)(>0(> .300000 .5696?7 7 3 . 8'13765 

------ .. --- - .. ··- --·--------- - -------------·- - .. __ -- ---·----.. ---·---... ---·- - ------

~ -~- ~ .. --
-----· . - -·--- --·---- - ... --_ .. __ ;_ ... ~----- --- --



.000000 
,3~05:~0 DAT 

. 171;,991 
::::2 (15:31 [IAT 

.3:::0:::27 
820~:32 DAT 

. 2138 ~55 

. 0(,<)000 • ()(i ( H)(J ,;. 

-----·----·-- -----·· ----·-··---- - -
• {)(H)(l(l(J 

226 
. ()()(l(, (i (J . 1957:33 . 5 8 '!33 7 

. 061', 47 

. (l(J ( l(ll)(l • ~ -.;- ~.::..4 l 

;·1 - --- ·· --- ------·-- -· ------,., 

" 
:·) 
::,.1 
15 
;-:; 

• (J(!(l(H)(J 

1.24675.3 
82058'f DAT 

• 809524 
820585 DAT 

, (l'.;!1)5 '.::4 

• ()()(1() (1 (1 

.0(10(1(1(1 

• ()(1:;:3 17 

• (l(H) (H) ..f, , 2402(,(1 1 . ~,::;1 u .2 --- - - - - --- ----- ------ -------
. 5714:.:·;, 27 . ~00002 . 7017,~ .. ,, 

---- -·----- -- ----- ----- -- - ------- --- -------- -------- - . 
.14f::8 10 .000000 • 773'.::10 . 72~1'?1 43. ~3 1250 

--------------- -- ·- - -- ------------ - - ---------------------
. 4:::9 655 . 20(:.897 .086-207 . 0000(H) • 78/.:..2()7 .(1()() ()()() . 2'.::1(134. 

, :i 820586 DAT 
.41 ;,"::793 

.: i.:- ---------
• 1:::6275 

.:<20~,::,7 DAT 
.00 0 000 . M4118 2.4019l.l . 073529 .5'.::4314 

------------- ---------- ---- - ---------- ---·---------
. 8(16452 .0604:::4 .1 532'26 .895161 ,0(10000 • 076613 

, 578431 26 . :;:::; 2271, 

. 862'>'08 34.820515 
:u 820588 DAT 

" 
. ::::t,,6412 

:~:'205:::i DAT 
• ()(11)()(H) . (ll)(!(i(l(J . 44(.~,l,5 1. o·~· 160~: s·;, . 145157 

- ---------- - ----- ---- ---- --·- -- --· - ----- -- - ----------·-- --· --- - ---- ------- --- - - ·-··- · -- - · ·- - -- --- - ----·--- ,- - -- -
, J .os:;:19 1 .1 914~:s, .1s·(,::::o-;, .03191~5 1. 414894 . 000001) .0001)C>* . 23404:3 61.1~:e;oo1 

,, 
'" 

:320590 DAT 

1. :::40909 
82059 1 DAT 

,o---- --
51 , • 340580 

820592 OAT 
!; 3 

.000000 
:.c 820593 DA T 

• 330827 
60 820594 DAT 
6, 

.431818 

, 1376:,:1 

.00000<> 

. 233083 

·- ---------- ------- --- -------------- ··- ·- - ------------ ---- -----
. !0227~: , 000(1(1(1 3 . 090909 . 7Y5455 1.818182 43 . 8%133 

.0..::..:, . .:,~,3 , 60144$' . l G:8406 .105072 55.322582 

• 00000* . 0(11)(>0 .. 1. 074'.':24 .09 4595 . 21•;,595 • 4391E:9 37 . 421051 

--- - ·--------
.000000 . ocooc, .. 1.150376 .11 2782 , 1 l27E:2 .. (l(J0(1(.H) 81. 39 1'..=:04 

-------------- ·- ----- - ---- -- -------------- - -U2 

I I C 

> II 
j : :, 

,.: 
IS 
:r. 
17 

13 

::;: 
::~ 

:!J 

• :::71901 
:320595 DAT 

.441176 
820596 DAT 

.468354 
820597 OAT 

.445256 
820598 DAT 

• 148:::87 
820599 DAT 

.331522 
320600 DAT 

.1 :::2231 

.000000 

.540146 .ooocoo 

.225E:06 . . 0(10(1(10 

, (H)OOOO . (10000* 

. :::~:0165 l . 917355 

.031 646 .67721:5 

.062044 1. 525548 

. 00000* 1 . /:.0/:.4~,2 

1.076087 

.429752 l. 1404'~(:. 

.41176:5 . 102·:,41 35. 169231 

- - - - - - --·-- - ---- --- - - - ---- - -----· 
.0569l-,2 • 000000 ~:7. 35S'375 

.(10(1(1(10 . 5(10000 .532847 l,6.052635 

• 000000 .541935 

. 01:::587 . 461956 3:::. 25;;:090 

--·--- --·- --- ----- -- ------- - --- - -----·- - -----
• 7 933!::8 . 454345 .000000 • 00(10(1<> .917355 

:320601 D/\T 
- --- -------·---- ------------- - - ----- - -- - ··-----

. 250(it)O 
820602 DAT 

• 42E:571 
820603 D/\T 

1 . 050(100 

.~,57 143 

,(100000 . 250000 8. 000001 

• 10357 1 • 153571 2. :;:·?28~,7 

• 2:::5124 .425620 .5371 90 42. 62:::571 

, 00(H)00 1. 62500(1 3 . (11.)(H)OO 31.589287 

.l'l-2857 .339286 .992857 52 . 367924 

,., ---------- ----- - --- - ··-····"-·--·· ---- ------·-- -- -- -··-------- -------·-------·- -----------

3· 

, . 

. 4480(10 
82<'604 DAT 

. 1802~:'.:: 
820..:-05 DAT 

• 0(;0(10(1 
820609 DAT 

• 1440(1(1 • 0640(•0 1 . 272(11)0 • 0(101)(1(1 t. o·320(H) 

--- ----- -------- ·------ ·-- -,-
. 069767 , (1(10000 . . 3604C.,5 . 46S 116 1 (14. (.~4(1·;·04 

---- -------·- ---- - - .. --·--·--------- ---- ----- ----- ----- - ------ - --- - - ----- - -------·------- · 
• (l(l()(J(Hf. . OOl.:.81t: • OOO(H) \) • (u) (H)(l * • (H)i)()()(l . t (l~·C,9 1 58. 0:3 1635 

. j :- ·-- ---- - ---------- - · · - - -

'·:; 

. oc,0000 .00000* .0(1000'> .()7~:125 • S'2 1E:7 5 .062500 . 29947·~ . 6 1 4588 38 . 703121 
820610 DAT 

-- -·------- - ----- --- ---- - - --- - ---·· ---- ----·- ··- ------·--- __ , _ ,, ______ _ - ··---- - - - --·· -- · ·- ·· -- ------- ·--- ----------- ---------
. 652482 

820l,1 l DMT 

8206 12 DAT 
.049 180 

.0(1(1000 . 92907(~ 

.0\:'4262 1.01 63?3 

.273C50 , :<68794 1.0H1 84 26. 859::75 

.000000 . ooc,oo.- , 40163·:) 27. •\20000 

----------- ------------- -· - ·---- - --------- ----·-·- ··--·-----··- - -- --- ---·- - ·- - ·---------·--- ---·--- --

. 4?'.::571 
8L(J t:i 14 DAf 

.266667 

• 529 7,~,2 

. 11 8 H.?. 2 

• e(u)(i(J(I 

.00(10()() 

. 0 (1(,(l(J(I • 4(11 781, • 7 976 15' 70. ~:.;:8452 



l ,, 

. c::~:607 1:., 
:::2(tl.) 15 [11~ T 

. 7~: ..:.. 2.£. 
::: ::: •, 1, :6 OAT 

• (J(l(H)(_J() . 075:'1 11':I 

·------- -- - ---- --- -- -·-·--
. :::;;:cs,2:: 

82(•6 17 DAT 

·• 42l,829 
·=··XJ6 ! '3 DAT 

.560'?76 .1 89024 

227 

. 1414\ 4 1- 1)151 52 ~:.2 . 7 871H ! 

- ------ - --- -·----.---- ··-----·------·--- --------- ·------·-------------
1 . 7S''c:077 . (l(l(l(H)(I . 360577 

• 0:) (1()()(1 1. 4(12439 • l)()l)()(J(I • l 2f:0 4 S· 1. 31:.5\::54 

-- - - --·. - --------- ·-- ·---- - --- ---- · -· ---------- - -----·--------- - -·· -------
• 2 4 q l\79 

820t.. 19 DAT 
• OOO(u)O • l)(H)(H)* • 07~:',C,44 1. 33:::028 . 00352 1 • (H)l)(H)() .359 155 l S' .126215 I ,.: 

1-, --- --- -- -· ·--- -·-··- --- - -- ------
' . 

., 
-· 

:, ,, 
,, 
.) .., 
:j 

I s 

'1 

. 835052 
820620 DAT 

.053435 

• 12~:7 l 1 

.496 183 

• ()() ()(1 1)(~ 

. ()1)0000 

Et·!C, ·OF F:UC:·-·FOUNO - - - END ··-···--- ----- --·-·· 

- - --- ---- ··------

- - ------------- ------· 

FILE NAME ~JPPLIED= .. • OUTPUT DAT ••. 

:2 820621 DAT 
:J --- - ------· 

820622 DAT 

1. 485437 
820023 DAT 

.1 2 41 ~:3 
820624 DAT 

. 000000 

. 427184 . 000000 

.28 1046 . oo~:268 

• (lf)(II)(>* 1 . 57n20 • 0(11)(1(1(1 • 0 10'.::t)9 

• 17557:'.:: 2 . 496183 . ()57252 .198473 . 5725 19 22 . ::::52·;· ,l2 

-- ------ - -------· 

--- --·--------

• OO(H)(l() . 68~:525 . 090164 ~:9 . 777779 

·- ---- ··----- .. - - ---- ·----·----- -------·-- ·- -
• 155340 1.951456 . 33495 1 . C:,5(1485 27 . 48:::096 

• 1797'.::'il • 000000 .01::::072 . 267 ';!7/l 2~: 1. 25001 5 

·------------ ----------- ---------- - ----- -·-------· 
I ;; .1:.,su:.,67 • 0 (10000 • 00(11)0* . 00000* • 070000 . 286667 2l, . ::!30359 
l :~ 820625 DAT 
1:.------ ---------------------------------·------------ ----·--·--------·-

I~ . 545455 .i 5702!:, . 000000 .0000(•* l.10743 ~: .152893 . c,00000 . E:3 4711 54 . S·'.:: 1377 
:, 8206:26 DAT 

.. .: ---------------·- -------------- ------ - - -----
" 1G 
;1 

• 4375(>0 
8 20,S"27 DAT 

• 1~1(lf)1)() 

,. -------------------
.') 

"' 
,, 

.41 5842 
8j~1)628 DAT 

. 4 •l6154 
8 "20~29 DAT 

• (l·,•79Cr: 
8 2(1& ·2:0 Lit4 T 

l. 1•177'.U 
82:C.c-3 1 OAT 

• ()9 17 4'.:: 
8.2(1.:,- 32 DAT 

• (11)(1000 

. 492 ::::08 

. 1..J:,74 

. 511364 

. Ol. 'l-220 

. 000000 . 2 75000 

. 207S':21 

. 223077 . (h)01)(>(1 

. (155-~·44 

. 159 09 1 

. 114679 

1. 93751)0 .00000(1 . 443750 1. 200(11)(1 51. 275005 

2 . (J0 (>0(10 • 15:::4 1 1;, . 500000 25.9627l,S' 

2 . 6 7692:?. .276923 1. 5l.9231 65.33 3336 

. 27?"/27 • 75~,21\5 26. (l'.,::::234 

!. 977'273 .22 1591 

I. 07339 5 • 000,100 . uoooo-..- l;;,4 . 1 t:7500 

' -- - ·-- ··--- ·- ·- - ·-- ------- ------·------- ·- ------ ··-·-- ---·- - - ·- - ----- - -·--·- ----- --·-·- ··----- -· - - ------
. 50704 2 

E:;.:0,:,33 Cu-\T 

. 22 1 4:_,9 

. 16 1 ·,·72 

. 15000 0 

• (l(H~O(;() 

• (167857 

--- -- ------·--------

··-~- .. -·:....· J o ~ ·,,_ •·,.;-.,- • • ........ . , ,.., ,_j 

• (1(1(1()(1* .(10(1·)(11) . (11)(1(10* • 27464 :::.: 24.797 1(12 

.0(,0000 1. 504286 • (J(IQ(l(J(I .2321 1\ ;'.:: 28 . l b l_,/..-l:.,6 



fl 

• c.4 - -: :·,;,: 
:::,L( 1( , ;::; U,.~ I 

82<Jl -;1;, DAT 

. 4 1171 ::'· '1 
:3201; ;7 [1,\T 

. 356t>(, 1 
8~(1,::.; ~ Dr1 T 

• -':, .:,• )7 .. :(. . ,:, )•., .11 ··· 

• / 37~;/4 

. 2 1 1382 • 0()1J(li)(; 

8 . 4(,~· ()9} 

228 
• (, , 1( 11 . 11_ .. J . t_,. / '-S '/ 7:; 

. 242 -1::4 . 217 17:: 29. l'l 1 "/?2 

--- ----. - -------·-- ----------- ---- ---
. oo:;: 13 0 . 39E:.?.74 . l..:,34j46 3 3 . ';:'S 15 4fJ 

1 . 2~,7571;, 15 . ~:4·:•()~.7.1 

---- ·-- ---·------ ---- -- ·-··-·- ---- --- - -- ·- --------·-·-···--· ----
. . -- - - -- ------ ------------

10 

L 9 11111 
f:20-~;1 o .. 1r 

. 438"~02 
82(,,~.: ·~ (! ;Yf 

. 4~:12(,:;: 
8:2.0Ml Oi-'lT 

• {:,(ll) ()(,1) 

.37()78 7 

• 4 431.,09 

3.377777 

• ()()(~(H)(I 2 . 0'5(;. 1 ~:(1 

--------------
. 0000(11) . 30(1752 1 . 676/~92 

1. 244'144 20. 1 19659 

. ,'..741:0,7 1 . 01 12::1_. t.e, . 15\512 

• l l~A1 4 • 0000(>0 .4586 47 84 . 093750 

,, - --- ------- - ------ ----- ------ ----- ----- ----------------------------
:n 

37 

.642857 
8206~:: DAT 

. 6296~:t) 
82064", OAT 

. 218254 

• 1 77778 . 20:37(14 

1 . ~:4 12/0 . 00(,(l(l(l . 9 1'2698 29 . 5(J(H)(H) 

- ----- ----------- - - ---- - -----··--- - - - -----··----- --------
1 . 170'::70 . t 96'St. . 044444 • 40(1000 :.::2. 807693 

:;3 - ---- ---·---- . ----- --- -----------·-·------- - ---- - -------·--------

. l774 ! 9 
820644 DAT 

. 8 1 4516 . 044 '.355 • 47 1774 .3 . 322581 . 000000 . 504032 2l, . 421:377 

------ ·- - --- --------··- ---------- ---- -··--· --·· 

,, 

2. :,?1 ;1 :::A 
:~20,.;, .:.5 Dt4T 

• 41,;.(H)(H) 

:32064.o. OAT 
. 3:33333 

----- ----------SJ 
. 4444 44 

" 820647 DAT 
:J 

• • :, 11 65 1 
820648 DAT 

. 055556 

. 1262 14 

:; - --- --------·-------
:iO 82064 j OAT 

. 6060b i 
82065•) DAT 

. 053763 

• 000000 

'5 ----- ----- - --------

. 120,~.';J (I :\. l.:,09 1';/b • (l(!(>(ll)(1 . 448276 l. 1C>'.A4:c: 

. 0 5 6667 • (l(i(J()(ll) 1 . "206U:,7 • 1 6iJ(J(H) 

------·-------·------··- --·- - ----------·--·-- - -· 
.005051 . 060606 . 7'17475 . 00000(1 . 31:< 13 1 . l-010 10 ~:o . 755:.::22 

.000000 1. 32(13:38 . 000000 .257282 1 . 359223 :;:::; . 23809'1 

• OOOO(H) . 032258 1 . 327957 . 0:::~:710 . 5 S' 139:3 

. 00000* . 08(1::i(l8 2 . o·,·0909 • 13 18 1:c: 22 . 561949 

-----·--------- ---------------

--- -·----------- --------- - ·- - ---- --- ------

n :;_ J _____ ·_31-8-·8_4_1 __ Ii 82065: DAT 
. 239 130 . 000000 .1 05072 . t.::::0435 .590580 .594203 . 85~,1)72 

·s 

., 

• 713043 
820651 DAT 

. 0705 13 
820653 OAT 

• 30 1508 
820654 DAT 

. :64957 
·• 82<)1;.55 DAT 

. 026087 

. 358·;·74 

. 386935 

. 3333:-:3 

. 23S· 1 30 • 017::;91 5 . 6'.:::4783 

• 054%;7 • 0'.;:S256 • 9 1l,667 . ll;,%:72 

. 067839 • 0376~: :c: I. (195477 . 000000 

. ooooc,o .000000 

·--------- ----- ---------- ··- - ---·-------
.18'::099 

·• 820b56 OAT .. - - - - - - -----
. ~68 182 

· ' 820657 DAT 

• 2-.::.2637 
82005~ DAT 

_4;,0000 
820659 DAT 

~---· 

. 4;; ,1000 
8206.S l C•AT 

--·-··---------
• 511(:,2::: 

8206,::-2 DAT 

. 6 ·>?'?29 
8201.:-63 DAT 

. 15 4 930 . 0 00000 • 2~:9437 

. 204545 .000000 . 039773 

.076923 • 000000 

. 257 1 43 .000000 . 250(l(ll) 

. ot:7500 .1 40625 • 071~:75 

. 000(10(1 • 00<)<)()" 

.1 86047 . 0~7 13 2 • (1(1 (1()1)(, 

. 58 151..:,0 . 0 0 \.)(>00 

------ ------- ---- -· ----- --- --------- ---- ---
. s-=ss4o 

8:2066·l DA T 
.11 1c.n:s • (l(,(>0(10 

1. 0 14084 

1 . 5'43 1:c:2 

l.2'10659 

1 . 47 1429 

--------·- ··· -- --···-- ·· ·---- ------ ·-·-- -
. 3:S~7 1 

8206bS DAT 

• 107527 
8206<:,..:,. ri;. r 

.1 357 14 

. 3548:~:·? 

. • 000000 • OOOc)(>* 

. 000000 

- - - ------- ------------------ ---------

I . 021429 

1 . 732688 

. 359 15 5 

• 40·;1(19 1 

. 302198 

. 342857 

. ':::..71)(;()0 

. O(h)(•(lt) 

. (1(1(>000 

. 1357 14 

. 1771\! 9 

. 0(10(100 • l ::',6522 3 1. 774 195 

• 1 12 17'? 

. 256281 :..:::: . 8090$'3 

. 41€:8(>3 • 5'7435S' 30 . 4:::,6365 

. 0 9 1549 18 . 4 8E:096 

. 15 ·~·09 1 . 227273 23 . 586958 

-------·---------- ------·· 
. 1%:352 . 4945(:5 :::o . t::40910 

.207 143 1.1 71429 4 4 . 779068 

. 0 31:25(; .1 8 1250 25.06'151(, 

. :;: .. tC,(l(l (i • /:, ::"\(H)(H) 

. 17(154 3 2L, . 161:-00 

4 6. 17'.5003 

• 0 145S'9 3 1 : 4 59S'S">' 

. 88::07 14 32 . 7f •'l872 

. ~4 ::::l) i 1 

-·--···--· ··- - ·- -,~· -
--~ -=T: ·, --~~~~~~~~,;~~~{~f.~~~~~s~: ,::.: .:_,iz:i:-,~~:;,::~;.::::.:::~::;;:~:.::::.;~.,., .. ~:::;;,~:~:~::"'·'· "' ~-::: ~~-- -- -· · · ·· ,. -:-. · "-~ · · · -



ll 

. 'i':1-'l 1::. 

• s,c, ·; ,::(11 
8L<Jl:.6:3 OAT 

. 2 17:::::~ 
8Lo,:::..Y [Ar 

. 16 6/·,l,7 
:3::<,s.70 ( :;.\ f 

. :;::;',:,7 14 
82fj/j7 l [,AT 

. 5 3:~4'=·2 
:::21;,: 72 [HT 

::ll t l /.', 

. (l:;:~,i. 06 

• OGl)()(H) • (H):J(I')* 

• b::,(l(ll)(l 

. 014286 

• 00000() 

~ . 1 / I·,/( / 1 

. t)(l l,0(10 

. 0000(1.1- • (J(J(l()(l ... 4 . 25247:5 

• 1 75(11)(1 

1. 1 (l(l(,(JI) • (J(l(>(H)(l 

---- - - ----- -----------
. 00000* 

229 
. 41 l }.'.,':, ------------

• 21·;1:_:,58 48,733334 

.. ·-··· -- - -------- - . --·-···· ··--- ---- - ----------
• OO(H)(;() . 50'1 9 50 

• (11) 1.11){)() • 5 !:)(H)(l(I 31 . (:, 1(117(1 

. ~::,:57 14 

---- ---------- ------------ -----
. ~,8974/l 

~~ ------------ -------- -----·-------------------------
" '" , .. 

.37 1 2 12 
82(;~ 73 Ot~T 

• 295·"155 . (J0(),)(10 . 0/.:.4:::·;,4 1 . 6590';.' 1 . 000001) . 52:2727 l. 477273 20. 095505 

·,;,; - - ----------------------- -------- - -------- ----------·- - --- -·---- - -- -------- ·- -------- -·--

:',!, 

!, !'i 

. 422414 
820674 DAT 

.034,)14 
820675 Di-\T 

• ()l;.()345 • (J(J()(H)I) 

.0()()(1()1) . 0 34014 

.047414 1. o,;:.0345 

. l•)':,4 42 1. 1 ·100l,8 

. 258l~21 . 521!:,5::: . 939(,55 40. 785717 

----------- - -- ------- - ----
. 255102 .282313 . 8(,3'~'46 27.1:,96970 

----------- _____________ ,, ___ --· ·- -- ------ ---- -------
.2';16,)5'.;: 

8201:,76 DAT 

.5'.;::,:.\6:? 
:320677 D,4T 

.000000 . 082237 .0000(10 

• (l(l(H)(l(I 

- ---- - - ·- - ---- - ---·----- - - -- -- -- -----· 
.453237 . 2302 16 • 01)(11)()(1 . 20143? 

. '.38 1~79 • 71'.;:816 3(1 . 1)()0002 

• () ( l(l(I(>(> 1. (1461':,4 l ';I , ~·5 1 72~, 

t. ~,17 9:36 . (l(l(H)(H) • 1~:70':,0 27 . 4459·'l4 
" 8201:,78 DAT 
.::, 
,0 -------------------------------------------- --------------------·----------

• 1902 17 
" 8206 79 [l,)T 
:;;:i 

!:~ 
!:G ~, 
52 ,. 
60 
o: 
i:.? 
63 , .. ., 

. 427.350 
8206c0 DAT 

• ;:<.._:, -:.-, -: -; 

820i:-S1 DAT 

. 000000 
320682 DAT 

.000000 . 0 1)000< . 078:::04 . 8750(10 .263587 . 282609 25.796297 

·-- ----------------------------·-- -- ---···--- - -·---· --·------ -------·-·- --·-------- ----
. oooc,oo . 21~:675 . 000000 1.384615 , 0 00(100 . 94G:7 18 ~:7 . :,5S' 150 

• 085 106 . 000000 .00000* 1.042553 . 05673E: .51 7n: 1 1. 198582 

.59(r;l(l9 • 136364 .121212 1 . 772727 .10b06 1 .1. 234848' 1. 606061 

---------- --------------- -
' I , . 
l 

l 
I 

1 
' 

1 

. 849558 
82068.3 DAT 

• 061 947 .000000 

- ----------- .. ------

10 

" ,, 
l:i 
1.: 
15 
',6 

" " 19 
:c 

2l 

.22147l, 
8206E'4 DAT 

.868217 
8206::S DAT 

. 9~:2836 
820686 DA T 

. 683544 
8206S7 DAT 

"' 8 20b88 DAT 
: s 

" 2:i 

Z!.I 
820tS·? DAT 

• 0067 1 1 ,00<)000 

. (>54264 . 000000 

. 208955 .000000 

• 1075,'5 . 079 11 4 

.100000 .030000 

.2296~:o . 000000 

. 00000* 

.03 0201 

. 127907 

• 05',1'/01 

• O(u)(lOO 

.(100000 

.00000* 

JO-------------------.. ----·----,, 

" 
8 2(:t.;SJ DAT 

. 532609 
1 30 :320,S9l DAT 

. .:.&6 1l ,5 
820.S'?.2 DAT 

. t7S'487 
821)6~ ~ D?~ T 

• 5 :3/:.957 

• 13533:,: 

.(100000 

· 82069.:. Df4 ·; . 

. 0(10000 • (11)00(>* 

.027 174 • 07 l~652 

• (>97744 

. (l(J(J(J(lli-

• 0000(H> 

·---- ----- ---
. $'7345 1 .172566 . 349557 . 24778:c: 

.9l-6443 .000000 . 2046'?8 1~:. 870968 

1. 248062 . 0(;0000 . 368217 1. 27~··07(1 37 . 964909 

·---------- --- - --- --------- ---
1. 2S'1045 · .000000 .1 7 1642 . ',, 10448 

. 86075~1 22.5'29068 

1. 1666,~7 • (H)(l(l(lO .1 20000 . 786667 . 36.000000 

------------ ---
1. 088889 . 281'18 1 .259257 . 362963 23 .1 63364 

------------
.'?20290 . 000000 • (l(l(H)Oll . 00000* 

--------------·------ ----
1. 554:,:48 • 00000(> . ~:15217 1. 23,;, 1:,o 30 . l\l'.::504 

. 00(H)00 • (:.9'~248 28.~07'.:::51 

2::::. 403847 

.87'.",l)(I() . (H)(l ()()() 

Ii~ .~o,,846 . 096 154 . 0.:,730,~ --· -- - . !:,:;,;~---.. - ~~t;i,;·~:~ 2 ---~~:1:.n,;-- ·~;:,~;;;;--- --~-;;-:.z1 ~;4- - ;;; ~ -6:,06,·::, 

J ~~ _. 8206~ 5 DAT ---- ---·--- ·- ___ . __ --- ---- ------ --- __ . --·· - _ __ - · -·- -- ·- ·--- -- ---·--·--·- ·-- - -- - _ --- -· - ·- -- --- - --------
t ~ .v::,7742 . 2/4 1·3"1 4 .(1( 1t)O(n) . Of.11)()(1* 1. 66 1:::·:S·O . 4(13 'L2l:, .i:=, ._:; .. · 5::: .338710 3'1.35 1067 \ ;'.'. -~~%::~.;~:~, - .-0000~;;-----:-;;~~;0* -----.. ~ ~)z;~;-· - 1 . 1 7~~-;·3 ---- . C~;.;(;~'~'~;-- -.-C~~~.;O». ---~6030':,~~0 . ~~----· 

! J 820697 DAT 

.\.) .._:0000 
8206.;"$ DAT 

.1 95 122 . 000000 • OOOO(i.' • (,(11)(1(1(1 • O(iOOC>~ 

_.;_.: ·.'.·,'.;.: :: . · · ;.. .. _,. .. 



:J 

,, 
" J J 

• . ~-::':,;"/t)' 
:-~;:1) il.J(I {) ( , r 

. ~·'l 1176 
,320,0 1 OAT 

. 0(•00(1() 
820702 DAT 

. 414';i i:, t . 
8~'. 0 7():j DAT 

. 424837 

• (l()(H) I)* 

• (H)()(J(l(l 

• I•,,. •'., .•. 

. lllll I 

.01 0 2 04 

- ··---------------- --- - --- ---· ------ -- - - ·- -· - -·· 
• 89:::876 

82070'1 Oi~T 

. 000000 
8:20705 DA.i 

• OOO •)(H) 

• 2734~:7 

. l)/:,7 't1 /;-

.1 953 12 

l • :_·, ! ·.· / ~. _; . { J/ . : ·-' '-· i 

. ·;, ; :::;.::·_-,( .. • (1() ( 11)(.J(, 

. c,,:, cioi:10 

. (H) (l(ll)(• 

-------- --------- -- - -- - - - - --- --- - ------ -·---·· ·- - ·--
. bb9291 

820706 DAT 
. 2 2 (•472 .000000 .1)(1000* 

--------··--------· -- --- --- ----- ---- -- -- --·· 
• 412~:44 

820707 DAT 
. 1QOS·17 .01 37l,l . 8 11_;,51 4 

1. 1'311(1'.2 • (J()(i '.i-JC, I) 

• 0 (11:,c,c,o 

230 

. 751 6 3 4 2 8 , L'\5 1614 

2'1 . $ 7(,5 45 

. ::ss1 (~:::: 

. t)(l(H)(l(J 

- - ----- -- ---·-----·-- ·- - -- -------- -----
. 0117244 ~:4.1 ·7 1432 

. ~;85321 3!. 7441,8() 

:;.:: ·-- - - -- ·- -------- - - - -----··-.---, . - - - . - . ----- - ·---- - -- ··--- -- -- - -- --·- -- ------ ------· 
c•; :~20708 DAT 
.JI 

JJ 

! ~~ 
C 

1. (J47619 
8207(19 DAT 

• 152 542 . (11)(10(10 

.01·;::,04:3 .000000 

3 . 5 7627 1 1. 06779 7 2. 50:::4 75 30.8%9 41 

• ( i(> (l(>(Ht . 77142'? • 9047(:,2 38. b 12';1(14 

------,, -- ----------·- - ------------- - -·------- - --·-· ·-·- - ----·- ·-· -- ------ ··-- -·---· - - -·- -·- ------·----·--
. 4'.::7!58 • (J(i (H)(>O 

.... 8207 10 DAT 
: .. ; - - - ---- - -- ------ -·--··-------- -- -. ----- ---·- · -· -------------- - - . --- - -- ---·--- ------ ·- - --

. 520001) • 140(:(>(I • (H)(H)(l(> • 2":.:l;./.:J.:.-7 
·- 820711 DAT 
"' 50 ---------------------------

5 1 • 696-'+29 • 26 7~:57 • 281250 . 000000 
820712 DAT 

~~ ---
s.:. 

. 710/:,92 cs 
'5 820713 DAT 

JJ75472 

,- -----------------
5', 

ISi: .. • 9S'0654 
8207 14 DAT 

s: _______ _ 

G3 • 923810 
820715 DAT 

.448598 

. 047619 

. 000000 

.000 000 

.000000 

c, ---------------- --

11 

· 1' 3 • 52l,~: 16 . 38815:3 

l 320716 DAT 
1' -------------

! 
I 

10 

" " .. 
15 

.345588 
820717 DAT 

1. 024390 
820718 DAT 

.217742 
82071 9 DAT :;--------

! 19 • 425:;:73 
I '.? 8207 2 0 DAT 

. 3308:::2 

.(l:35366 

.000000 

.149254 

.000000 

.10294 1 

• 25l,0';.'8 

.00000* 

• 01~:1:.,57 

.242138 

. 2570(19 

. 0857 14 

• 00000* 

. 290441 

.000000 

• (l(H)OO* 

• 04477/:. 

. 19 1)(1(11) 

1.05357 1 • (l(j0f)(ll) . 2 1~:75(1 • 5C,25(H) 27.221518 

1. l 1~•4S'7 .00000 (1 . 465409 

-------- ---- ·-----·-------- - -··-----
2. S'()(-,.542 . 000000 . 5 0'?346 1. 9158~:::: 26.767122 

-- - -----------·-- -----
1.400000 • 190476 .571429 40.510414 

. 0 16447 . 427(-,32 . 3421()5 40. 020:::32 

1. 27';-'412 • 00(10(11) • 183 ~:24 

1.475610 . 000000 . 5792l-8 

---------- ------ --- --------·-
1. 29S:::387 • 21~2097 56. 791;.:)75 

.OS'7015 . 30~i?70 3:?, . :?,0S'856 

i ;; --- ------ ··---·- -- --------- - - ·-------- -- ·- ------ ·- ·· -- -----·- ------------ - -----------------
j 23 .415584 .123377 .000000 .022727 1.058442 . 0001)00 .029221 .084416 29.932928 

l ;~ 8207

~ :1:.,:::9 . 14414~-----. 0000~---~-;z,;:~----l-. 2;;;;,;·- - - --:;~ .1;.21 b- ---. r,41 ;~~--- • 9~~·,•o 1 37 . 6?49 11:., 

i: . . 
' ,, - --ENO-·OF-HlcE- FOUND--END---------·---- ·- ----·-- ·------------
1 J, STOP 

J J: 
i "1 
l ::3 

t;; 
ji~-----
" 1-:~ - --- - - ------

1 ,:,; 

-------·-- - ---·-·----- -------

·--------------- ··------··--·- ···-·-- ·- ··--- ·--·-- ---·---- ··- - -- ·-· ·-· ···--·-- ---- --- ---------

-----------

.J . -



I 

l! 
I . 

F J!..E NAME SUF·PUED~ • • • OUTPUT DAT , •• 

82()722 Di'ff 

. :;:(14 ::: 13 
8:2~. 7 ::: .3 DliT 

. 'IOlO /c.9 _ (>(lf)(J(J{) • (,( 1::;'.674 

···23r· 

1. 2:::5:;,:·;1 'l . (1!i)l.:S5 . ~:r,1;-;,:20 . 7,,:::.1;.2(1 4 3, I ~;,,.~:/, 4 

------ ------ -- - --·------ - --· ---··- ··---·--·--···-- -----·------··---·------·--·----------

.'J 

. 0 <)0(1')0 
e20124 o,~ r 

• 049724 
:;::.:_rj72~5 DAT 

• (i(H) ( H) !f 

.(l(l()Q(J(I 

. (l(H)(J(l i} • l \ ,:475 

.00000* • 13~:~:5·;:., 

1. fJ';:26 2 4 . 21;.") 504 . ~.()71:,·;,2 . '.;: 1 ·:1 14 ':I 22 . 1;.~;1,.1 2 :~ 

t. (l(,l,298 . Oll.575 . 193370 . 7 5 13~:1 26 . 3225C:O 

~ L, ... . _ --------------- - ·-·---- -- --------------------------- ---------------
:.!~ 

OJ 

:l:l 
:::;~ 

• 5119,:;:~5 
8?.0726 DAT 

• 47777 ::: 
8 20727 DAl' 

,,. ---------
3,, ,, 
,o 
:l) 

. 4 ~'(:,552 
820 72~: DAT 

. 6')4030 
i;c 82072'7 DAT 
41 
·1:? ___ _ 

• c;..-.. .-..:,1_,(l -~ 

:32•:730 DA T 

. :;:54545 
0 0 82073 1 DAT 
4!.' 

• 2741 'i 4 

.2611 11 

• 00(!<)00 

. 044776 

. 4:::3 121 

• 1::::6:,:64 

so- - ----------

"' 1.081818 
~2 :3 20732 DAT 
3:1 

'5 . 625000 
Su 820 733 DAT 
S7 

£0 
. 684210 

&O 820734 DAT 
61 
r.2 ---- - - - - ··· 

6 '." ., 
;;s 

. 710145 
820735 DAT 

.027273 

·• 200000 

. 2456 14 

.000000 

• 0(11)000 • (J () (l(J(l* 1 . '.37 <) 96:~ • 0 91.;774 • 274 19/J. • 'J4::::548 27 . 0L1 27,~ 

. (11)(1000 . 00000~ 533-::::::3 . l'l 1667 • (ll,6667 . 183:3::::3 44.41463:5 

. 006897 . 2724 1 4 1 . 15:362 1 • t)(li)l)(H) . 0:::27 5 ·_;• • ::::·~·3 1 ()'.;: 21 . 9/.:,1:,2 15 

. 000000 . 07()~:·;,1;. 1. 402'?:~:5 . 000000 . 220 1 4·;· . 44 77 /., 1 ::::5. 7 125171 

, c,::1 :cA7 . 14·;·(:.f:L 1. 42(1 ;.':::::-:-~ • (H)()•.)(H) . o:,: i :,:4 7 • : ·:·.:(r:··-:-, 27 . :,:7f::37 I, 

• ()()(ll)C)(J . (l'.;: 1:::1 :3 1 . 1,c,·;,c,91 . 3 0 454::, . 072"/27 . 10909 1 45 . 777775 

.000000 . 3·;·0 ·~0':, 1 . 436::1..;4 . 3 136~:6 . 468182 . 5·;,os·o ·;, 21. 12~,000 

.000000 . 00000• 1. 65,;.,:...,: .. :, . 07·;· 167 • 129 167 • 7:3:;:::::3·~; 23 . 7452:33 

. cooooo . 000()(1* 2 . 2 54 3:::l:, • 0657~:,:;, . 8464·;· 1 I. 4 47:;:1,.:3 2 4 . G:OO(i(J l 

, 2::::1:::84 • l f:::~4 0 6 2 . 260~:70 .000000 . 8~15 072. 1 • 2:: 1 ~::::4 17 . 117977 

----- _ _. ____________ _ 

-----------·------------· 
i 3 . ::::82716 

8 '20736 DAT 
.425926 .0000•)0 . 206790 I. 648148 .000000 . 31)5551-. .6975:'.::1 32 . i o:;:39:~: 

. 222222 
820737 DAT 

IC 
• 79245": 

;2 820738 DAT 
~ -"; 

1< ,. • 29 1:::::-(·;' 
H, 820739 DAT ,., ,. 
1') 

:!.:: 

:,';? 

n ,. 
'5 

27 ,, 
:.'.) 

:;:: 
:J I 

;r,i 
3 r) 

:!ri ,, 

. 60396 0 
8 20740 DAT 

. 407895 
82o'7 41 DAT 

.000000 
820742 DAT 

1. 200<)00 
820743 DAT 

. 38 1443 
8 207 44 DAT 

.2026 14 .000000 .000 00* .78 '!314 .2450%: . 2 ::::3!:,62 .::::39G:69 

.037736 . 000000 . :::77358 3 . 264 15 1 . 4 3::::•,;,62 1. :349057 2 . 0 75472 

-- - -- - - ------- -------- · 
.015748 • 2440'?4 . 204724 1.511811 .437008 . 33!;:5:.::3 . 711;.535 

.237624 , 0(1(11)(11) . 10:3S' 11 1. 217822 • 000000 . 00000* • 6~:3 1(:,::: 

----------·-·------- - ---.. ------ -
• OOO(H)O .00000* .00000* .9802l.3 . 00(11)00 .00000* .01 3158 

. 653226 . 084677 . 000000 1.3870'?7 , 000000 • 120;,,::.3 • 3~:8710 

----------------··------ ·------- - - -- --- - - --------- -- ----
. 0526:;:2 , 00(J(H) 0 . 0000!)* 2. l) ,Y ,, 7 ::::7 . 2·;·4 7 37 • 73.~:;:4;2 • 41,::::15::< 

. 185567 .082474 .01 0309 1. 9::8 144 .3505 15 . 000000 . 257732 

'!~ - -------- . 

:,:, . 590062 
8207 ~5 DAT 

.0745::':I\ • 2 17:::·,I\ • ·:,;3:.="=:·-::·o . 8074~i3 . 29E:13/ • 220J19 7 . 509:3 ~ 7 

31. 103447 

27 . 8".::'.5'.;: -14 

36. o :_::44r,: 1 

2':J . 0 12(:.63 

32.2592l.2 

--·----·-----
18 . I 17645 

27 . 145161 

3~:. 33761;.2 

5 6 . l.5000S 

- -----·-------------- - - -··-- ··-·- -·· -- ------··- --- -·----------- - ·- -----· --··-- --· --- ··-·-----------·-----·-
.000000 

820746 DAT 

. 953846 
~ 8207 47 DAT 

. 2 6562:S . 000000 

. 02 '.2:07 7 • (l (; (>(;1)() 

• 1>)0()(Jj1, 1. (1 23•'1:C;7 

• 0 1 ! C:,~::~ • ~1,:\l~~::_:l 

.0(>00/.>0 . 0 (1:3S'Ol, • 4·;· 2 rn7 2 :::: . 55::::8 41_, 

• 14 !:, l ':A . 7 0 7~)92 • l,'.;:()71;.9 ""-:I_~. 'l~.38331..: . 

!.. l.J - -------- - - -----·---·- - --- ·- --- --·- --------- - - ··- - - ----- - - - ----------- -- - ----- - -- --- - --· 

. 5 11.::::3(::7 1. 4 '.'.1613 33 . 1S'15i 18 ·. , ,, 

.;:, 
r,: 

', 

. ::::97t::4·i 
c':'2l)7 48 DAT 

. 000000 
820749 DAT 

. 5 2 ~4 38 
820750 DA f 

. 89 /.>2~6 
8~075 !. (1P1 T 

• 4°;1•l f::,2 4 

.2677 17 

.210·)37 

.00()000 

.1 98!:,48 . 2•)';1677 

• (11):39 '°37 • !)(H)(H)(I 

• 0 2 7 ~:') ,) • Ht:437 

. 00()00* • 15~",660 

2 . 87(1S•U,: .Ol ..<;,1 2·;1 

1. (IJ(i:,:60. . (H)(H)(l(l . 29·;,:: 13 .. C.4 5C::, ( .'Y 2:~ . 3 1131 ·;· 

1. (I~: 1 ~5tJ . 000(>(10 : 0 11 719 • 32~:125 25. :::97 963 

l . /:,7S,2flr5 . ::'.::l;.:)20 G: . 3lt4:'.:;4() 1. 3 /~(i7~?5 31. IJ~!Jl59'/ 

--- - --- --------- -------··- --J·- - ·- ·- --·-·-------·- p-- ---------- --- ·------ ------ -----··--- ---- --

. • ~.'l, . - ~-':~~ , ..,.,, , .-r-Jl .... ..... . - - ..... _" •.':,'i 
"0'!'°"',!':'•'! ........ "'.'1 ... --:o-"-'~..., ... , - , ... ,,- ,,:, ....... ----. ..... --- ..... ,µ - - ·•7c,;,"'" __ • .,._._ ~ .,. . o, • ' - A -

·---··--.,,-- .. -------~~A,tr.~1~ ,~~,tS,~.::._~~- ,~'. ~:-:..r:.~=:.:..:.,·~~-•. -s: /:.·~"'.~-:-:_;_:~·_:_.::~..::.,._. ;.=_.~~.i·.1'.:.P<A-:4.~- · ... --.'a-.. _.._.._ -..~- --- ·-, _ .... ,i,- -



·,. 

. 000()(1() 
:~ :::0752 DAT 

. OC>877 2 
:,,.::0753 DI\ r 

. --····-· ··- - -- ·· ·· . - - - . 

:,,., -:,'-, ~- : - · , ·J(l{ l( I' I() LJ (1 H O v . 14 l /1.-.\ 

.'1 8 24'36 • (l(J (;(l (l ( ) 2 . 4 51:, 141) 

.. 4i} ~ . 
:::::: .. ' -· ' ,:.: / 

• (11)l)(H) (I . 1 ,:.:;: 1s c-. 4 ,; . . ')27 77·/ 

I ·--- ----- - - --··- ··-- ---- --···----- -- ----- --- -·-· - ·· ·- ··--- --- ···-··--··-·· · . 
. (J(,(11)() (1 

·------ ---··-----·--· -- - - f 
7 ~-. 11 i 1. 1 ·:, I 

.1 7 5 5 7 3 
::, ;:0755 DAT 

• () (J () (l ( l(I . (! (i (H_l ( \C) 

- ·-· . ·--- --- · ---·-- - ·-···--- ---··--·-· . - - ···- -----··· - ----· 

': J 

1 . 1565-:-:2 
820 7 5 6 OAT 

• (:-53~:46 • 000() (J1) 

, , 820757 OAT 
21 
: ,:; 

" 29 
:·9 

--------------- --
1. 000000 

820758 DAT 
• 111111 

. 1 '::· r)'i :~: 5 

. 23~1577 . 0 000(10 

-- - - ------- -·--- - ---- ----
. OOIJ OOO . 0222 22 • 977778 . 00000 1:, 

• ( >(IO(i ( I :!--

. :351)962 • 9 711 54 2 4 . ():'_::9 ,'.'.:.00 

• ( H)() (l(J * . 011111 1~:. 2 54629 

j\) --- - - --- ----- ------ ------- - · --·-·------------ - ----- - --------- -------- ··- - - - -------- - - - --------------

" " " 

. 0(11)()00 
820759 D/\T 

. 1525 4 2 .OC>OOC>O .00000* 1. 152:,4 2 .02 5 424 . 1398'.;: 1 . 2711 86 

" - --. ---- -- - --- - - ·-· ··· ·---------·-- ----- -- --- --- - ------
. 811 8:~1 

8 2 07(:.0 D/\T 

.162 7 9 1 
.::; :320 76 1 DAT 
,, 

. 4c:t,.84 2 
820 7 6 2 DAT 

.14 ::::515 .OOOOiJO 

.000000 .00000* 

• 223(:.~:4 

.029703 1. 5·;:4(;5·:;· . 0 00000 • 4$'504'1 

2. 0 :3 13 ·:.·13 . 2 4 4 1 ~: .~ .. . 2 os~:02 

.1 0526::..: 1.111 ~: 42 . 200,S58 .65 131 6 

20. 02 12 76 

45 . 736851 

2 7 • 00(>(1(11) 

2 7 . 4 '.::<) 2 2 ·? 

~ - ---- - ---- - ------------------------·------·-- ·-·-·------ ------- ------·-·- -···--·- ---- -- ----
. 298 137 . (,ooooc, . 037267 . 0000 0 0 . 7 51 ~53 .33 85()9 . 307453 .596273 37.689026 

"' 820763 DAT :~ ------------ ------- -- ---------- - -- - -- ------------ ------- --- ------- - - -
1 .261;.6 67 

820764 DAT 
. 000000 • 041;./;, l;.7 . 1266 (:.7 .57 33'.'.::3 16. ~ 5 :-~ 100 

53 --------- - - - ------- ---- - ----- - ---··--- ----- ---·--- - - -- - - - ---------------- - ---- -

1.552631 
,e 820765 DAT 

59 . l;.6929 1 
50 :32 0766 DAT 
61 

" fl 

" " 
820768 DAT 

. 04:-< 86() 

.000000 

• 17 127 1 

• 00( 11) 00 .00:377 2 1. 05263 1 . 250000 1. (l~: 7 71 9 19 . 2 1 1::::82 

- ------ - ----------- ---- -----
• O(H)OO* . 16 5 354 1 . 0 7$7 40 .. 5 19 6 !::5 . 503 ':-'3 7 1. 07 8 740 1G. 1 S-4 8 (•5 

. 000000 .1 8232 0 1.165746 • 14 (1884 . 679558 . S:'33702 17. 6 373(,3 

-- ------- - --- - ------ - - - - -··----- - - ----··-- -.-- --·-- - -···------ - -- --
. 5 9 1:::04 

8 2 0767 DAT 
.1 565 22 .. 16'? 5 1.:.5 . 204348 1. (;.000(>0 

------ -- - - ·---------- ------------- · 
1. 0 00000 

8 2 07(:.9 DAT 
. 172 131 .000 000 .. 0450:32 1. 0901 6 4 

• 30()00 0 

·--------- ----- --------- · 
• 8 48'.::61 1. 271)4 ';:'2 18.205606 

-----------·-··-··- ----- - - - -------- ----------- - ------- ------ - -------
" 11 

" 13 
1,! ,. 
16 

" :r. 

. s·~:7500 
8 2 0770 DAT 

• 6 8 S'076 
8 2 0771 DAT 

---- -
1.1 9 4445 

82077 2 DAT 

. 053 571 • (l(l(iQ(H) 

. 117647 .008403 

.1 25000 . 142'.::6 1 

1.1 9 642 9 . 7 7232 1 • ';19 107 1 

. 142857 1. 0 ~'2 437 .260 504 • 689076 .99 1597 24 . 9 3 9999 

• o ~:8 19 -1 1. i)(: () (;()0 . :::57 6 3 ·;:· • ', '9 3 056 16. 02~.'852 10 
,a 
2; 

Z2 
23 

·---- ----- - · - -- -- ---------------- ----- - - - - - - - ---- - - ---- ---- -

" 2a 

"' 
" ,a 

" i :i 

" " " 

.5804 60 
820773 DAT 

.0000(>0 .00000* • ::: 2 471 3 

-- - - ---------- - --------- - - -
• 97S·310 

8 20774 DAT 

• ~ 1354 8 4 
82077 5 DAT 

.172414 

.000000 

.000000 . 0 4 4828 

.00000.-

1. 1206S·O .000 000 . 387S'31 .844828 

1 . 1655 17 .2724 14 . 4 6 2(1(:.•;:• .62 0 (,$' 0 20.054 455 

1.451613 1. 2419'..::5 20.6006 97 

------------------------------ - --· - ---·-· ···- --··--- --- ------ -- - ---- - - - ···-- ---

ll 

1. 2 19 6 9 7 
820776 DAT 

• 10~.o.o. 1 • 00(·0<)0 . 0 6 8 182 

l~ - - - ----- ------------· - - --- -- ----· -- ··-· -·- - --- . - - - -- - . ·- -·--- ·· 

~ 1. 2 63 566 . 2 7 1318 .00000 0 . 2 9 4574 
:; 8 2<)777 D/\T 
4'/ - ----- -------·------ ---···----- ---- - ---· · · ·---- - -- --· 

•J • T/ i)l :.:: 1.:, . (It.::::::;:::::: • (11J( ;l)(li) • i)i) (i (1 (1 * 

•
4 8207 78 DAT 

4-:. --- . . -- -· · ----- - -- ·---·· 

o 1 . (l:~(1 0 00 . 1)(10 0 0 0 .02 0 0 0(1 • 1 ':•5(1(11) 

~ 820779 DAT ., 

1 .:::2~753 • : :7 12 12 . 4·1 3 182 1 . 189 '.::94 Ll . 0 33653 

.1 20 15 5 1 -1 . 9 5 7 14 4 

. 1~.:;~i.74 1 / . ";16062 9 

. 2 9 ()(:(, t) . t, /(lt>OO 21.61210/.:. 

to--- ··--- - ------------------ ----- ---·· ··-- - -- -----· ·-··· ··- --------- . --·- --- ---- ---··- - -- -------- ------- - ·-------- --- --- - - · 
,. 1 . 2 17054 • 1 c, :::527 • 0077!:;2 . 127'.':1t)7 1. 2 7 9(17(i • 0(1(J(,(l (l • L~323!:,8 . '?22 48 1 16 . 14S7,'.,0 ,, 

82078t) DAT . ., 
!.( - ---- ----- ------·--·-- - - -··- -- ----------

1!'., • 9250()0 . 4 ·~(1(l (H) • (13;3(l(H.l . 12 7 5 (H) • 7 (l(h)00 1. 21 0(10 (1 2 1. (1.~.:573 
820 78 ! DAT l" 

" \ , - --------- ----- -- - ·-- -------- -- ----- -- ----- --· - ~--· - ···- -··- - - --- ------- ··-·- ·---- - - - - ·-------- - ··-

1
;J . :::;::5 18 5 . ~::::",9 26 . 000 (,(10 • ~5S'~5Y 1. t•8 :.::::2'.89 • 0 ( 1<)(J(H) • 52~•9 :.: ~':- 1. ~ 5555/J 15 . 8 6::7 45 
\; 8207G:2 Df .. ff 
I,, -··--·· ·-····· ·· ·- - ------- . ----· 
t-1 1 . ::0[~333 .. oo;::333 • ( 17~,() (H) . J '; ) /j, l 1. ::::-r::500<J 2 5 . 0 •1'.::1174 
4 ,, 3:;::07 :, :.") DAT 
-----------··-·- ---------·--··· ·- ----··---·----· - - - ·--·-----· -- -·----- ----- ---·- - -·-·- ----- - - ·· . --·-- ----·--- ----- - ---- - --

-! 



r 
r 

r 
r ' 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

r 
[ 

r 
r 

::. •)::1·."J /::, 

1. l(H)()(JO 

f.::::f1/;_:,5 !)f.\i 

• LH.:.ll)UU(, 

• :::SOOi)fJ 

• t)U(l(H);:· 

.012~UO . ·•:-: . .:,-:.,:' 

233 
l;. , .. ::::f:.}tj} 

2.641l"l67 .000000 • 32'?1/.:.7 17.022522 

-·--·······--·------------·--------~--- -····----·----- ·-··------- ·-··-----· -----··---------------------- - ... ---- -----------., •. ~ ... 1,.~.(:.67 
:: .• :<)?%, Df~T 

:?,2.0787 DAT 

o-Z0'/83 !:J/H 

.386$'05 
:320789 DAT 

.207241 
:320790 DAT 

.000000 • 0•11;./;l;,7 ::.. ')41;,/.:../_-:,"' • (H)(l(l(II) • l::'. ~(,( {H) 

• ~ j l<)l:, • (HJ(1(h)(: • /:.,7 J~.:?,/:., 

.. 23157') , 1 7:,,·,u\ 7 .021053 .87.::1;.r,:,1 • 01\7.,:/,:;: • 8<17'~/;,8 

.:t:.7857 • (J~.5471> .1547,.:,::: .273810 

--------------------·------------····------------------------ -- -----·-------·--------
.000000 .00000* .oa1s·;,7 .698276 .443'765 • 34S'l'.38 • 5{,0345 18.6708E:S 

:, ------·· ·----··--·------------·----·· ---···-------·- ----------·-------·------------.-------··---·--· 
·1 .390977 • 150370 .041353 .011278 1. 06()150 • 31578S' .489850 1.007519 16 .. 943298 

8:<0791 DAT ·~ --------------------------· ·--·--------------·--- -----··-· ---·--- ·------------------ ·-

,, 
:..! 

2.~i62500 
:,l:2fl7'"2 DAT 

5.695648 
8:207?3 DAT 

1. 0909(19 
:320794 DAT 

• 549020 
... ., 820795 DAT 

·., 

;.~ 

co 

•= 
f3 

.991667 
320796 DAT 

1.375000 
:320797 DAT 

------
.823944 

820798 DAT 

1. 776471 
820799 DAT 

t5 -----

• 87=i(U)Q .218750 • l:,5,~250 

1. 173912 1. ·304347 1. 97t::2b() 

• (ll)(>C)(II) 

• 071:395 .0098()4 .1339:'::7 

• 000000 .233333 

.090909 .284091 .426136 

• os·sss·2 .000000 • 2.1,71,06 

.011765 .235294 .18:2:;53 

2.6::5000 • 21;.r;417 2.020833 2.958.3:33 36. :::92151 

8.6951,46 • (>00000 4.782605 18.421431 

2.0::;,,,w,1 • 324C,75 • 75~:247 l.!:"•84416 19. 1962()1 

. --··--- -·--·--------- -------------------·-
• 95•1248 • 00t)(H)0 . .509:304 1. 32l,797 20. 9999S·::: 

·-----·-·-------------------------------
1.583333 .22083:3 .3666l,7 • !:,41667 21.375000 

1.693182 .2954S5 1. OS'090S' 1.704545 17.38888'? 

----------·-----------------
1.070422 .0000(>0 .218310 .57042:::: 24.4587b1 

2.400000 .052941 1. 011765 1.800000 21.068628 

~ l , . .J 
, i 1 • 083:'.::~:3 .05(10(10 .0000(10 .23::::~:33 1.516U,7 • 00(>0(>(• .641667 1. 075(10(> ~5.Sf.0438 

I ! ; 820800 DAT 

1': 
!; 

" ,,. 

,, ,., 
1J 
:.'O 

5.8~:8709 
820801 OAT 

.000000 .00000* .580645 5.451l..13 .338710 3.241S·35 5. 1,77420 27.559999 

----·---------------------------------------------------------------- .. -----
.$'81595 

920802 DAT 

.896552 
820803 DAT 

.766667 
820804 DAT 

.000000 

.048276 

.373333 

.0(>000* 

• 000000 • 04137'? 

.093333 .356667 

.0981(:,0 .662577 • 97!5460 24.181818 

1. 041379 .000000 • 7:,:1035 19.217392 

1.540000 .203333 • 4•161,67 .8S'3333 22.495968 

Z1 ---------------------------·------- ·- ---- ---------·-·---· --·-·------·----··--·--·-- ---- ·----

27 

3.750000 
820805 DAT 

.694737 

1.678571 

• 157SS'5 

.160714 .571429 8.357142 2.017857 3.339286 4.642857 28.5119(>4 

·---------·-----·-··------------·---------------·-------------
.178947 .2s2,~:::=2 1. 242105 .00000(1 .23157';1 .526316 16.430769 

::"'i 820806 DAT 
--·c .,, ---------------------------------- --- ·------·-·-----·-·---------- ···---···-------------·-·-----------

.972477 .110092 .0516830 1.550459 .541284 .600917 .633027 1.$.784723 
,•: 820:307 DAT 
.::3 -----------------· ---- ----- - ·-----------·----·---------·------·---------·-------------,., .451,897 

82<)808 DAT 

.680851 
82080·? OAT 

1. ~375(;(; 
82c)010 DHT 

1.08333:3 
820811 DAT 

• l.>72414 

• 5375(l() 

.541U,7 

• 1 ~'8276 .5258h2 2.3531'48 

.005319 .425532 1. 72c:,1c,4 

.027778 .000000 1.361111 

• 181(134 1.3%552 17.188908 

• 43(H351 .351064 .617(•21 22. o::,·?04i 

• (1•t37~0 1. 143750 

.000000 .0S'72~2 1.125000 21.957628 

.. ---------------- --·--------- -· --·-·---· ..... -·------· ·-·-·- -----·------------ ----·---·----------·-··- ·------···---··---. -- ---------

, .• 
!'i 

,., 

• 55;;442 
820812 DAT 

.766234 .oor;ooo 

---·------·---··--- --·--------- ·------ -- ---- .. ·-. 
1. 04(,l;-67 

820.313 [1AT 
.106667 

---------·----
1. 1489~:l.-. 

G:20814 DAT 

1. !'51!7,790 
t.:t;:Oi:315 DAT 

.2'~7872 

• 1'17368 

• 0<)•)(1(10 

.o<;OOO(• 

• C,tJ(H)(,0 

.824675 2. l,10'3E:9 .0000(>0 1. 246753 

• 0161,67 1.066{..67 • 120(1()(1 • O~iOOOO • 6111;,t./:,7 21.22~8~6 

• 13297':' 1. 5(!()0<)0 .095745 .8S'8936 1. 148'?36 19.8'1::<7'13 

1 , 1 ~:;"/8"i'5 • O(HJ(,(>(1 • (>000(,il .8~3158 

-·--·------------------· ------ -·-- --· ----· --· -------·· ··-------- -· --· ·-- . -· -··- ··----·-·--·· ···------·- ·-·--- .. ··---·-- ·-------

. ~-._. --
',,µ,..:.~----- . .......- ... , .... _., .... _.;.;J~·--~- -· 
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r 
r 
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r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r i 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

1.S95233 
820:316 DAT 

.S'212b(J 
82<~317 01\T 

1. 532l,09 
820318 [IAT 

.535714 

.031491~ 

.380435 

.196429 

• 05~11)'"55 

.05 .. ;-7:33 

.04l6b7 1. 21•l2~36 

• 2::).3111.:,5 l JJ'5::i11E: 

• 3'5::::~(-.1 2.~82609 

234 

.297l.19 .517057 1. 4(,4762 22.422413 

. (131 'l'i''" .220472 • 74;::(l:)1 14.8921S9 

• (>(100(10 , 6(.~:(,48 .793478 18. O'_jC,5,)S 

~4 .. . -·- . . . - . --· - - ·- -·---------·----·-----·-------
• 372840 • 021211 • 0531r,,1 , ~~r,·3617 1,670213 .l:,9~,80,;'.' , I?(,\ 702 1. 542553 21. 7117313 

820tH9 DAT 
,., 
Hi 

-·--------- - ---------- ---·-- ·-·- --------·---·--·-----
1.32M87 

820820 DAT 
• 181159 .152174 .010870 1. 151'420 .384058 .590580 . 710145 19.362745 

i~ -------------------------··--·-··----·--·-··-----------·-----··-------·-··---··--·· ----------------
; J .376471 .100000 .032353 .305882 .9(•5882 .06470b .323529 .741176 1 s·. 9012311 
:::,1 820821 DAT 

·----------·-----·---· -·-· -----·····-·"-------------· --------···-··----- -··---------···· ------
CJ .977S'41 
_:; 82081,2 OAT 
:') 
~J -------·-

:.1 

"' :i~ 

.Vi 
:,, 

.2$'5302 
820863 DAT 

. 0076:34 
820864 DAT 

:,,;-

.::: 

" ..• 
03 

•• 
,~!, 

~cl ., 
•• 

.so:2:;;:03 
820865 DAT 

--------
.423581 

82081,6 DAT 
--------

.3131,53 
820867 DAT 

-·~---~·o .. .323129 
::~ 8208c-8 DAT 
-;3 

.007353 .128676 

.OOC•OOO .015101 

.141221 .139313 

.022020 .000000 

.157205 .082969 

.143911 .165'7'12 

.159864 .017007 

.224265 1.154412 .352941 .3602'94 .58(:2~:5 11. 315535 

.226510 .251678 b,11073Es .000000 .442953 18.i38891 

,Ol.:::702 • ::::-;-,0076 5. r::3S'69'5 • OOO(ll)O • 07:251':' 21. 010416 

.028(.34 • 000('00 6,.825991 .24669b • 411\(>97 17,137056 

-----------
.000000 .131004 6.930131 .458515 .467249 24,55340<) 

.173432 .0000(10 6.837b38 .223n,2 • 413284 23.096296 

.0001)(1(1 .020~(·8 2.091837 .217607 .:24829;, 19.3,.,3905 

---- ------ ·- ·- --------· -- . ----- - . ---- -·-- ------ ----------------· r..:. 
:-s-
~~ 

.378723 
820869 DAT 

.051064 .019149 

~~ ------------------
t;J ,., .075758 

820870 DAT 
.015152 .207071 

.031915 .000000 5.321276 

.vb81e:2 ,005051 5.?39394 

(1 ------- - -----------------··------- ------- ------------ ---· (2 

f.:;1 

" L~ 

.035088 
820871 DAT 

.216374 .000000 .OW'lf.,8 • 0(1()0(>0 h.076023 

.185166 

• 21·;,1,97 

.266082 

·--------------------
~ 1 1 
:__J , 

I I , ! • 
.023333 

820872 DAT 
· .093333 • 070000 • 000(100 • 100000 4.355000 • (>00000 

.• 446809 19.652632 

.38888'>' 23.993631 

.485380 20.424(>49 

.01:.,66(,7 17.857143 
. I 0 ---- -·-------------------···------------ -

.150000 .082353 .000000 .095588 
a 

,~ --END--(tF-Fll.:E-t=OtJND--END·----------
" STOP 
,2 

,, -----------------------,:.; 

10 
-:., 

.194118 

"----------· 11: ,, ~, ~· "'2 
70 
:..: 

3.561765 .030882 .308824 21.0l234l, 

~·-------· ------------------- ------ ·-------~,. 
21 
2U 
~:., 

n 
3> 
~:: 

~= -·--------------------·- ---------·- ... -·-·-·-·· -·-- --· ··--·--·--- .. -~···--·--·-· .. --·· ------ - -- - ---·---------------
:J'.l 

';j; .. --- --- . 
;?·· 

<•J 
A1 
-~:' ----·--· 
1:1 

:~. -·-·-·----------- ----- - ·--· ·----·--···. ---- ...... . ,.., 
... , .. 
-~·: -----------------------··-----------··· -·-~-- ------·-------------- -- .. ---· ·- . ---------------.. 
s, .. 
!.:I----------·----~----··--··--··· - - ------ - . -
~A 

~-= 

, ... 
I?;· .. . ·.,, ,,, 

---------··- ------· --·------·-- ------· - --···- -- ------ ------·-·- ·-·----· ·- --·--~-·-·--------------- ----· -~---

~ 
·'"'. 

·ff"' . :-. 
Qt;.""' .;;J~pr~· 

:..r: 

·--------~--------.... .,. ... ______ ........ -



100~/o.~ 
- - . ELEME1rNT PEAK ID[NTI: FICATION CHA.RT 

Fe K · 
-~a 

-

-

-

-

-
-
-

-

-

R.b KC( -- B~ Ket 

-SrK . . . Cl 

-Y K 
C( 

-Zr K - C( 

.-Np L~C 

,_Np L)'C 

-Np LYR 

,_241Am C 

_241Am R 

-Ba K 
- f:3 

C =Comp.ton P~ak 

R =.Rayleigh Peak 

- 241m C 

__ 241.mc 
241 

.,-- ~me 

" 
i 
I 

241 
AmR 

i 



~ --

1QQJ!/o.~ . 
C01hif.f?,i,ffliN,_l B_A1¥L:C:l:G1H· SCATTER CH,~RT 

-

-
-

5.0~/,,, i.-
- _,II 

-12 
~· 

m ,i-
),;: 

~ n: 
~ 

-

-

-
-

~·---· 22-·--··-··-- ---
,',/ . "(•• ,,, "' ,,,,,.,, ,.,,, ,, ,, " 

-Np L.BC 

. C :;,Cor,n,p,ton ,i~ak 

R ::.~~~l,eJ.g,h ·· rl~~ak 

-Np LoC 

.:-Y Kct 

-ZrK ' ' C( 

.-N,p LYR 

~241Am C 

i-.,,,-241Am R 

_241,. C ~rn 

:-241.rnc 

JO,O 

,:-La KC( 

c.e Kct 

400 

~ ·--====rz:~~====ir-====:t:::=r======~----;;i,ri==""' 
-"lQO 

I 
• I 

1' 
' 
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